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The notions of structure and process underlie current work in the

cognitive sciences. In particular, the reports given at this conference

represent detailed application of these concepts to limited areas of our

experience. What is unique about such work, I think, is the extent to

which considerations of both structure and process appear together. Up

to recently, psychologists, anthropologists ard linguists have tended to

study one or the other. One justification for excluding one of these

notions is that it is not important, or not relevant, or not 'real'.

That is, the notion is not needed. A second justification is a division

of labor argument. Given limited time, it is possible to study either

structure or process, but not both. Nevertheless, both are relevant.

I think that it is becoming clear that neither of these arguments is

adequate. Not only are both structure and process important to study,

but they cannot be studied independently without losing a great deal of

insight. While I say that this situation is unique or new, I mean this in

only a very local sense, that is, given the recent history of the cognitive

sciences.

In this connection it is interesting to consider what Alfred North

Whitehead had to say on the subject. In Process and Reality (1929) he notes

the saying of Heraclitus that 'all things flow' and writes "that 'all things

flow' is the first vague generalization which the unsystematized, barely

analyzed intuition of men has produced..: Without doubt, if we are to go

back to that ultimate, integral experience, unwarped by the sophistications

of theory, that experience whose elucidation is the final aim of philosophy,

the flux of things is one ultimate generalization around which we must

weave our philosophical system... But there is a rival notion, antithetical
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to the former. I cannot at the moment recall one immortal phrase which

expresses it with the same completeness as the alternative notion has

been rendered by Heraclitus. This other notion dwells on permanences

of things..."

Whitehead considers how the two notions are expressed together in

the lines

Abide with me;

Fast falls the eventide.

He writes "Here the first line expresses the permanences, 'abide, 'me

and the 'Being' addressed; and the second line sets these permanences

amid the inescapable flux. Here at length we find formulated the complete

problem of metaphysics. Those philosophers who start with the first line

have given us the metaphysics of 'substance'; and those who start with

the second line :lave developed the metaphysics of 'flux.' But, in truth,

the two lines cannot be torn apart in this way; and we find that a

wavering balance between the two is a characteristic of the greater

number of philosophers."

A fundamental point here is that both structure and process are to

be studied and that they are intimately related. Actually Whitehead

comes down on the side of process as being more fundamental. I don't

want to imply agreement with Whitehead's particular philosophy. The

above quote is more or less a historical description.

In fact, as our theori.es become more and more precise, it becomes

clearer how they can fit into the mode of this kind of historical descrip-

tion. Let me quoLe just one more sentence from Whitehead. He writes,

"On the whole, the history of philosophy supports Bergson's charge that

5
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human intellect 'spatializes the universe'; that is to say, that it

tends to ignore the fluency, and to analyze the world in terms of static

categories." One immediately thinks of multi-dimensional scaling. If we

provide a Euclidean representation as a model of the structure of a set

of objects to which humans respond, we have "ignored the fluency", that

is, we haven't discussed the processes that people go through in respond-

ing to these objects. Of course, the opposite occurs, that is, theories

have been advanced which concentrate on procesd (to the exclusion of

structure. I would argue that traditional learning theory may be

described in this way.

There is another distinction which correlates with the one already

made. This involves the difference between 'natural' and 'artificial'

structures. Anthropologists and linguists have concentrated on discovering

natural cognitive struCtures and havc tended to ignore process.

Psychologists have concentrated on process, for example, memory and learn-

ing, while dealing with artificial, laboratory-induced structure.

Doubtless a reason for this is one of relative simplicity. If one is

studying process, the problem is difficult enough without becoming involved

with complicated structures. Of course, one may then pay the price of

not being able to say much about structures that people actually use. A

theme running through the papers at the Workshop is an attempt to study both

natural structures and natural processes:

In this report I want to discuss each of the 9 papers in order to see

how they exemplify this general notion of structure and process. In order

to do this I will have to first give a sh6rt summary of the paper. I will

occasionally report comments made at the Workshop but not very often. Only

6
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those comments that seem to speak to general issues will be reported.

Discussions of technical points, for example the relating of response

time results to those obtained in other experiments, will be omitted.

The papers will be discussed in the order in which they were presented

at the Workshop.

Rumelhart and Abrahamson

The paper by Rumelhart and Abrahamson, "Toward a Theory of Analogical

Reasoning", provides a nice example of the role of the notions of struc-

ture and process in cognitive theories. Subjects are asked to perform

analogies on animal terms, for example, "beaver" is to "sheep" as "dog"

is to , with the subject required to fill in the blank term from the

4 alternatives given, in this case, "donkey", "camel", "elephant", and

"chimpanzee". The authors consider analogy as a kind of reasoning and

remark that "...the theoretical problem in understanding any particular

reasoning process becomes clear. We must (1) specify the form of the

memory structure and then (2) determine the algorithm which is applied in

the case of the reasoning process in question".

It.is assumed that the memory structure for the animal terms is a

Euclidean space, with each term represented as a point in the space. The

specific space is 3-dimensional and is taken from Henly (1969), who

derived it by applying a multi-dimensional scaling program to judgments

of similarity on the animal terms. Between each pair of points in this

space there can be calculated a directed (vector) distance. It is

assumed that for any analogy of the form A:B::C:? there is an ideal analogy

point I such that the vector distance from C to I is the same as the vector

distance from A to B. It is also assumed that the closer (in absolute
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distance) an alterntive is to I, the more likely it will be chosen as

the best analogy solution.

Three experiments were performed to test the theory. In the first

two, subjects did analogies on animal terms. The basic assumptions of

the theory were confirmed, that is, the further from the ideal point an

alternative was, the less likely it was chosen as the solution. Subjects

were also asked to rank the four alternatives. With three added assump

tions, including Luce's choice rule, predictionsyere also made of the

probabilities of ranking of each alternative. These predictions were also

considered confirmed.

In the third experiment, an attempt was made.to teach concepts by

means of analogies. Thus 3 sense syllable points were chosen in the

animal space and labeled BOF, DAX, and ZUK. Subjects were then given

analogy problems of the form, for BOF, say, of A:B::BOF:(X1, X4).

The subjects guessed an answer and then were informed of the best answer

and the rankings of all the alternatives. Following this learning,

subjects rated (on a scale of 1 to 10) the similarity of each of the 3 new

"animals" to the original 30 animals and to each other.

After the fifth trial of learning subjects responded to the analogy

problems in a way predicted by the theory. That is, their probabilities

of ranking of the alternatives were quite similar to what the theory

would predict for animals at the points assigned the new "animals".

The similarity ratings of the artificial animal terms also behaved as

they should given their distances from the.other animals. Thus this

experiment provides an illustration of concept fromation via analogical

reasoning.
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Discussion of Rumehart and Abrahamson's paper centered around the

structure and process parts of the theory. It was claimed that important

semantic relations which people use in analogies are not represented in

the theory. D'Andrade discussed the theory in relation to the work of

Evans (1968) and claimed that only part of the analogical reasoning process

was represented in Rumelhart and Abrahamson's theory. Important preliminary

processes, such as determining features and relations between features were

not considered in the theory.

If we take a Euclidean space as a model of the subjects' representa-

tion of the set of animal terms, then the subjects' solutions of analogy

problems can be predicted. But it seems to me that this result does not

provide evidence for the proposition that an adequate model of the animal

terms is a Euclidean space. Rather it implieS that the processes of

solving anaolgies and of making similarity judgments are closely related.

Thus if we have information on similarity judgments (the Euclidean space

derived from those judgments) then we can make some predictions about

analogies. The wider the variety of tasks that can be understood by

applying various process models to the Euclidean model of structure, then

the more likely we are to believe that the model is a representation of

subjects' knowledge.

Kintsch, Miller and Hogan

The paper by Kintsch, Miller and Hogan is a study of the relations

between the cluster structure obtained in free recall experiments and

that obtained in tasks which are directly dependent upon semantic organi-

zation. Kintsch et al. call the component of memory that represents the

meanings of words the 'lexical component of memory' and propose the
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hypothesis that this component 'provides the basis for clustering in

free recall'. The alternative hypothesis is that clustering in free

recall is not related to the general memory structure.

Three tasks were used to measure the similarity of words in long

term memory (that is, the lexical component). The first method was to

ask subjects to sort words into categories on the basis of their simi

larity of meaning. The more often that two words occurred in the same

pile, the more similar they were. (Two measures were obtained from this

task, one from before and one from after "correction" of the sorting of

the subject). The second method was to ask subjects to identify a word

(selected by the experimenter and unknown to the subject) by asking ques-

tions about it. The number of questions answered "yes" that are

identical for two words provides a measure of similarity between the

words. The third measure of semantic similarity was obtained by measuring

the response overlap to two.different words in a restricted association

task, that is, the number of associates the two words had in common.

These tasks were all done on the same set of 40 nouns. A free recall

experiment was carried out on the same words. The measure of similarity

between two words was obtained by counting how often a word was

immediately followed by the other word in the responses of the subjects.

This measure was obtained for both trial 1 and trial 5.

In order to analyze the similarity of these measures, clusterings

were produced from each of the 6 proximity matrices (2 sorting measures,

identification task, association and trials 1 and 5 of free recall task).

A clustering is simply a partition of the seli of wards (it is not a

hierarchy). A measure of the similarity of two clusterings was developed

and calculated for each of the (
6
) = 15 pairs of clusterings.

2

10
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In all 15 cases the value of this similarity measure Eetween clus-

terings was quite high. Looking at the clusterings produces the same

result. When there is a difference between 2 clusterings it tends to

be the case that one partition is simpl) finer than the other, that is,

one of the clusterings may break a subset of words into, say, 2 clusters,

while the other treats them as one cluster. This result held for all

6 clu
P
terings, including the 2 obtained from the free recall data. The

conclusion is that there is much similarity between lexical organization

and clustering in free recall. (A second experiment, similar to the

first but using more highly structured sets of words, produced essen-

tially the same results.)

What are 'structure' and 'process' in this study? As the authors

admit, they are not 1,m11 specified. The 'structure' is the structure

of the lexical component of memory but that is not given. As the authors

write, 'Although we do not know and we do not have a model for it, we

can compare the output order in free recall with performance in various

other tasks in which lexical structure may reasonably be expected to be

a crucial factor ... Although the limitations of this empirical

approach are obvious, it can provide evidence as to the general adequacy

of our working hypothesis. If the structure of the output order in free

recall does not correlate well with that obtained in the other tasks

mentioned, the usefulness of the hypothdtis that the output order, in

free recall reflects, inter alia, lexical structure would be questionable'.

The clusters are not a structure in the sense in which we have used

the word 'structure'. Rather they are thd results of task-specific

processes working on some unknown structure. The processes are also
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unspecified. Miller (1969) has discussed some models of structure

and process for the sorting task, and there are many models of free

recall in the literature which, however, either do not take the

structure of the materials into account, or assume that the structure

is given by a numerical measure of association between 2 words. The

problem is to develop models of lexical structure which allow process

models to be defined on them and predictions made for both semantic

similarity and free recall experiments.

Wexler

Wexler's paper is an experimental study of.semantic structure. It

is an attempt to develop a psychological theory of the representation

of semantic features. As an experimental example, a set of 9 'have'

or 'transfer' verbs was analyzed, including, for example, 'have', 'get'

and 'give'. In order to determine the organization of the meaning of

this set of verbs, a triads test was performed.

In this test, the subject is given 3 words and asked to select the

one which is 'most different in meaning from the other two'.

It turns out that the results of this experiment can be predicted

fairly well by the following model. The structural model is a tree with

the non-terminal nodes labeled by semantic 'features' and the terminal

nodes representing the 9 words. The first feature is whether or not the

.subject has the object after the action, and the second feature is

whether the subject has the object before the action. The process model,

which determines the choice in the triads test, applies to the tree.

It looks for a difference in the 3 words on the first feature. If there

is a difference a decision is made then. That is, the word which has a

12
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different (from the other 2) value on that feature is selected as most

different. If the value of the first feature is the same for all 3

words, however, then the model goes on to the second feature in the

tree. The process is repeated until a difference is found on some

feature.

In addition to,predicting the triad choices, the model can be made

to predict relative response times for triads. If we assume that each

search of a feature takes some amount of time, then triads for which

the process model can come to a decision after the first feature is

searched should take less time than triads for which the model must

search 2 features, and so on. For this particular structural model

(tree), 3 sets of triads can be distinguished and ranked according to

predicted response times. An experiment measuring response times was

performed, and indeed, the predicted rank order amoung the average

. values for the 3 sets was observed. In fact, the response times appeared

linear with respect to the depth of the feature at which a decision could

be made, a result which would be predicted if we added the assumption

that each feature took the same amount of time to process.

If one now carries out the process model on a somewhat more minute

level, that is, attempts to spell out a few of the assumed processes in

more detail, it turns out that the tree model is not as likely as a

lexicon model, that is, a model in whicli each word has stored next to it

a list of semantic features. The evidence for this is also in the

response time data. 'Also, the data tend to rule in favor of a top-down

rather than bottom-up model of processing the features.
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One other experiment was performed, a triads test in which the

items were sentences with constant frames containing the verbs rather

than just the verbs. This experiment was done in ordet to compare the

results of the analysis with the structure obtained by Bendix (1966)

for the same set of words in frames, using a linguistic analysis. His

structure did not do nearly so well in predicting the data as a hier-

archical structure essentially the same (but allowing for the frames)

as the one used to predict the results for words in isolation.

The models described in this work must meet the same objections

that apply to most of the other models we are considering. Namely,

they have been developed to fit a particular situation (the triads test)

and have not yet been tested in other situations. In order to be

considered more generally valid, process models have to be developed

which apply to the same structure and predict what happens in the new

experiments. One can think, for example, of obvious models which apply

to trees to explain analogy experiments of the Rumelhart and Abrahamson

type. But it remains to be shown whether they can do as well as Euclidean

models..

A number of comments were made concerning the fact that the implica-

tion relationships in the set of verbs were not explicated by the model.

For example, 'take' implies 'get'. In order to account for these relation-

ships, one could construct a tree with Words allowed at all the nodes, not

just the terminal nodes. Then if A dominates B in the tree, this is to

be interpreted as B implies A.

A question was raised as to why the tree had to take its particular

form. Why, for example, couldn't the first feature be whether the subject

14
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had the object before the action and the second feature relate

to what the state of affairs is after the action? There are 2 ways of

answering this question. The first is that, given the process model,

the data is predicted quite a bit better by constructing the tree as it

has been constructed. The second answer is that, given this is the case,

why is it so? I can think of 2 tentative answers to this. The first

is that ours is a materialistic culture, and we are interested mostly

in what the state of affairs is with respect to possession now, at the

completion of the action. A second answer, which I prefer, is that

features are stored in the order in which they are acquired and that the

after feature is acquired first because it is most available to the

child at the moment that he is trying to learn the meaning of the

word. For example, I say 'Daddy gave Mommy the book', and the child

sees that now Mommy has the book. In fact, a developmental experiment

that I have done provides evidence that the features in the tree are

learned in order, starting from the top. Lower features are learned

later because tbey do not involve physical action. In developing a

semantically-based theory of language acquisition, Peter Culicover and

I have had to conclude that physical action is highly salient to the

child.

D'Andrade

D'Andrade's study was an attempt to show that a method generally

used in psychology to study human personality is invalid because the

method relies on human judgment from memPry, which is 'subject to dis-

tortion or bias in the direction of pre-existing cognitive structures.'

The general method is to have humans judge subjects on some traits and

15
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then to compute correlations for all pairs of traits on these scores.

The pattern of correlations are then analyzed to determine which traits

go together, that is, to determine, for example, clusters of traits.

The ingenious method used in D'Andrade's 2 analyses was to show

that the memory-based judgments of human observers showed a pattern of

correlations among the traits that was more similar to the pattern of

semantic similarity' judgments of the names of the traits than to the

pattern determined by judgments made by human observers which did not

depend on memory, that is, judgments of behavior recorded as the

behavior took place. The first analysis was based on data collected by

Borgatta, Cottrell and Mann (1959). In that study, subjects in a class

were brought together for 'discussion'. After 9 weeks they ranked each

member of their group on a number of traits. During some of the sessions

a trained observer recorded the behavior of the subjects according to

the Bales category scheme. ,Six of the categories were similar to one

of the traits used in the human rankings, and thus these 6 categories

were analyzed. An example of a category is 'shows solidarity and

friendliness'. Another example is 'makes the most suggestions'.

D'Andrade performed a semantic similarity test on these (slightly

modified) categories, asking subjects to judge the similarity of a pair

of categories on a scale from +3 (very similar) to -3 (very dissimilar).

For example, subjects were asked to judge the similarity of 'shows

solidarity' and 'suggests, gives direction'.

There are now 3 correlation matrices, that is, 'tables ofcorrela-

tions between traits. The first is for behavior rates, as determined by

the subjects, and the third is for semantic similarity ratings, as
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determined by experiment. Now, in order to determine the similarity

of these matrices, correlations betwen the entries were computed for

each pair of matrices. The important finding is that the correlation

between the rank judgments and the semantic similarity ratings is that

the correlation between the rank judgments and the behavior rates. In

other words, which traits 'went together' in the memory-based human

judgTents did not reflect so much which traits actually went together

in behavior (or, at least, direct observation of behavior), but reflected

the 'pre-existing cognitive structure'.

Other analyses were done of the same data, and a second set of

data (Mann, 1959) was also analyzed. The basic results were the same.

It should be noted that in this second study the observer who made the

immediate recording of behavior also judged the subjects from memory,

after the session. The intriguing result is that the pattern of correla-

tions of traits of the observer's memory-based judgments was more similar

to the pattern for semantic similarity ratings than to the pattern for

his own immediate recording of behavior. This result provides evidence

against the possibility that the results in the first study were found

because the Bales categories do not mean the same thing to the observer

as to the subjects who make the judgments.

What can we say about stiucture and process in D'Andrade's study?

These aren't spelled out in the paper but we can speculate about them.

In the first place, there is forgetting. That is subjects don't remember

how people behaved. This is demonstrated, for example, by the fact that

in the second study the median correlatien (over categories) between

the immediately recorded behavior and the memory-based judgments for a
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category was le..s than .36. That there really was forgetting and not

simply failure to perceive the behavior, is indicated by the fact that

this result is not much improved even when we consider only the memory

based judgments of the same observer who made the immediately recorded

behavior judgments. There are many models of forgetting, of course,

and there really is no way of suggesting, given the current data, which

is most appropriate.

But as D'Andrade points out, not only is there "memory drift when

people make ratings or rankings of other people's behavior, but . . .

this drift is systematic, nonrandom, moving in.the direction of the

rater's conception of 'what is like what". (One thinks, of course, of

the famous work df Bartlett (1932).) In other words, the memory based

responses are heavily dependent on the similarity judgments. To account

for this we would need a model of semantic structure which would allow

similarity judgments to be computed from it (by a process model). One

might think that a natural model would be something like a lexicon,

including semantic features. D'Andrade notes that Shweder (1969) argues

that such a model is not appropriate and that 'the basis on which the

respondents make similarity judgments on this type is the degree to

which attributes contiguously go together in making up a symbolic

behavioral type, which he considers a special type of learned cultural

construct.'

But given the results of the present study, this is somewhat para-

doxical. If a 'behavioral type' is a learned construct, then presumably

it is learned from people's behavior, that is, if attributes go together

in a person's behavior, then they will go together in the type of which

is
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he is an instance, and thus the attributes will be semantically similar.

But the results of D'Andrade's study show that it is precisely this that

does not happen.

A possible way out of this bind is to suppose that people have

predispositions to form behavioral types in certain ways, and that, in

factj those attributes which go together in people do not necessarily

go tOgether in the formation of a behavioral type. For example, an

'evaluation' component is a strong characteristic of personality attri-

butes. That is, people tend to consider attributes good or bad. There

may be a tendency to include only 'good' attributes or only 'bad' attri-

butes in a behavioral type, even though this doesn't correspond to actual

behavior. Saints and devils are rarer than the belief in them.

Actually there is a sense in which it may not be correct to describe

what happens in these studies as 'forgetting.' Consider impression

formation studies. In these experiments a subject is read a list of

adjectives describing a person and then is asked to rate that person

on a good-bad scale. It is well-known (Anderson, 1965; Chalmers, 1969)

that in these judgments there is a primacy effect in the order of adjec-

tives. That is, the adjectives presented first have more of an effect

on the evaluation judgment than do later adjectives in the sequence.

On the other hand, it has also been shown that in the memory_ for these

adjectives there is mostly a recency effect. That is, the last adjec-

tives in the sequence are remembered the best. Thus although subjects

can remember the later adjectives better than the earlier ones, they

don't use them in forming their judgments.

19
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In this light we might consider the experiments that D'Andrade

studied to be complicated impression formation studies. We conceive of

the subject as having an impression of each person at each time and

this impression changing with the added behaviors that he observes. Thus'

at the end of the experiment, when he is rating the other people, the

subject might remember certain behaviors (the later ones) better, but

might have his judgment more influenced by the earlier behaviors. (One

could probably study this last proposition with existing data.) In this

sense, forgetting does not seem to be a complete description of the process.

Geoghegan

Geoghegan's paper is an attempt to develop a theory of "the means

by which human beings actually produce and interpret the message form

appropriate to a given form of verbal behavior." The paper illustrates

many o: the issues and controversies current in the cognitive sciences

and thus is perhaps worthy of a somewhat longer discussion than most

of the other papers. The particular setting is a study of the system

of personal address in Samal. An attempt is made to develop a theory

whichwill provide a cognitive representation of part of this system.

The bulk of the paper concerns a theory of the selection of a "name-

type." This selection has been preceded (according to the theory) by

a group of operations called an address form type selection routine.

When the address form type that has been selected by this routine is

N (for name), then the name-selection routine is invoked to elect the

appropriate name. This routine consists of two operations. The first,

the name-type rule, determines the type of personal name. A second

operation then determines the lexical realization for this rule. It

is the name-type rule that is studied in this paper.
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There are seven possible name-types. Three of these have realiza-

tions as names of specific individuals. These types are represented

as TN (true name), NN (nickname) and PN (pet name). Corresponding to

each of these types is a proname type (labelled TN', NN', and PN',

respectively) whose realization does not have the form of a personal

name. An example is glossed 'old person.' The seventh type (labelled

T) is an 'honorific' which does not correspond to any type of personal

name.

The problem is to determine under what cognitive conditions a given

name-type is used. According to theory, a "marking rule" is used to

select the name-type. First, there is an "unmarked output," that is,

a name that is used if none of the marking operators is applied (this

is something like a "starting-state" in automata theory). The unmarked

output can be either TN, NN, or PN. Which it is depends on the history

of interaction between the addressor and addressee and is not given in

the marking rule.

There are five "marking operators" which may apply to the unmarked

output when the appropriate "marking cues" (attitudes, etc.) apply.

They are a (positive affect), a' (negative affect), x (anger), d (defer-

ence) and p (addressee's name not known). Each of these operators maps

a sub-set of outputs (names) into another sub-set. For example a

(positive affect) will take NN into PN,.and TN into NN. (We have not

listed all the mappings that a performs.) In other words, if the

unmarked output is NN and a applies, then the output will be PN. Like-

wise, if the unmarked output is TN and a applies, then the output will

be NN. More than one operator can apply, so that if the unmarked output
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is NN, then if both a and d apply, a will take NN into PN and d will

take PN into PN' , so that the output of the marking rule will be PN'.

In short, the marking rule is an elegant theory of how various

cognitive or emotional states determine the type of name that is used

in an address situation. As such it is a valuable model of structure.

What I would like to do is to discuss the status of this work as theory,

with particular reference to work in related fields and to point out

that models of structure do not necessarily yield models of process.

First, it is important to realize that the discussion that I have

so far given of the marking rule actually does not state the entire

theory. For there are restrictions on the combined use of marking

operators that do not appear in that discussion. In other words,

Geoghegan's Figure 2 does not contain the entire theory. For example,

a and a' cannot apply together. (That is, both positive affect and

negative affect cannot siMultaneously apply.) Geoghegan discusses

how such marking sequences can be eliminated on "structural grounds"

(their use forms a cycle). But, as he points out, there are other

combinations of operators, namely a' and d, which may not simultaneously

apply but which cannot be eliminated on such structural grounds.

In order to account for these restrictions, Geoghegan lists (in

Table 1) all 35 possible marking sequences, that is sequences of

marking operators which it is actually 'permissible to apply. For

example, a,d,a is a possible marking sequence, which first applies

a, then ci, then a again. But note that Table 1 does not specify the

entire theory. For example, a,d,a may apply when NN is the unmarked

output, yielding T as the output, but it may not apply when PN is

22
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the unmarked output, for after a applies, yielding T, according to

Figure 2, d may not apply. Thus both Figure 2 and Table I together

are needed to specify the theory.

This is unfortuaate, for what appeared at first as a reasonably

elegant and simple theory (Figure 2) now turns out to need a list of

35 possible marking sequences to be completely specified. So one

attempts to construct a theory of Table 1, that is, to ask if a few

simple rules added to Figure 2 wouldn't be sufficient. An adequate

rule is that any marking sequence is permissible if 1) it leads (in

Figure 2) from an unmarked output to a marked output and 2) if the

sequence contains a or d then it cannot contain a' or x. This rule

produces exactly the 35 marking sequences in Table 1. It is not

clear from Geoghegan's discussion whether Table 2 was produced from a

rule such as this or whether it was generated directly from some kind

of data (i.e., informant interviewing). It seems reasonable to conclude

that it could not be entirely generated by data, because there seems to

be nothing (at first sight, at any rate) in an elicitation technique

which would correspond to the order of the operators in the marking

sequence. Thus, for.example, both a,n and n,a are permissible

marking sequences. This follows from the rule that has just been

stated, but was there anything in the informant interviewing that

would show this?

At this point it becomes relevant to ask, what kind of a theory

is this "theory or marking rules?" In particular, to what extent is

Geoghegan justified in calling the theory an "information processing

(IP) routine?" To my mind, the answer to this question is, not at all.
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A marking rule is no more an information processing routine for the

encoding of address forms than a rule of grammar is an information

processing routine for the encoding of sentences.

What is an information processing routine? It is a model which

is supposed to represent the actual processes (at some level of

abstiactness) that a person- goes through when he is performing some

cognitive operation. In some4ways the course of temporal events in

the model (IP routine) is supposed to correspond to (be isomorphic to)

the course of temporal events that is happening to the subject. Thus,

for example, in the Newell and Simon (1963) GPS model, if the

model formulates a sub-goal, this is intended to represent a human's

forming of a sub-goal. I think that a survey of other theories that

have been called information processing theories would find that this

.condition (isomorphism between human and model processing) was a

condition that the authors intended to meet.

Now, to what extent is this condition true of the marking rule

theory? Looking at Figure 2, one at first senses that here we have just

such a theory. The seven outputs can be considered to be changes in

states that take place over time. And in fact Geoghegan writes as

if this is the case. For example, he writes:

Suppose, for example, that Ego were to take NN as the
unmarked output for a particular address situation. If
he wanted to encode none of the cuee available at this
point in the process (those associated with the operators
a,a',n,d, and x), then NN would remain in effect as the
final output, and application of the rule would cease.
If he wanted to encode one of the 'positive affect' cues,
on the other hand, use of the oplrator a would occasion
a shift in effective ouLput from NN to PN (see Figure 2).
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At this stage of the process, several
additional encoding

options would be
available. Ego could choose to encode

no further
information (with PN becoming the rule's final

output), or he could continue the
application by encoding

information associated with either n, d'or a.But does
Geoghegan really intend to say that the

cognitive operations
that a speaker of Samal

goes through
actually occur in the same orderas the

corresponding operations in the model? If so, what is the evi-dence for this?

Consider some cases. Suppose the marking sequence a,d is applied
to the

unmarked output NN. Are we to
suppose that some stage theSamal speaker has

(mentally) encoded a but not d? What is the evi-dence for such a conjecture?
When he has encoded a, is he somehowthinking of the PN? What is the

difference between applying themarking sequence ald and the marking sequence d,a ir the modelsupposed to
correspond to in the

cognitive
operations of the

speaker?Rather isn't it like the
corresponding situation in syntax, where,(assuming we first

develop S as NP+VP, i.e. Sentence as Noun Phraseplus Verb Phrase) we can then (in a context-free
grammar, at any rate)develop either NP or VP next and it makes

absolutely no difference toeither the sentence or phrase marker that has been generated.The reason that
examples from current

linguistic theory come tomind so readily is that the
theoretical situation seems to be the same.

A marking
rule is much more like a rule of

"competence" than a rule of
11

performance." As such it can bear no claim to the name
"informationprocessing system." The

correspondence between the operations of themodel and the
operations that a human

goes through is tenuous at best.
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That this is true for linguistic theories of competence (that is,

grammars) is, by now, well known. This is so not only in principle,

but in fact. See Watt (1970) for an incisive critique and many

references. It seems to be the case that sentences which are simple

from a linguistic point of view are not simple from a psychological

point of view. Of course, if your grammar is a model of competence

rathlr than performance, then there is no reason that it should

correspond to performance.

The reason that we have spent some time discussing the status of

marking rules as theory lies in our search for structure and process.

At first sight the existence of structure and process in this theory

seem obvious, namely, Figure 2 with auxilliary assumptions represents

both. But further consideration leads to the conclusion that the

process model, if any, incorporated into this theory, is different

in kind from most of the other processes discussed at the conference.

It seems unlikely that people produce sentences by first dividing

a notion S into a noun phrase followed by a verb phrase. Likewise

it seems unlikely that people choose their forms of address in a manner

indicated by the marking rule theory.

Geoghegan's work is a valuable description of the conditions under

which various name-types are used. The above remarks are made simply

to point out that by describing such conditions one does not automati-

cally describe human processes.

Clark

In his paper Clark investigates how people understand negation.

-th ugh much of the work depends on the detailed specification of a

f4 6
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process model, descriptions of structures on which the process model

operates are also necessary. To get a feel for how the proposed

process works, perhaps it is best to take an example which is

slightly unnatural, that is, an example in which we can perhaps

notice that we are calculating. Suppose I said, "John is not

unreliable." Tc understand this sentence, I first note that unreliable

means "not reliable" and then, because the "not" negates the sentence,

the entire sentence means something like "John is reliable" (or

perhaps "John is sort of reliable"). In other words, negative elements

are processed serially, with each negative encountered changing the

meaning of the core (non-negative) part of the sentence.

We will discuss the model for the comprehension of negatives

with the following experiment in mind. A subject is presented a

display containing a sentence and a picture and has to decide whether

the sentence is true or false of the picture, pressing one button for

"true" and another for "false." The time is recorded from when the

display was presented until their response is made. The model attempts

to account for these "verification latencies."

The pictures in the display contain, for example, a star above

a plus, or a plus above a star. The sentence for this picture might

be The star is above the plus, or The star isn't above the plus. The

model proposes that in Stage 1, the subject represents the first

sentence (using A and B appropriately) as (A above B) and the second

sentence as (false (A above B)). If we assume that A is above B in

the picture, then the first sentence is a True Positive and the second
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is a False Negative. Similarly, the False Positive is represented as

(B above A) and the True Negative as (false (B above A)). Thus, by

a representational process, the subject arrives at a structure for

the sentence. The next process (Stage 2) represents the picture as

(A:above B).

Stage 3 compares the representations of sentence and picture

obtained in the first 2 stages and calculates a truth index. This

index starts out with the value true in it, and the value changes

whenever a mismatch occurs between the sentence and picture representa-

tions. In Stage 4 the subject responds with the final value of the

index calculated in Stage 3.

The Stage 3 comparison process works by comparing first the

embedded strings of sentence and picture, changing the truth value

if they do not match. It then compares the embedding strings of

sentence and picture, once again changing the truth value if they

don't match.

By making a few assumptions about the times needed to complete

each of the processes, Clark predicts the verification latencies in

this experiment quite well. The details are too complex to go into

here, and the paper makes a number of important points. Among these

are the claim that 'negation is fundamentally a semantic notion' and

that presupposition and scope of negation play a role in the process

of comprehension of negatives.

To summarize, the structural model is a representation of senten-

ces (and of pictures) which contains 'embedded' and 'embedding' strings.

The process model is given as a branching diagram or flow-chart which

28
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calculates a 'true' or 'false' response depending on the structure of

the sentence and picture.

I think it is worth pointing out that Clark's study is the only

one in this collection to construct process models which analyze units

larger than a word (Crothers analyzes the structure of paragraphs).

In proposing precise models of how not combines with other words to

form (compounded meanings, Clark goes beyond most of the work in the

field.

Crothers

Crothers' paper is an attempt to find ways of characterizing the

semantic structure of paragraphs. The system that is used defines

itself by its details, and thus it would be impractical to try to

explicate too much of that system here. Rather, I will for the most

part content myself with a description of the kind of thing that it

is, and the kinds of things that it isn't.

First, it is a model of structure, and, as such, is independent

of any particular process or experiment. Thus it is not a model of

comprehension or memory. Rather, according to Crothers, a model of

structure should be developed prior to any such model of process.

Thus, in terms of thewell-known distinction, the structural model

is a model of competence, rather than one of performance.

Crothers' approach is to analyze a paragraph so as to exhibit

the intuitive semantic relationships. He does not start with a

semantic theory, but rather invents elements as needed to satisfy his

intuition. Crothers calls this method 'inductive generalization.'

29
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Of course, it is well known that proper induction demands more than

simply the noting of a feature in a particular observation and then

stating that this feature is true in the general case.. For there will

.always be features true of any particular situation that do not

generalize. Rather, as Peirce (1957) pointed out, one must state

what one expects to find before the observation is made. If, as more

.and more paragraphs are analyzed, new elements keep appearing, then

this difficulty will apply, and the method of inductive generalization

won't work. But suppose, on the other hand, that after the analysis

of a number of paragraphs, a stock of elements has been built up and

these elements are then sufficient to explicate all paragraphs that

follow. In this case the method of induction has been properly applied.

Crothers analyzes 3 paragraphs in this paper. Each analysis

introduces new elements into the theory. Thus there is no inductive

evidence that a correct theory has been found. Of course, as Crothers

states, this is the beginning of work on paragraph structure and only

by working through a number of examples can one hope to arrive at a

general theory. Thus only the future will tell whether the approach

is successful. At the point when new elements do not have to be

invented for each new paragraph, an adequate theory will exist.

On the other hand, one might take a different approach. He could

say that the theory does not consist of.all the detailed elements.

Rather, the hypothesized structure of the paragraph constitutes the

theory and thus is the subject of the inductive generalization. The

theory thenwould be something like the structure of paragraphs my be

30
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represented as a network. But at this point the thcory is almost

vacuous since networks are a powerful means of representation and

could represent many different proposals. The reasoning is similar

to Chomsky's (1970) argument against Lakoff's (1969a,b) position on

generative semantics. Lakoff claims that semantic representations

are,.in fact, syntactic phrase-markers, and thus no rules of inter-

pretation are needed for semantics, that is, no rules to map from the

phrase-markers into semantic representations. Chomsky argues that

. . virtually any proposal that has been made concerning semantic

representation can, in equally uninteresting ways, be reformulated so

as to use phrase markers for semantic representation . . . . It is

difficult to imagine any coherent characterization of semantic content

that cannot be translated into some 'canonical notation' modeled on

familiar logics . . .". Since networks are graphs and thus contain

trees as a sub-set and since phrase-markers are trees, it follows that

networks are more powerful than phrase-markers. Thus the above argument

follows even more strongly for networks. Saying that a network is

the proper representation for semantics is not saying very much.

Thus the detailed.elements must be part of the theory and confirmation

awaits the analysis of future examples.

Here I will just briefly review Crothers' method for analysis

of paragraphs. First, each sentence is decomposed into 'basic senten-

ces.' For example, the sentence 'steel is made by combining iron and

carbon' is broken down into the 2 basic sentences 'steel is made' and

'iron and carbon are combined.'
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The second step is to establish a 'semantic hierarchy' on the

basic sentences. The semantic hierarchy depends on knowledge of the

language but is almost independent of the particular paragraph. That

is, the paragraph determines the set of basic sentences, but once that

is given, the semantic hierarchy is set. The hierarchy is determined

by implication and implication-like relationships. Thus, for example,

'The lwriting instrument was lost' dominates 'The pen was lost.'

'The final step in the analysis is to determine the 'fundamental

structure' of the paragraph. The nodes from the semantic hierarchy

are still there but there are many more nodes and connections made

between nodes. These connections depend on the paragraph and thus

are not facts of general knowledge as is the case with the original

semantic hierarchy connections. The connections are labelled, each

label corresponding to a logical relationship. For example, one

label is 'OR.' Also, correspondences between nodes have to be enumera-

ted. This is done in a straight-forward manner which is not part of

the network formalism, but it could be, as it was in an earlier version

of the paper.

This description of Crothers' method is, of course, far too sketchy

to give the reader an understanding of it. But the method is best

described by exaniples, and thus the paper should be worked through.

"Crothers gives many examples and, although the system is somewhat

complex, the writing is clear. One point that should be kept in mind

was stated above, namely the difference between the semantic hierarchy

and the fundamental structure. The hierarchy represents known
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implication relationships and does not depend on the facts stated in

the paragraph. The fundamental structure, on the other hand, does

state relationships expressed in the paragraph.

Of course the above procedure is not fornalized to the point where

explicit rules can be given so that the result can be automatically

generated. But, as, Crothers points out, if we want to study psychologi-

cal processes that depend upon the structure of text, then we need some

way to calculate that structure and human intuition is by far the

best method available at this time. Crothers' method may be taken in

this spirit as a guide to intuition and a standardization of its results.

One question that we may ask is, why Choose the network formalism

for the semantic representation? An answer is that fhis formalism is

familiar from existing work. For example Quillian's (1968) program

has the same structure, namely nodes with labelled connections (represent-

ing relations) between them.

There appear to be other equivalent modes of representation,

however. For example, can the predicate calculus express the same

relationships? Here is Crother's sub-graph (5).

A. is steel

B. has properties

C. is made

E. is alloy .

It appears that the following predicate calculus formula is in some sense

equivalent (where 'WHY' is a 2-place predicate, 'ALLOY' is a 1-place

predicate, and 'HAS PROPERTIES AND 1S MADE' is a 1-place predicate):

WHY (ALLOY (steel), HAS PROPERTIES AND IS MADE (steel)).
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A translation of this formula might be 'Steel has properties and is

made because steel is an alloy. Of course, this is the 'higher'

predicate calculus, that is predicates may be arguments of other

predicates. But it is well known that this is necessary for an

adequate description of English. (For a philosophical treatment:,

see Reichenbach (1947) and for a linguistic approach see Weinreich

(l965)).

One argument that might support the use of the network notation

instead of a predicate calculus formulation is that the network makes

clear such concepts as 'cycles' and 'paths.' Thus it might be more

natural for psychological work than the logical notation, whose formulas

do not so readily yield their. structure.

Burton and Nerlove

Burton and Nerlove's paper is unlike the others in that it is

primarily methodological. The problem they confront is that of doing

a triads test of judged similarity. (A triads test here is one in

which a subject is asked to select the one item of 3 presented that

is most different from the other 2). When the number of items becomes

large, then the number of different triads becomes so large that it is

impractical to test all the triads.

The solution that Burton and Nerlove present for this problem

is the recommendation to do a 'balanced incomplete block design.'

This is a design in which a subset of the triads is chosen so that each

pair of items appears in exactly X triads. For small X this

can greatly reduce the number of triads. There is no algorithm known



for generating such designs in general. Burton and Nerlove offer

solutions for a number of special cases.

In order to test how adequately the balanced incomplete block

desins do in capturing the structure obtained from a complete triads

test, a set of triads data on vegetable terms was collected. In

addition to a complete triads test, various incomplete balanced
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bloc!: dt!:igns were run. Random subsets of triads were also tested.

The data from each of these tests were analyzed by a multi-

dimensional scaling program. The point was to see how similar were the

pictures obtained, on the one hand from the complete design, and on

the other, from the incomplete design. In order to do this, rank-order

correlations on the interpoint distances were computed between the

complete test and each of the other designs.

One result was that each of the incomplete balanced block designs

had a higher correlation with the complete test than did the random

subset of the same number of triads. In other words, block designs

produce results more similar to complete designs than do random

subsets. A second result is that, as X increases, so do the correla-

tions. In other words, increasing the number of triads helps. A

third result is that for values of X greater than 1, incomplete

designs .do quite well. A second experiment, on kinship terms, also

supported these results.

The general method employed by Burton and Nerlove is applicable

.4ny ..6 CheMe,lef ::arialySi0 of-. triads.:Which'firSt.tedUces. the data to

a similarity measure. Thus for example hierarchical models can be
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studied by putting the data through a Johnson (1967) cluster analysis,

and comparing the incomplete and complete designs. However, if the data

are to be analyzed by a method which works directly on the triads, then

these designs might not be applicable.

Greeno

.Greeno's paper contains a report of 3 studies which deal 'with

some aspect of the process by which a subject uses relationships between

elements of his cognitive structure.' The studies aren't integrated by

a coherent theory, but were designed to acquire information which might

lead toward such a theory. As such, it is perhaps most appropriate

to deal with each experiment on its own terms.

The first experiment was designed to study a problem which

involved transformation of information but did not involve calculation

of an answer (in the usual sense). One group of subjects (the concep

. tual group) first memorized 4 formulas, for example 'driving time =

arrival time leaving time' or 'distance = driving time x average

speed.' Then (the main task), the subject was asked to determine

whether the value of a given variable could be determined if he were

given values of certain other variables. An example is

Arrival time--gas used, gas mileage, average speed, leaving time.

In this problem the subject had to decide whether he could calculate

'arrival time' given the other 4 variables. The second (nonconceptual)

group had the identical task except that instead of concepts like

'driving time' being used in the materials, letters were substituted.

Thus a formula they would memorize would be V = F L. Their problems
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would also be stated in terms of letters, for example

F- G,M,A,L,

meaning, can F be calculated if G,M,A, and L are given?

Response times were measured for each of the problems and results

were as expected. The more variables given the longer the response time.

Also, the conceptual group had shorter response times than the non-

conceptual group. An interesting result was that problems with posi-
;

tive answers took about the same time for both groups of subjects,

but problems with negative answers took much more time for the non-

conceptual group than for the conceptual group.

These results lead Greeno to speculation concerning models for

structure and process. First consider the conceptual subject. He

might have list structures of the form V,F-1 or D,VA . To answer

a problem he would apply a sequential decision process, corresponding

to a decision tree. The important point is that in order to come up

with a negative answer all the possibilities have to be exhausted.

Thus negative answers would take longer than positive ones, which

conforms to the experimental result for nonconceptual problems.

For conceptual problems Greeno suggests that the structure be

considered (instead of a list) a 'relational net' with the concepts

represented by arcs and the relations or operators represented by

nodes. The notion here seems to be that.the concepts are integrated

in one network. Instead of appearing independently in a number of

different formulas, each concept appears once and is related through

the netto all:other concepts.
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A positive answer can be given by following a process which finds

paths through the network. Although Greeno does not specify how the

model decides on a negative answer, he intuitively feels that the

difference in response times for positive and negative answers based

on the relational network would be much smaller than the difference

base4 on the decision tree.

Paasing by Greeno's second study (on learning to apply the binomial

formula), we will briefly discuss his third experiment, which studied

processes of deductiva reasoning. The method was to give a subject a

premise and a 'conclusion.' The subject had to decide whether the

conclusion followed from the premise, whether the negation of the con

clusion followed from the premise or whether neither the negation nor

the conclusion followed from the premise.

In this way Greeno discovered that many of the rules of formal

logic are not followed. One example should suffice, especially since

it is a problem that has occurred in countless introductory logic

classes. The rules of material implication state that 'not p' implies

'if p, then q.' Subjects will not accept this implication.

Greeno's conclusions are that subjects judge the derivations as if

they were interpreting real events. For example, he writes, "if, then'

statements are usually intended to describe conditions in which the

antecedent applies. Since this is the usual interpretation of the

sentences it is counterintuitive for a subject to deduce an 'if, then'

statement from the negation of its antecedent."

Greeno points out the importance of:the study of cases such as

this, that is, where what is important is 'the criterion of usefulness
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in interpreting events that occur.' Note that this is not only a matter

of considering semantics in addition to syntax, for the subject

'inconsistencies' will still be there when semantical considerations

are added. That is, adding a semantic model to a logical system does

not make the derivations non-logical. But there is now some socio-

linguistic work which speaks to this general question. I am thinking,

for example, of Sacks' (1972) studies of conversation, in which this

notion of processes used by speakers is studied. Of course, Ludwig

Wittgenstein also had much to say concerning this issue.

General Discussion and Summary

What sort of picture of human cognition emerges from the groups

of papers discussed here? The first answer is that both structure and

process are essential elements of cognition, and that they are not

independent, but rather, intimately related. All the papers may be

interpreted as talking about processes that apply to structure. On

the other hand, this framework may be still too simple. The inter-

relations between process and structure may be quite a bit more complex

than the 'structure precedes process' viewpoint taken here. It is

possible that often structures will have to be considered as arriving

from processes. To take one example, Clark's representation of the

structure of negative sentences would of course have to be arrived

at by a process, starting, presumably, with the surface form of the

sentence. Of course, this surface sentence would itself be represen-

ted by a structure. Thus we might expect complicated relations of

structure and process to be necessary in our models.
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The second reply to the question about a general view of human

cognition is that, unfortunaZe1y-t-aside from the very abstract level

of structure and process, one can't be determined. The interrelations

between the structures and processes studied in each of the papers

have not been worked out. Each paper analyzes a limited range of

phenomena. A number of different kinds of structures are proposed,

for example, Euclidean spaces, lists, trees and networks. There is

not one view which at the moment can cover most of the phenomena.

There is one other integrating idea, perhaps as general as

structure and process, which is beginning to appear in this work.

This is an acknowledgment of the relational character of knowledge,

and the development of ways to study that knowledge. While the

collection of papers presented at this conference represents a

beginning of a new kind of work in cognitive psychology, it also in

some ways represents an end, in fact, an end of innocence. Consider,

for example, the paper by Rume/hart and Abrahamson. Words have

been scaled into multidimensional space, and analogies solved in that

space. There is no acknowledgment of the relational character of

many words. Of course, the paper deals only with nouns, most of which

may be considered non-relational. But that, too, is symptomatic. If

one concentrates on nouns, rerational aspects of meaning may be mini-

mized. Perhaps the reason that psychologists have turned to nouns

when they want to study linguistic materials is to be found in the

difficulty of dealing with relations. But many of the papers under

discussion deal with relations.
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Of course, linguists, anthropologists, and, especially philoso-

phers and logicians have long recognized the central role that

relations play in language (though even in anthropology the relational

aspect of kinship terms has not always been recognized). (In fact,

Filmore's work on underlying semantic relations was often mentioned

in the discussions.) That in fact an end of innocence is here is

clear from a consideration of more recent papers by Rumelhart, Lindsay

1

and Norman (1970) and Kintsch (1971). In these papers, not only is

the relational character of knowledge acknowledged, but it is

systematically analyzed, drawing heavily upon the classical logical

notions. Although the great bulk of psychologists still go about

their business not caring about these elementary distinctions, it is

clear that these papers (and others) will be quite influential and

that non-relational objects have had their day (and say).

Another observation is the great concern with semantics. All of

the papers considered here (with the possible exceptions of Greeno's

and Geoghegan's which might, using the usual unclear distinction, be

classified as 'pragmatic') are directly concerned with semantics.

Semantics is providing a setting for much of the work in cognition.

Work in human cognition is proceeding, and while we do not yet

have anything like an adequate general theory of cognition (or seman-

tics, for that matter), we can hold out.hope that the future will

provide greater insights.

.
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How we understand negation1

Herbert H. Clark

Stanford University

Ntgation is one of tha most basic conceptual devices of language. It is

so fundamental, in fact, that it is difficult to imagine either a natural or

an artificial language that could exist without it. The uses of negation are

numerous, the moot obvious of which is in denials. Very often we know only

enough about an event to be able to say what it is not; for example, we say

John isn't at home because we cannot say for certain where John is--we only

know where he is not. But another loss obvious use of negation is in defin-

itions of words. For example, forget means not remember; out means. not in;

unhappy means approximately not ha.ppy; and so on. If we broaden the definition

of negation, however, negation can be found in many facets of human cognition.

Indeed, the main aim of the present paper is to coavince the reader fhat the

study o!! negation and its comprehension has led to some fundamental insights

not only into how people understand language, but also into how people think.

More concretely, what I hope to do is demlnstrate that negation can be treated

in a unitary fashion despite its diverse guises in language and cognition.

Before continuing, I Enst list some of the different types of negation

that we will be studying. The most obvious type, of course, is negation

specified by a negative particle, as in JoIrl isn't at home , Mot everyone likes

to eat courgettesj Rodhri has never seen Hadrian's Wall, and so on. But

English contains other subtler types of negation, as in Hardly anybody eats

rutabagas anymore, Few people here understand Sioux, Melanie forgot her sus-
pa'

penders, and so on. The negation here is found in hardlE (an "adverb"), few
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(a quantifier), and forgot (a verb). Even less obvious are the negatives

implicit in absent, from, out, and the like, and, if it can even be called

negation, the semantic markedness of such adjectives as small, short, shallow,

and sad and of such prepositions as below, behind, and down. The first problem,

then, is to find one conceptualization of negation that will fit all these

cases, and the secoud is to construct a theory of comprehension that will

account for all of them at the same time.

The number of psychological studies of negation is remarkably large.

Neverthcless, their results have never been as clear cut as one would like.

Beginning with the pioneering studies by Wason (1959, 1961, 1965; Mason &

Jones, 1963), mAny psychologists have come up with one principal finding:

negation is more difficult to comprehend than affirmation. But beyond this

finding, the studies (to be reviewed later) have varied widely in their

results. Some verification studies, for example, have found that negative

sentences that are true can be verified faster than false ones, whereas other

studies have found just the reverse. Also, some studies have shown negatives

to be very much harder than affirmatives to comprehend, whereas others have

found negatives to be only slightly harder than affirmatives. So the immedi-

ate problem arises as to how to reconcile all these and other conflicting

results on the comprehension of negation.

The thesis of the present paper is just this: The comprehension of all

forms of negation can be accounted for by a single unified model of compre-

hension--a model I will call the "true" model of negation. ("True" here should

not be construed as a claim about the ultimate correctness of the model;

rather, the "true". model will be later contrasted with a "conversion!' model

of negation, which in truth is a dishonest way of comprehending negation.)

1G7
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I will show that the "true" model, when fullY specified, accounts for most

of the conflicts in the previous results and can be generalized to account

for other types of linguistic and perceptual comprehension as well. The

"true" model itself, however, is built up on two more basic concepts: (1)

the semantic notion of presupposition; and (2) the processing notion of

congruence. So the plan of the present paper is as follows. First, I will

try to characterize the various types of linguistic negation and the role

presupposition and other semantic notions play in these types. Second,

will present the "true" method of negation, showing how it relies heavily on

a principle of congruence. Third, I will then review the previous ttudies

of negation, including several studies by myself, a colleague, and several

students that are not yet published. And finally, I will summarize several

hypotheses about comprehensic: and cognition more generally - -that are sug-

gested by the study of negation.

Types of negation

The sentence Burton isn't at home denies that Burton is at home. When

would it be appropriate to make suCh a denial? If I thought that you had

expected Burton to be home, or had said so, or had implied so in what you

had just said, I would be very likely to say Burton isn't at home. Note that

it seems appropriate to say I know you think Burton is at home, but he isn't

at home, but quite inappropriate to say I know you think Burton is at school,

but Burton isn't at home. These and many other linguistic examples show that

a speaker makes an assumption about the beliefs (or apparent beliefs) of his

listener whenever he utters a denial. Specifically, he assumes that the lis-

tener does or couldwell believe in the truth of what is being denied. In
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saying Burton isn't at home, the speaker assumes for some reason that the

listener believes that Burton is or night be at home. As Vasco (1965) pointed

out, The whale isn't a fish is a plausible negative since it is reasonable to

assume that a listener might think that whales are fish; but The whale isn't

a bird, though true, sounds highly incongruous, for who could ever believe

that a whale is a bird.

All this discussion is pertinent to what people come to know from

listening to a negative sentence. This immediate knowledge apparently falls

roughly into two parts. First, the listener-comprehender knows what the

speaker thinks the listener's beliefs are. That is, the listener knows what

will be called the ?resupposition of the sentence. Second, the listener

knows what the speaker is asserting to be true. He kwws what will be called

the assertion of the sentence. In illustration, Burton isn't at home expresses

a presupposition and an assertion. The presupposition is that the speaker

supposes fhat the listener believes that Burton is or might be at home, and

the assertion is that that belief is false. We night present what a person

has understood of sentence (la), then, approximately as in (lb), the paraphrase

of whiCh is given in (lc):

(1) a. Burton isn't at home.

b. (false (suppose (Burton at home)))

c. It is false (for the listener) to suppose that Burton

is at home.

/ should point out that this notation is similar in many respects to

linguistic notation, and purposely so. First of all, Burton isn't at home

is an embedded structure. The proposition Burton is at home is embedded in

.another proposition that denies its truth, forming something that could be

paraphrased as That Burton is at hone is false; this is approximately the way
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the linguist would represent the negative (cf., e.g., McCawley, 1968). But

what I have added to the notation is the notion of presupposition--what the

listener is presupposing in uttering the denial. As we will see, it is this

added notion of presupposition that is critical for differentiating the various

types of negation and how they are comprehended.

Four classes of negation

We can, of course, ask the same question of all the other types of

negation: What is it that people know of the meaning of a sentence once

they have "comprehended" it? Since this step will be crucial to the "true"

model of negation, it is necessary for us to agree on a representation for

the various types of negation and to understand how these representations

differ from eadh other. The most convenient way I have found for distinguish-

ing the various types of negation from each other is to use two contrasts.

First, negatives differ as to whether they apply to full propositions or to

quantifiers. For example, absent is the negative of present and somdhow

implies a complete denial of the presence of something; on the other hand,

few is the negative counterpart of many, yet few does not imply a complete

denial of the presence of the number indicated by maly. And second, negatives

differ as to whether they are "explicit" or "imiAicit." Not present is an

explicit negative, whereas its near synonym absent is an implicit .negative.

I will first discuss these two criteria and then detail the four categories

that are formed by these two two-way distinctions.

Explicit vs implicit negation. Klima (1964) has pointed out that what I

will call "explicit" negatives have several important syntactic consequences.

Two such consequences are am-acceptance and either-conjunction. Sentences
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that contain an explicit negative are always able to accept the quantifier Ea

in place of some. Consider the difference between not present, which is

explicit, and absent, which is implicit, as shown in (2):

(2) a. John hasn't been present at any parties this month.

b. *John has been absent at any parties this month.

Though John isn't plasent and John is absent refer to the same situation, they

differ in whether they accept auv. Likewise, a sentence that contains an

explicit negative always takes either, not too, as a final particle when it

is the second of two conjoined sentences. Thus, in (3) and (4):

(3) a. *Max wasn't there and Minnie wasn't present too.

b. Max wasn't there and Minnie wasn't present either.

(4) a. Max wasn't there and Minnie was absent too.

b. *Max wa:.In't there end Minnie was absent either.

not present in the second of two conjoined clauses is tagsed with either,

whereas absent In the identical circumstances must be tagged instead with too

indicating a positive second clause. So these two criteria--gra7acceptance

and either-conjunction--will serve to differentiate explicit from implicit

negation on formal grounds. We will also have need to differentiate them on

more specific semantic grounds.

Full vs quantifier neeat!.on. This distinction has a less formal basis

than the explicit-implicit distinction. It might best be characterized as

a difference between negation on dimensions with just two values, and negation

on dimensions that have more than two values or are continuous. Present-

absent, for example, is a positive-negative pa:1r which defines the two values

of the dimension (presence) that underlies it. In contrast, many-few is a

pair which defines only two points on a quantified dimension of numerosity.
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The explicit not is almost always a full negative, as far as I can tell,

although not all explicit negatives are full, as we shall see. Perhaps the

distinction that I am trying to make here will become clearer in the examples

that follow.

1. Explicit full negation . This is the category of negation that is

most commonly called negation. It includes sentence negation (Mort isn't

at home), word negation (The car is polka-dotted, not striped), certain

negative words (John forgot to bring any candy along), and so on. Little

more needs to be said about this category.

2. Explicit quantifier negation. There are many examples of words that

accept my and either, yet are not one of the commonly accepted negative

particles. Few, for example, accepts sex (Few people ate any of the avocados)

and either (No men sang and few women sang either); hardly any and scarcely

my have the same properties. The problem here, though, is how to represent

adequately what people understand these explicit quantifier negatives to mean.

Consider the sentence Few women sang. This sentence would be used in order to

deny the supposition that the women that sang were many. That is, it might be

represented by the notation in (5):

(5) a. Few women sang.

b. (false (suppose (women (women sang) were many)))

c. It is false to suppose that the women who sang were many.

Unfortunately, this notation incorrectly implies that few is identical in

meaning to not many, and this is clearly not so. But in spite of the short-

coming of this notation, I will continue to use it, since it does indicate the

other relations within the sentence in a concise way.
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3. Inplicit full negation. It is when we get into the implicit negations

that we begin to see the importance of presuppositions in our characterization

of negation. Consider absent, an implicit full negation vis-a-vis not_present,

an explicit full negation. Pat isn't present and Pat is absent clearly have

the same range of denotations--they indicate exactly the same referential sit-

uation. Where, then, do they differ? The answer is, in their presuppositions.

Note that Pat isn't present assumes that the listener has supposed that Pat is

present, and it denies that supposition. In contrast, Pat is absent assumes

no such supposition on the part of the listener. In this case, the sentence

is affirmtng the proposition that Pat is not present, something the listener

already supposes to be true or knows nothing about. Thus, the two sentences

might be represented as (6h) and 7b), respectively:

(6) a. Pat isn't present.

b. (false (suppose (Pat is present)))

c. It is false to suppose that Pat is present.

(7) a. Pat is absent.

b. (true (suppose (false (Pat is present))))

c. It is correct to suppose that it is false that Pat

is present.

The difference between the notations in (6) and (7) is obvious. Whereas it

is the supposition that is being denied in (6), it is the content of the

supposition that is negative in (7). Other examples of implicit full negation

are the second member in the following pairs: to-from, in-out, on-off, etc.

4. Implicit quantifier negation. The last category of negation contains

words like small, shallow, short, and most other adjectives that are "marked"

(cf. Clark, 1969) or have negative force on their dimensions. Large, and small,
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for example, are not contradictories, like present and absent are, but rather

are contraries; that is, not large does not necessarily imply small, although

not present always implies absent. There is some question whether this cate-

gory of words should even be called negative, although I will show that in

many respects these negatives have psychological properties in common with

the other types of negatives.

An interesting minimal pair of negatives can be found in few versus

a few. Mile few is explicitly negative, a few is only implicitly so. Thus,

few accepts an (Few people ate any rutabagas), while a few does not (*A few

people ate any rutabagas); and few accepts either (No men sang and few women

did either), while a few does not (*No men sang and a few women did either).

But what is most important for our purposes is that few and a few can be shown

to differ in their presuppositions. A few people left is an affirmation, while

Few people left is a denial that many people left. This can be seen in (8)

and (9):

(8) a. I thought everyone would leave, but few did.

b. *I thought no one would leave, but few did.

(9) a. *I thought everyone would leave, but a few did.

b. I thought no one would leave, but a few did.

These examples show that few can be used to deny a positive expectat!.-n, as

expressed in the first clause of (8a), but It cannot be used to affirm an

already negative supposition as in (8b); exactly the opposite is true for

a few in (9). In short, a few is implicitly negative in the sense that it

too is a negative in contrast with many, and it implies that the supposition

itself is negative.
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The problem here is how to construct a representation for few and a few

that will show their differences. The tentative solution is to treat them

just as we did not present and absent. The representations in (10) and (11)

will suit this purpose:

(10) a. Few people left.

b. (false (suppose (people (people left) were many)))

c. It is false to suppose that there were many people who left.

(11) a. A few people left.

b. (true (suppose (false (people (people left) were many))))

c. It is correct to suppose that there weren't many'people

who left.

Scope of negation

In explicating the four types of negation--and there are probably other .

subtler distinctions to be made in negation as well--, I have noted two main

things: (1) explicit negations deny what is supposed by the listener, while

implicit negatiris affirm the listener's supposition, which is itself negative;

(2) negations can be either full (as in present-absent) or quantifier (as in

many-few). But there is another informal way of talking about these dis-

tinctions, and that is by talking about scope of negation. Note that in

explicit negation, the scope of the negation is always larger than in implicit

negation. The false in sentence. (10) includes within its scope--those embedded

strings that follow it--more than the false on (11). One of the hypotheses

that I. will discuss later on is that the difficulty of a negative is directly

related to its scope: the greater the scope of the negative, the harder it

will be.
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William Chase, of Carnegie-Mellon University, and I have recently

proposed a model for the comprehension of negative sentences in the context
of a verification task (cf. Clark & Chase, in preparation). The most direct

way to present this voriel is to describe it in relation to the specific task
we used, and later I will show that this model is more general in that it
can account for the cornprehension of negation in a variety of tasks.

The Ss in Clark & Chase were presented displays that contained a sen-
tence on the left and a picture on the right, and they were required to decide
as quickly as possible whether the sentence was true or false of the picture.
The Ss, then, were timed from the moment the display was visible to them up
to the moment that they pressed either the "true" or "false" button with one

of their thumbs. The problem we set ourselves was to account for the veri-
fication latencies--the total time between the beginning of the display and
the response.

For this purpose, we assumed that the total process could be broken down

into four stages. At Stage 1, the S encodes the sentence in a mental repre-
sentation like those I have given in the previous section. At Stage 2, the
S encodes the picture in tLe same sort of representational format. At Stage

3, the S compares the representation he has constructed for the sentence with
that he has constructed for the picture to see whether they match or not.
And at Stage 4, he takes the output of this comparison stage and .converts it
into some sort of a response. To make a model like this work, of course, one
must make a number of assumptions about the processe.g., what the sentence
representations look like, how the pictures are encoded, what the comparison

process is, and so on. Since the justification of this model and its assump-
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tions is a monumental job in itself and has been fully described before (Clark

& Chase, in preparation), I will here only give the conclusions of that study.

The sentences we used included sentences like The star is above the plus

The star isn't above the plus, etc., and the pictures on the right of the

displays were a star (a typed asterisk) either above or below a plus. To

simplify things, let me use simply the four schematic sentences A is above B,

B is above A, B isn't above A, and A isn't above B--the original experiments

also contained the comparable sentences with below--and the schematic picture

of an A above a B. The first two sentences are positive, while the second two

are negative, and the first and third are true of the picture, while the

second and fourth are false. At Stage 1, the model proposes that these four

sentences are represented as in (12b) through (15b):

(12) a. True Positive: A is above B.

b. (A above B)

(13) a. False Positive: B is above A.

b. (B above A)

(14) a. True Negative: B isn't above A.

b . (false (B above A))

(15) a. FAlse Negative: A isn't above B.

b. (false (A above B))

(For the present, I will omit the suppositional part of the negative for

purposes of simplification.)

At Stage 2, the picture is assumed to be invariably coded as (A above B).

Even though this is a gross simplification of actual coding process (cf. Clark

& Chase, in preparation), this aSsumption is accurate for purposes of illus

tration.
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The comparison stage

The Stage 3 co12arison process, however, is the crucial part of the

model of negation that we have proposed. The comparison process is built en

the assumption that the representation of the sentence is compared to that

of the picture in a series of steps. The principle underlying this process

is that the S seeks to make the two representations exactly identical. This

has been stated previously (Clark, 1969) as the principle of congruence: Ss

cannot retrieve linguistic information from memory unless the representation

of the information sought is completely congruent with fhe representation of

the question asked of this information.

The whole purpose of the comparison stage in the verification task is to

decide whether the sentence is true or false of the picture. For this purpose,

Stage 3 is said to keep traCk of a truth index. This index starts out with

the value true in it, and when some comparison operation of Stage 3 discovers

a mismatch between the sentence and picture representations, another operation

might change the value of the index from true to false, or perhaps later from

false back to true again, depending on the circumstances. The final value of

the truth index is fhe output of Stage 3 that will serve as the basis for the

response that Stage 4 will have to make. If the index's final value is true,

the S will respond at Stage 4 by pressing the "true" button; if the index reads

false, Stage 4 will effect the pressing of the "false" button. Given these pre-

liminaries, we can-now turn to the actual proposal for the Stage 3 comparison

operations.

For the four sentences listed in (12) through (15) and the picture

encoded as (A above B), Stage 3 consists of a series of four ordered comparison

operations. These operations can be visualized as a small computer program,

as a flow diagram, as a list of branching rules, or whatever; in any case,
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the operations constitute an algorithmic method for coming to the correct

truth value of the sentences. I will list these operations as a set of branch-

ing rules in Table 1. Consider, for example; the True Negative sentence B isn't

above A , as represented in (16a), to be compared against the picture of an A

above a B, as represented in (16b):

(16) a. (false (B above A))

b. (A above B)

Operation 1 would compare (B above A) from the sentence with (A above B) from

the picture--(16a) and (16b), respectively--, and it would find a mismatch.

So the process would go on to Operation la, which would change the current

value of the truth index (presupposed at the beginning to be true) from true

to false. Then Operation 2 would compare the (false()) of the sentence aaainst

the (())--i.e., no embedding string at all--of the picture, find a mismatch,

and then give the control to Operation 2a. Operation 2a would change the

current value of the truth index--now false because of Operation la--from false

back to true. The final value of the truth value is therefore true, so Stage

4 would execute the push of the "true" button. When the same four operations

are applied to the other sentences in (12) through (15), they produce the cor-

rect truth value in every case.

The importance of this model is that with only a few simple assumptions

it is able to predict the verification latencies of the four types of sentences

with extremely high accuracy. The assumptions are the following. First,

Stages 1 through 4, and the four operations of Stage 3, are carried out serially,

not in parallel. Second, the times consumed by each stage and each operation

are constant from one condition to the next. So finally, the times consumed

by the separate stages and operations are additive. At Stage 1, then, it is

assumed that positive and nepativa gentencen take A reArtnin nmnstnt nf tn
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set up, but that negatives take an increment of time b longer to set up than

positives. At Stage 2, the picture always takes the same amount of time to set

up. At Stage 3, Operations 1, la, 2, and 2a are assumed to take x, c, y, and

d increments of time to perform, respectively. At Stage 4, it is assumed that

"true" and"false" responses take equal increments of time to perform. The

increments x and x at Stage 3, however, do not differentiate among the four

sentences in (12) through (15), since each of the sentences requires both

Operations 1 and 2. In summary, it is evident that the four sentences differ

only in the increments of time b, c, and d, as shown in Table 1. False posi-

tives, for example, should be an amount c slower than true positives, whereas

false negatives should he an amount c faster than true negatives. The para-

Insert Table 2 about here.

meters b and d are perfectly correlated, so they are listed as if they were

a single parameter (b + d). The time consumed by all the other processes

these sentencas have in common is given by to, the wastebasket parameter.

Thus, thc four sentences differ on two parameters: c, which I will call

Falsification'Time; and (b + .9, which I will call Negation Time.

Experimental evidence

Several experiments are reported in Clark & Chase (in preparation) and

Chase & Clark (in preparation), all of which support the model just presented--

the "true" model of negation. To give an example, in one experiment in which

the Ss always looked at the sentence before the picture, Falsification Time c

was estimated to be 187 msec and Negation Time (b 4.d), 685 msec. These two

parameters (along with another one that is indepelident oi these two for the
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sentences containing below) accounted for 99.6% of the variance in the means

of the four conditions with either above or below as the preposition and a

median of 95% of the variance for each S considered separately. Note that

the "true" model predicts that True Positives will be the same amount of time

c faster than False Positives as True Negatives are slower than False Negatives.

This prediction was confirmed to tha millisecori in this experiment. The

other experinents, which were carried out with other important experimental

differences, all confirmed this model too. Across four different experiments,

for example, Falsification Time c was estimated to be 187, 148, 145, and 145

msec, respectively, and Negation Time (b + d), to be 685, 556, 660, and 660

msec, respectively; this shows the great consistency of these estimates across

a wide variety of experimental conditions.

But perhaps just as important as the verificatiou latencies are the

reports Ss make as to what they think they do in the task. They in fact re-

port something quite comparable to the series of stages and operations that

are given in the "true" model. Concerning the Stage 3 operations, they point

out that on positive sentences they check to see if the sentence "agrees"

with the picture or not; if it does not they make their answer false--other-

wise, they leave it true. But for the False Negative sentence A isn't above B,

for example, they note that the picture shows a picture of an A above a B,

whereas the sentence clains the A is not above the B; so the sentence is con-

tradictory, and they change their answer to false. On the true negative

B isn't above A, the Ss note that the B is above the A and this does not agree

with the sentence; but since ihe sentence is negative, it must be true anyway.

In other wcrrds, the Ss often report "changing their answer" once for False

Positives and False Negatives, and chanRine it twice for True Negatives.
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Wason (1961) has also reported similar intuitions on the part of his Ss.

Since these reports agree precisely with what the model says that Ss do, the

model is further justified by these subjective reports.

The "conversion" model of negation

Although almost all of our Ss have reported using this two-step compari-

son process, Wason (1961) and others have reported that some Ss say that they

IIconvert" each negative sentence into a positive one before they ever try to

verify it. Wason (1961), for example, reported that Ss often said they

converted Six is not even into Six is odd before trying to decide whether the

sentence was true or false. But Young & Chase (in preparation), in a very

important series of experiments, showed that Ss can be instructed to carry

out conversions such as this one; nevertheless, the results are still well

accounted for by the "true" model of negation. But let me amplify.

In one of Young & Chase's experinents, Ss were asked to convert negative

sentences into positives, whenever they met up with one, by the following

rule: Change X isn't above Y into Y is above X . (Again for simplification,

I will ignore all the sentences containing below.) This instruction implies

that instead'of representing the True Negative B isn't above A directly as

(false (B above A)), they "converted" it first and represented it at Stage 1

as (A above B). Likewise, they represented the False Negative, not as (false

(A above B)), but as (B above A). In their final representations, of course,

the True Positive and True Negative are identical, and so are the False Posi-

tive and False Negative. At Stage 3, then, the "true" model would predict

that both positives and negatives should require just one comparison oper-

ation, Operation 1. Operation 2--and its partner Operation 2a--will never be
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necessary. To predict verification latencies, Young & Chase assumed (1)

each conversion took a constant amount of time, and (2) otherwise the "true"

model of negation held. By these assumptions, negatives should still be

slower than positives, but now a true sentence should be faster than a false

one regardless of whether the sentence is positive or negative. Young &

Chase confirmed these predictions very accurately. And they confirmed the

analogous predictions for the "conversion" rule to change isn't above into

below and isn't below into above, and for two other more complicated

If conversion" rules. So their experiments constitute an excellent demon-

stration that the encoding and comparison stages of the task are quite

separate, and that the comparison stage of the "true" model is consistent

with their data.

It is important here to contrast the "true" and "conversion" models of

negation. Both models predict that negatives will take longer to verify than

positives. In the "true" model, this is because of the representation time

b plus the Operation 2a time d that negatives require over positives. But

in the "conversion" model, this is because the conversion itself takes time

to tarry out, an increment we might call the Conversion Time k. (Interest-

ingly enough, Young & Chase found that k was often less than negation time

(b + d) for the identical problems under conversion vs. non-conversion

instructions.) But the significant difference between the "true" and

IIconversion" models is that true-false should interact with positive-negative

in the "true" model, but not in the "conversion" model. Specifically, under

both models True Positives should be faster by an amount c than False Positives.

Yet True Negatives should be slower by c than False Negatives when Ss do not

convert, but faster by c when Ss do convert (regardless of the conversion).

Mon ge nrm ai,4tiii, tha "trtla" .mathnA than tyna aantanraa ahnnlA ha nn factor
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overall than false ones, although when they 'convert," true sentences should

be faster by p overall than false ones.

By now it should be clear why I have chosen to call these two methods

the "true" and "conversion" methods of negation. The "true' method works

for all negatives in every task, and it treats negatives--i.e., it represents

negatives--with all the negative information in its proper form. The

ft conversion" method is, in a sense, a way of cheating in comprehending the

negatives. It changes negatives into positives and does not retain all the

negative information in its proper form. To see how this is cheating, con-

sider A isn't above B to be compared to a picture of an A and a B side by

side. If the S "converts" A isn't above B, say, into A is below B, he will

look at the A and B side by side and claim that the sentence is false of the

picture. But this claim is incorrect just because the positive sentence after

itconversion" is not synonymous with the negative one before "conversion." Of

course, the S would have made the correct judgment if he had used the "true"

method, since a comparison of (false (A. above B)) with (A beside B) would

have correctly led him to say "true" under the Stage 3 comparison rules in

Table 1.

Previous Studies of Explicit Negation

lie can now turn to the extensive literature on the comprehension of

negation. The purpose of this section is *simply to demonstrate that the

"true" model of negation, with its illegitimate offspring the "conversion"

model, is abll to account for the main variations in this previous liter-

ature. The first studies to be examined are all verification tasks in

which the S had to judge whether a sentence was true or false. In a second
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set of studies by Jones (1966a, b, 1967), the negative is found in an

instruction the Ss were to follow.

The verification stlAten

Beginning with Wason's study in 1961, many psychologists have asked Ss

to verify sentences, but they have relied on three different types of

verifying information. Sentences werc sometimes verified againstIrrevious

knowledge, as when Ss verified Six isn't odd; sometimes against pictures,

as in Clark & Chase (in preparation); and sometimes against other sentences,

as in X doesn't precede y, thnrefore y follows x (Greene, 1970a). To be

able to generalize across these differing tasks (and their highly similar

results), it is therefore necessary that we represent the verifying.evidence

.--whether it be previous knowledge, a picture, or another sentence--in the

same format. This is essentially the assumption that was made in Clark &

Chase in order to derive predictions for verifying pictures, and it was well

demonstrated in other ways in that study. So I will make the assumption

that all ehree types of verifying evidence are represented in a sem-ntic

representation of the sort I have given above for sentences and pictures.

Consider Wason's experiments in which he asked Ss to verify sentences

like Six is not odd. At Stage 1, the S would reprenent Six is not odd as

(false (6 is odd)); at Stage 2, he would represent his previous knowledge

about six as (6 is even); at Stage 3, he would compare the two representations

in the four-operation process of Table 1; and at Stage 4, he would produce the

response. But Wason, in questioning his Ss, found that about half of them

reported making conversions, changing not even to odd and not odd to even,

whereas the other half appeared to use what I have called the "true" method.
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In other words, geson's results should show a mixture of these two types of

Ss. First of all, True Positives should be faster than False Positives for

both types of Ss, and this is in agreement with Wason's results. But second,

True Negatives should be faster than False Negatives for the "converters,"

but slower for the non-cheaters. Overall, this should make True and False

Negatives about equal in verificaticn latency, and this is exactly what

geson found. So geson's results, although not in agreement with the "true"

model taken alone, do agree with the "true" model when account is taken of

those Ss who consistently made "conversions."

A perusal of the other studies on explicit negation and its verification

shows that all the other studies (Eifermann, 1961; Wesun & Jones, 1963; Gough,

1965, 1966; Slobin, 1966; Wales & Grieve, 1969; Greene, 1970a, b; Trabasso,

Rollins, & Shaughnessy, in press) also succumb to this analysis (cf. Clark,

in press). In some instances, the "conversion" method was impossible to use,

and in thOse canes, the "true" model of negation fits the data very well; in

the other cases, where there was reason to think that some Ss were "converting,"

the results look like a mixture of the two methods, just as Wason's results

did. Trabasso et al. (in press) were the most explicit on this point. They

used the identical verification task in two conditions: in one, Ss could

convert (and reported doing so) and the results followed the "conversion"

model almost precisely; in the other, "conversion" was literally impossible

for methodological reasons, and the results followed the "true" model, just

as they should. The previous literature on verification tasks, therefore,

constitutes good support for the "true" and "conversion" models that have

been proposed here.
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Following instructions

The verification task is just one place where negative sentences must

be comprehended. Another obvious place is in tasks in which the S must

carry out an action in conformity to an instruction, and the instruction can

be given in either positive or negative terms. Indeed, that the "true"

model of negation is just as applicable to this kind of task is demonstrated

in a very interesting series of experiments by Jones (1966a, b; 1967).

In one experiment, Jones gave her Ss either the positive instruction

in (17a) or the negative one in (18a); the respective representations for

them are approximated by (17b) and 18b):

(17) a. Mark the numbers 3, 4, 7, 8.

b. (you mark X (if (X is (3 or 4 or 7 or 8))))

(18) a. Mark all numbers except 1, 2, 5, 6.

b. (you mark X (if (false (X is (1 or 2 or 5 or 6)))))

The Ss were given a page full of numbers--random numbers selected out of the

digits 1 through 8--and one of the two instructions, and were told to cross

out all the appropriate numbers on the page as quickly as possible. They

were timed. The basic task can be viewed as follows. At Stage 1, the Ss

represent the instruction appropriately as in (17b) or (18b). At Stage 2,

they represent the number they are currently looking at (say 7) in an

implicit question like "Should I cross out.7?", which would be represented

as (mumark X (if (X is 7))). At Stage 3, the Ss would compare the if-clauses

of the two representations by the four-operation process in Table 1. And by

Stage 4, there is an answer to the implicit question--either (true (you mark X))

or (false (you mark X))--which is then translated into a response of either

marking out the 7 or not.
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Conceived of in this way, Jones' task should fit predictions from the

"true" model of negatiOh. The predictions are relatively simple. Instruction

(17) should take less time than (18), since the if-clause is positive in (17)

but negative in (18). Jones' results are in agreement with this prediction.

Unfortunately, we cannot test for latency differences in True and False

Positives and True and False Negatives, for her data were not so collected.

But we can test the same predictions on the errors Jones' Ss made. We

must first assume that Ss should make more False Positive than True Positive

errors, since a False Positive decision requires one more mental operation

(Operation la in Table 1) than a True Positive decision and that operation

might be missed. For precisely the same reason, Ss should make more True

Negativc than False Negative errors. Jones' results confirm both of these

predictions. For the positive instruction (17), she found that Ss made 2%

True Positive errors (crossing out digits they should not have), On the

negative instruction (18), the pattern was just the reverse: Ss made 8% True

Negative errors (crossing out digits they should not have), but only 4% False

Negative errors (failing to cross out digits they should have).

In summary, Jones' data on positive and negative instructionsand 1

have only discussed one of her experiments here (cf. Clark, in press and

below)--fully support the hypothesis that her Ss understood these instructions

consistent with the "true" model of negation.

Comparative studies of negation

After this brief review of the literature on explicit negatives, I now

turn to several recent comparative studies of negation. These studies are

comparative in the sense that they vere specifically designed to compare

two or more contrasting types of negation.
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In the pest, investigators have stuck very close to the explicit full

negative, and as a result, the previous studies appear to emphasize the

explicit negative as somathing special. Indeed, some of these studies have

given special attention to the syntactic transformation that inserts the

negative particle into a positive sentence as if it was the syntactic

properties of the negative that gave it its properties in comprehension.

So one important conclusion to be drawn from the following studies is that

explicit and implicit negatives constitute a unified notion of negation

as far as comprehension is concerned. Negation is fundamentally a semantic

notion. Although negatives are sometimes expressed syntactically and some-

times lexically, it is the underlying semantic representation that is

important for comprehension.

A second important ccnclusion to be drawn from the studies to be

described is that scope2 of negation and presupposition are intimately involved

in the compreheL ion of negatives. As we will see, certai critical differ-

ences in comprehension seem to depend solely on the fact that two negatives

iffer in their presuppositions or in the scope of their negative marker.

Presunt and nbuent

foun

The first study I know of to compare explicit and implicit negation is

d in Clark & Young (in preparation), in which sentences containing

rese

absen

nt, absent, and their negatives were verified against the presence or

The pl

e of objects in pictures. Present and absent were chosen because

us isn't present and The plus is absent both have the same truth value

and req

two sen

uire the same response for particular pictures; in other words, the

tences are experimentally comparable. The expectation was that The
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plus isn't proccnt would be verified by the "true" method of negation, so

that if The plus i absent is also a negative, it should behave in exactly

the same way.

These expectations were verified very nicely, with one important

exception. True sentences containing not_jum:31LL and absent were verified

more sloly, respectively, than false sentences containing not present and

absent; this is what the 'true" method of negation would predict. But even

though the absent sentences were completely parallel to the not present

sentences, the former took much less time to verify. Specifically, the

negation time (b d) was about 371 msec for absent, but about 640 msec for

potpment. This suggests, of course, that The plus is absent and The plus

isn't present cannot be represented in the same way, or else they should show

approximately equal negation times.

But as wcs pointed out previously, isn't present and absent make

different presuppositions about the underlying proposition they are negating.

The plus isn't present should be represented as (false (suppose (plus

present))), whereas Tke plus is absent should be represented approximately

as (true (suppose (false (plus present)))). The difference in negation time

between not present and absent should therefore probably be related to the

difference in theIr representations. The question becomes, then, does the

difference lie in (1) the comparative times.it takes to represent ab:Jent

and not present at Stage 1, or (2) the comparative times consumed by the

Stage 3 compariscn operations? Although very little evidence is now avail-

able to decide on this issue, one result of Jones'--to be discussed shortly--

seems to suggest that (2) might be true. This would suggest that the d incre-

ment, the time taken by Operation 2a in the comparison process of (16), would
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simply be longer when the false dominatos the supposition, as in not prosent,

than when it is dominated by suppose, a9 in absent. It should be pointed

out here, however, that the not present vs. absent difference of 271 msec

could not be accounted for by the extra reading time of not_u_gfclyi: on

independent evidence, the extra n't couli take no more than 50-100 msec to

read.

Perhaps, then, it is wisest not to speculate on the mechanisms that

underlie the not present vs. absent difference until more specific evidence

can be found for the several alternatives. Rather, we might simply state

it as a hypothesis about scope of negation, one that is to be accounted for

later. The hypothesis is this: the greater the scope of negation, the

longer it takes to comprehend the negative. Fortunately, the correctness of

this hypothesis is not directly relevant to the correctness of the "true"

model of negation. It might be that the specific form of the rules in Table

I will have to be modified in its details, but the results of Clark & Young

make it necessary for the basic two-comparison verification process to hold

in some form or other in all the negatives examined so far.

"Except" revisited

The scope of negation hypothesis receives further support in a study

by Jones (1967), if certain assumptions are made about the representations of

the sentences she used in her study. In this study, like the other one

reported on above, Jones gave Ss one of two instructions about crossing out

digits, gave them a page full of digits, and timed them as they crossed out the

appropriate digits on each page. But in this case, the instructions she

compared (among others) were (19a) and (20a), which I presume are represented

as in (19b) and (20b), respectively:

1.31.
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(19) a. Mark all the numbers except 2, 5, 8.

b. (you mark X (if (false (X is (2 or 5 or C)))))

(20) a. Mark all the numbers, but not 2, 5, 8.

b. (false (you mark X (if (X is (2 or 5 or 8)))))

That is, the Scope of the except pertains only to the testing of the numbers

themselves in (19), but the scope of false in (20) covers the whole instruc-

tion. Both instructions, of course, would have the same result by the four-

operation process of Table 1: it is just that the false enters into the process

in different places for the two instructions. Thus, if the scope of negation

hypothesis is correct, then instruction (19) should be easier than (20).

Jones' results support this prediction. She also found that her Ss often

restated the instructions to themselves before carding out the task, and

they most often ended up using instruction (19) instead of (20), as if (19)

was the easier instruction to use.

If this interpretation of Jones' results is correct, then her results

imply that the greater difficulty with greater scope of negation must be

accounted for, at least in part, during the Stage 3 comparison process. Pre-

sumably, the Ss did not have to re-encode the instruction each time they crossed

out a new digit. Since the only process that recurred for each digit was the

comparison process, the source of increased difficulty of instruction (20)

over (19) must lie in the comparison stage.

The Just and Carpenter study

Very recently, two students, Marcel Just and Patricia Carpenter, have

completed a comparative study of several types of negation in English. They

asked Ss to verify sentences like Most of the dots are black and A small pro-

portion of the dots are black against pictures that contained either 14 black
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dots and 2 red dots or the reverse. They explicitly set out to study three

categories of negation. Category I contained three examples of explicit

negation: (A) The dots are red vs. The dots aren't red: (B) There are red

dots vs. There are no red dots. and (C) All of the dots are red vs. None of

the dots are red. (The pictures paired with the sentences of Category 1,

unlike those for 2 and 3, contained either all red dots or all black dots.)

According to the present classification, Example A is an explicit full

negation, while B and C are both explicit quantifier negations, although the

latter classification is (L3batable. Category 2 contained examples of explicit

quantifier negation: (A) Most of the dots are red vs. Hardly any of the dots

are red:. (E) Lots of the dots are red vs. Scarcely_any of the dots are red;

and (F) Many of the dots are red vs. Few of the dots are red. Finally

Category 3 contained three examples of implicit quantifier negation: (G)

The maiority of the dots are red vs. The minority of the dots are red; (H)

A large proportion of the dots are red vs. A small proportion of the dots are

red; and (I) 14 out of 16 dots are red vs. 2 out of 16 dots are red.

Their results support the "true" model of negation in several very

important ways. First, they found that negatives were more difficult than

affirmatives for all three categories. Second, they found that in Categories

1 and 2, which contained all explicit negatives, True Positives were faster

than False Positives, and that True Negatives were slower than False Negatives.

This agrees perfectly with the "true" model of negation. But third, they

found, quite unexpectedly, that in Category 3 True Positives and True Nega-

tives were both verified faster, respectively, than False Positives and

False Negatives. One might conclude that unless the Ss were carrying out some

sort of "conversion" while encoding the sentences, the "true" model of negation

133
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should not expect this result. But Just & Carpenter explained this apparent

inconsistency in quite a different way.

Their explanation of the Category 3 inconsistency lay in how the Ss

coded the pictures. (The termlnology in the explanation to follow, however,

is mine.) Consider nany-few (a Category 2 pair of quantifiers) vs. many:a few

(substituting for a Category 3 pair of quantifiers). Given the true sentence

Many of the dots are black--i.e., (true (suppose (dots (dots black) are many)))

--, the S could code the picture in terms of the majority of dots, as (suppose

(dots (dots black) are many)), or in terms of the minority, as (suppose (false

(dots (dots rel) are many))). Note that the coding of the majority'of dots

will be congruent with the sentence, but the coding of the mtnority will not.

Just and Carpenter simply assumed that Ss coded the majority of dots for both

many and few (of Category 2), and this would produce the correct predictions

from the "true" model of negation. In contrast, they assumed that Ss coded

the majority and minority, respectively, for many and a few (of Category 3);

this likewise allows the correct predictions from the "true" model. To put

it another way, Ss were always assumed to code the picture in terms of the

presupposition of the sentence: many_ and few both contain suppositions about

the majority Of the dots; but many and a few contain suppositions aboutthe

majority and minority of the dots, respectively. And this coding is natural.

Many,and few respectively affirm and deny something about the majority of the

dots; on the other hand, many and a few are both affirmations, one about the

majority of the dots and the other about the minority.

Just and Carpenter were aware that their explanatton needed further

justification. So they re-ran Categories 2 and 3 of their first experiment,

but this time they presented the pictures a half-second before the sentence

appeared. In one condition, the Ss were asked to code the majority of the
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dots from thc picture, and in another, the minority. Their results were

in full agreement with their previous explanation. Men Ss coded the majority

of the dot3, Categories 2 and 3 were in complete agreement: in contrast with

the results of their first experiment. And when Ss coded the mtnority, the

two categories were again in complete agreement, but in this case True Posi-

tives and False Negatives were slower, not faster, than False Positives and

True Negatives, respectively. This result is also consistent with the "true"

model of negation, once the newly instructed codings of the pictures have been

taken into account. Therefore, when Ss are forced to code the pictures in on

particular x..w, the Ss then verify the exemplars of Categories 2 and 3 in

exactly the same way. So the Just & Carpenter results fit nicely with the

present unified explanation for negation.

The Just & Carpenter results also add evidence for the scope of negation

hypothesis. Their exemplars of negation can be approximately ordered in terms

of decreasing scope. Exemplar A is sentence negation and should have roughly

the greatest scope: Exemplars B, C, D, E, and F are all explicit negatives

whose scope include the presupposition, so ehey are nextt Exemplars G, II, and

I have the least scope, since their negatives are included within the suppos-

ition. Significantly, the negation time of these three groups of exemplars

decreased approximately with scope. This evidence, however, is not as

direct as in the present-absent and except examples discussed above, since

so many other things seem to be varying at the same time in Just & Carpenter's

exemplars.

Other studies of Isplicit negation

Although I know of no other strictly comparative studies of negation,

there are a number of studies that have investigated the comprehension of

other implicit negatives. These studies fall into two categories--those on
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adjectives, and those on prepositions.

Adjectives. We have already discussed present-absent as a positive-

negative pair. Although there are no other studies on adjectives that mir,ht

be considered full negatives, there are a series of studies on implicit

quantifier ne tirs that I have reviewei recently (Clark, 1969) in relation

to deductive reasoning. The main generalization I drew there was that positive

adjectives take less time to comprehend than .aegative ones, at least when they

are found in comparative form. Thus, deductive reasoning problems that con-

tained the comparatives of good, much, fast, far, tall, happy, warm, deep,

old, and high were solved consistently faster than problems with their respec-

tive opposites. This evidence, along with the results of Just & Carpenter,

lead us to the tentative ,inclusion that all the lexically marked adjectives

like bad, little, slow, etr!., are implicit (quantifier) negatives.

Prepositions. Elsewhere (Clark, in press), I have argued that many

pairs of prepositions can also be considered positive and negative. Gruber

(1965), for one, has shown that in-out, on-off, and to-from are genuine positive-

negative pairs. These negatives, out, off, and from, are full implicit nega-

tives, since, for example, John is out of the house implies John isn't in the

house, and vice versa. In and out, on and off, and to and from specify the

only two semantic values that can be taken on their respectively semantic

dimensions.

Carol Offir and I have recently carried out a couple of studies in which

Ss were asked to verify sentences like It is going to town B against a picture

of a symbolic car going to or from town A or B, or to read sentences like John

thought, "Mary is about to go into the kitchen" and verify other consequent

sentences like Nary could be in the kitchen. Of interest here are the results
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of these studies with respect to to and from, and into and out of. First

of all, sentences with to were verified more quickly than those with from,

and the same held for into and out of, respectively) In the second study,

in which Ss verified the conclusion drawn about a previous sentence, it was

found that out of behaved according to the "true" model of negation. (The

full description of this evidence is too complex to give here.) So these

two studies add to the growing evidence that the "true" method of negation

seems to apply to implicit as well as expliCit negatives.

In Clark (in press), it is also argued that pairs like above-below,

ahead of-behind, in front of-in back of, and other such pairs are also

implicitly positive and negative. The negative in these pairs, however, is

quantifier rather than full regation, since The red balloon isn't above the

blue balloon does not necessarily imply The red balloon is below the blue

balloon, a fact which contrasts with the full negative case in which John

isn't in the house always implies John is out of the house. In Clark (in

press), I have reviewed a number of studies in the literature as well as some

of my own that show that above, on top of, in front of, ahead of, and before

are comprehended more quickly than-their negative opposites below, under,

in back of, behind, and after.

In summary, the evidence for the comprehension of certain implicitly

negative adjectives and prepositions are in general agreement with the "true

model of negation.

Recapitulation of the comparative studies

We can now bring together some of the diverse evidence that supports the

scope of negation hypothesis. In Tables 3 through 6 I have collected together
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the studies I know of that have measured the latencies in the verification of

positive and negative sentences from the moment the senterce was presented to

the moment the S resi.onded. In each of the four tables, I have listed the

investigators on the left, the negative studied in the center (the positive

counterpart of which is usually obvious) , and the Negc.tion Time for each nega-

tive on the right. The four tables list the negation times, respectively, for

explicit full negatives, explicit quantifier negatives, implicit full negatives

and implicit quantifier negatives.

There are several oliservations that we can make on these tables. The most

obvious is that Negation Time is positive regardless of the negaLiv, although

Negation Time varies from about a tenth of a second to almost threerquarters

of a second, depenang on the negative.

The second observation is that the median Negation Times order themselves

from longest to shortest as follows: explicit full negation (600 msec), explicit

quantifier negation (258 msec), implicit full negation (185 mset), and implicit

quantifier negation (.145 msec). That is, Negation Time decreases approximately

as we go from explicit to implicit negation, and from full to quantifier nega-

tion. In more detail, it is clear that explicit full negation has the longest

Negation Time; its exemplars, which vary from 440 msee to 736 msec, do not over-

lap with those of any other category. The exemplars of the other three cate-

gories have considerable overlap with one another, although there is at least

a hint that the medians might be reflecting real differences among the latter

three categories.

The importance of this last observation, if it is correct, is that the

median Negation Times follow the scope of negation. Explicit negatives have

greater scope of negation in general then implicit negatives, and full negatives
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have greater scope than quantifier negatives, and those differences are corre-

lated with differences in Negation Time. These data, then, constitute support,

albeit less than overwhelming support, for the scope of negation hypothesis.

A third observation that can be made is that the Negation Times are

relatively homogeneous within each table despite the wide variety of exemplars

there. Take, for example, the explicit full negatives in Table 3 and their

Negation Times, which vary from 440 to 736 msec. The exemplars in this table

include locatives (Star isn't above plus), attributives (The dots aren't red),

and predicate nominatives (Seven is not an even number). The exemplars also

include sentences in which one word onlyother than the negative-. -Is signif-

icant for the verification (The dots aren't red) , two words (Seven is not an

even number), or three words (Given 6 and 8, the next number is not 1). In

other words, it appears that Negation Time is around 600 msec regardless of

other incidental properties of the sentences. Negation Time is as long as

it is because sentences contain explicit full negations--in these instances
No,

sentence negations. If this observation is supported by future research it

constitutes strong evidence for the independence of Negation Time from Falsi-

fication Time and from other attributes of sentences, and hence for the

separability of the four Stage 3 comparison operations shown in Table 1.

Summary data like these, of course, should be interpreted with a great

deal of caution. First, the experimental methods varied considerably from

study to study; in some cases the experimental error is large, but in others

it is small. Second, and probably more important, we have no idea how the

other differences in the negative exemplarslike the difference between from

and out of--affect Negation Time as well. It seems only reasonable that there

should be other differences among the negative exemplars. Third, Negation Time

can be significantly affected by the range of objects (e.g., pictures) that
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the sentences are verified against. Consider, for example, the three instances

of absent listed in Table 4. The first sentence was verified against a picture

of a plus ("true') or a star ("false"), the second, against a picture of an

empty square ("true") or a circle within a square ("false"), and the third,

against a picture of a disk absent ("true") or present ("false"). The three

corresponding Negation Times, then, vary because of subtle interactions

beteen the negative sentences chemselves and the type of evidence they are

compared against. I will discuss the reasons for the differences in this

particular example later, although in the other exemplars in Tables 3 through

6, I am quite uncertain as to which variations in experimental procedure are

important and which are not.

Ode final note of caution. Young and Chase (in preparation) and Chase,

Young, and Clark (in preparation) have run Ss for many more than one session.

Although Negation Tine was found to begin at around 600 msec for an explicit

full negative, Negation Times diminished over the next 10 to 15 days to as

little as 100 msec. In other words, Negation Time can be reduced with prac

tice. The experiments listed in Tables 3 through 6 could also well differ in

how practiced the Ss were--either on negatives in general or on the particular

negatives of the experiment. So some of the variation in the tables--and one

cannot easily tell which variatioa--might be partly due to practice effects.

The support for the scope of negation hypothesis, then, is still quite

meager, though several pieces of evidence suggest that it might be correct.

The most direct evidence is that Negation Time for absent is considerably less

than for not present (Clark & Young, in preparation), and that the instruction

"Mark all the numbers except 2, 5, 8" is easier than the instruction "Mark all

the numbers but do not mark 2, 5, 8' (Jones, 1967). Suggestive, but not
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conclusive, is the combined evidence from the extant studies on negation,

which shows that explicit full negation has longer Negation Time than explicit

quantifier negation, implicit full negation, or implicit quantifier negation,

and that the latter three categories might possibly be ordered in this way from

longest to shortest Negation Time. As yet, there seem to be no counter-examples

to the hypothesis. Pull confirmation of this hypothesis waits on studies, like

that of Clark & Young, in which scope of negation can be varied without con-

comitant changes in verifying evidence, practice, and other confounding effects.

Nef;ation in cognition

To round out my sketch of the evidence for the "true" model of negation,

I will now consider several examples from perception that appear to require

the present model of negation. Although perception has traditionally been

kept quite distinct from psycholinguistics, it is obvious that there must be

a representational system comnon to perception and language, for otherwise it

would be inpossible for people to talk about pictures, to verify sentences

against pictures, to imagine a scene as described by a sentence, and so on.

Indeed, Chase and I have presented evidence (e.g., Clark and Chase, in pre-

paration) that supports the position that, at sone level of processing,

pictures are represented in semantic representations that are just like those

of sentences. For example, an A above a B is normally
represented as (A above

13), which is identical to the underlying representation of the sentence A is

above B. It is necessary to make this assumption simply to explain a large

variety of findings in the verification studies on sentences like A is above B,

B isn't below A, etc. But the assumption is also necessary in order to bring

together all the other studies on the verification of sentences. As pointed

out before, if sentences, pictures, and prior knowledge vere represented in
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entirely different forms, then it would be impossible to explain all the

previous studies on negation with one unified theory, and the latter alternative

seems highly preferable to three unrelated theories of comprehension. More

evidence against the alternatives of treating pictures as pictures, etc.,

instead of as "interpreted" underlying semantic representations like (A above B)

can be found in Clark & Chase (in preparation).

The main point of perceptual representations is that they are normally

positive--that is, we code perceptual objects as positive entities. "That is

a tree," we think, not "That isn't a bush" or "That isn't a rock or "That

isn't Julia" etc. The reason is clear. In most cases, fhere is only one

possible identification of what a thing is, but many of what it is not. Yet

there are instances where it is important or even necessar, to think of some-

thing in negative terns. Significantly, the instances of negation in per-

ception that I have found follow the same logic as the linguistic examples of

negation discussed above; that is, negation in perception fits into the "true"

model of negation, and it can be analyzdd in terms of the presupposition the

perceiver has of the situation he is observing. I will first discuss evidence

for the normality of positive coding, followed by an example of a negative

perceptual representatim and its properties.

Positive perceptual coding

In Clark & Chase, it was shown that a picture of an A above a B can be

"looked at" in at least two different ways. When the S is instructed to look

at the top figure (A) in the picture, he will encode the picture as (A above 5).

When instructed to look at the bottom figure instead, he will encode the pic-

ture as (B below A). When simply asked to view the picture as a whole, the

code is always (A above B). (The differences in these codings can be detected

r11:2
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by the way the different viewing instructions interact with the verification

of sentences like A is above B, B is below A, etc.) In other words, an A

above a B is normally encoded in terms of the implicitly positive preposition

above as (AjgmcB), unless the S is instructed to view the picture in a

specific way, and then the coding can become (B below A) instead. Here is

the first piece of evidence for the proposition that pictures are encoded in

positive representations except under unusual conditions.

A second finding of the same study is that the Ss could not have been

coding the pictures as an ,-,xplicit negative either. For example, there is

no reason why the S could not have coded an A above a B as (false (B below A)),

for this second coding would also be true of the picture. This negative

coding, however, is also consistent with a large number of other sentences

that would not be true of the pictime, such sentences as A is beside B. In

short, encoding a picture in an explicit negative representation would often

lead to incorrect judgments of truth value, and there is evidence in the data

of Clark & Chase anyway that Ss did not use such negative representations. In

the present-absent study reported above, too, it was assumed that the pictures

were encoded in a positive form. A, picture of a plus was assumed to be coded

as (plus is present), not as (false (star is present)). So here are two other

examples of Eow pictures are normally encoded in their positive forms.

Negative perceptual coding

In order to overcome this very strong tendency to code perceptual in-

formation only in its positive form, I have recently carried out a verification

task with pictures that are difficult to code in anything but a negative way.

Consider a picture of a square with or without a smaller circle inside it.

1 Lfrol.A
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The square with a circle is meant to represent the presence of a hole, while

the square without a circle is meant to represent the absence of a hole. The

Ss were then asked to verify sentences in the usual manner: they were given

sentences like The hole is absent together with a picture of a square with or

without a circle inside it and were asked to judge whether the sentence was

true or false of the picture. The sentences describing the presence or

absence of the hole were mixed in with sentences describing the presence or

absence of a star or plus: the pictures for the latter were either a plus or

a star.

The rationale of the study was that the pictorial presence of the circle

would be represented as (hole is present), while the pictorial absence could

only be represented in a negative way, as (false (hole is present)). So

instead of utilizing verifying and falsifying pictures that are both coded in

positive form, this study utilizes pictures that are represented in positive

and negative forms. The representations for the sen',1nces describing the hole

and for the corresponding pictures are shown at the top of Table 7, and they

Insert Table 7 about here.

are to be compared with the representations for the sentences describing the

star or plus at the bottom of the table. When the four operation comparison

process of Table 1 is applied to these representations, the process still

produces the correct truth value in each instance, but the latency components

for the hole-sentences turn out to be different from those for the star-
,

sentences. In particular, note that .Jc never appears in the hole-sentences,

and b and d are not correlated in the hole-sentences as they are in the star-

sentences. In short, the "true" model of negation predicts quite different

patterns of latency for the two kinds of sentences.
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The results of the experiment on the hole- and star-type sentences are

in agreement with these predictions. For the sentences describing the star

and plus, the results were as usual: True Positives and False Negatives were

faster, respectively, than False Pesitives and True negatives. But for the

hole-sentences, True Positives and True Negatives were both faster than their fr

counterparts: in this case there was no interaction between true-false and

positive-negative. This is just what the "true model would predict.

There is an important difference between the star-sentences and the hole-

sentences. The hole is absent was always confirmed by the physical or per-

ceptual absence of a figure in the picture (viz, by the absence of the circle

within the square), whereas The star is absent was always confirmed by the

physical presence of a figure (the plu.). One might arguc that the difference

in latency patterns between the hole- and star-sentences is attributable to

the perceptual properties, not 'co the semantic representation of the picture

itself, as I have been arguing. But this possibility was eliminated in a

carefully counterbalanced second condition in which hole was replaced by lid,

so that The lid is present was true when the circle was absent from the

square, and The lid is absent was me when the circle was present.. As

expected, the lid-sentences had exactly the same pattern as the hole-sentences.

Thus, it is the semantic interpretation of the picture that is all important,

not simply the physical attributes of the picture.

In summaly, the hole- and lid-sentences constitute one example of how a

picture must be interpreted negatively. Furthermore, the negative code

depends crucially on the Ss' presuppositions about what the picture is supposed

to be. If the picture is to be interpreted as a lid, one coding is used, but

if it is to be interpreted as a hole, exactly the opposite coding is used.
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When these representations are then used to verify a sentence, they behave

exactly like ordinary linguistic positive and negative representations as pre-

dicted in the "true" model of negation. Thus, our perceptual system makes use

of negation too, and this negation is fundamentally of the same sort that is

found ir language: it consists of a proposition (e.g., The hole is present)

embedded within another predicate (it is false ) that denies the truth of the

embedded proposition.

Conclusions

In this paper, I have preanted a partial theory of comprehension and

have applied this theory speciacally to negation. The general theory, as

applied to the verification process, was simply that the process consisted of

four stages: a sentence encoding stage, a picture encoding stage (if a

picture is used as verifying evidence), a comparison stage, and a response

stage. In applying this model to negation, I have argued that negative

sentences and pictures are represented in a particular form and that the

comparison stage carries out its duties in a particular way.

The representation of negation. The basic proposal is that negative

sentences like Jeffrey isn't at home consist of two parts: (1) an embedded

proposition, Jeffrey is at home; and (2) an eubedding proposition, it is false,

which denies the truth of the embedded proposition. A picture that it repre-

sented negatively will also take on the same form. Although there are many

varieties of negatives in English, the proposal is that they are all repre-

sented in a variation of this basic form.

The comparison process. The "true" model of negation contains a com-

parison stage that consists of four ordered mental operations. Given a repre-

sentation for a sentence and a verifying picture, the process first checks for
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synonymy of the embedded strings of the two representations, and then checks

for the synonymy of the embedding strings. When there is a mismatch in

either mental operation, there is another subsidiary operation that changes

the truth index of the sentence--e.g., from true to false, or from false to

true. It is the final value of the truth index that serves as the answer

finally produced as a response. In the "conversion model of n.gation, the S

is able to avoid checking the embedding string during the comparison stage

altogether simply by eliminating the embedding string when he encodes the

sentence at the first stage. Thus, the S might immediately interpret Nine

isn't even directly as Nine is odd, which he then represents without a falsi-

fying embedding string. What I have tried to show is that all the existing

evidence on negatives can be accounted for by either the "true" or the

conversion" models of negation or by some mixture of the two. Ir particular,

these models account for (1) the comparative latencies in verifying Trur

or False Positive or Negative sentences; (2) the introspective reports Ss give

as to how they go about verifyivg sentences; and (3) the latencies and errors

Ss make in following positive or negative instructions. To account for these

results, I have had to assume that the comparison operations are serially

ordered and that each operation consumes a given increment of tine on each

verification.

The role of presupposition. The third topic I have considered is pre-

supposition. I have argued that the simple garden variety of negative sentence

presupposes that the listener believes in the truth or plausibility of the

embedded proposition, but asserts that the listener's supposition is false.

A survey of English negatives, however, showed that negatives differed in

what they presupposed and what they asserted. For example, John isn't present
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is a denial of a positive presupposition, whereas John is absent is an affir-

mation of a negative presupposition; the first is explicitly negative, in the

terminology of this paper, whereas the second is implicitly negative. But

what is probably more important, there seers to be evidence that Negation Time

is consistently different for two expressions that differ only in their asser-

tions and presuppositions (e.g., isn't present and absent). This fact implied

that the presuppositions and the assertioh of a sentence are an intrinsic

part of its semantic representation, and they systematically affect the

verification process. Finally, this led me to argue for the scope of negation

hypothesis: the greater the scope of negation, the more difficult a'sentence

is to verify. Although the existing evidence for this hypothesis is very

sparse indeed, the evidence does show that a complete model of negation must

somehow account for the systematic variation of Negation Time with changes in

presupposition.

In short, I have tried to argue that negation is a single unified

phenomenon and that there is a single unified theory that accounts for the

basic facts about negation. Obviously, however, I have uncovered just as

many mysteries as I have solved. Much work lies ahead.
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Footnote

This paper is a distillation of one section out of a chapter called

"Semantics and Comprehension" in Sebeok, T. A. (Ed.). Current Trends in

Linguistics, Vol. 12, The Hague: nouton, in press.
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Table 1

The Comparison Process (Stage 3) of the

"True" Model of Negation

1. Compare the embedded strings of sentence and picture.

A. If they match, go to 2.

B. If they do not match, go to la.

la. Change value of truth index into its opposite; then go to 2.

2. Compare the embedding strings of. sentence and picture.

A. If they match, stop.

B. If they do not match, go to 2a.

2a. Change value of truth index into its opposite; then stop.
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Table 2

Latency Components for the

"True" Model of Negation

Stage 1 Stage 2
Sentence Picture

Sentence Type Representation Representation Latency Components

True Positive (A above B)

False Positive (B above A)

True Negative (false (B above A))

False Negative (false (A above B))

(A above B) t
o

A above B) t
0

+ c

(A above B) t
o
+ c + + d)

(A above B) t
0

+ + d)

1
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Table 3

Netation Times for Explicit Full Negation

Source Example of Negative Sentence Used Negation Time

Wason Seven is not an even number. 550

Wason & Jones Seven is not an even number. 440

Eifermann Seven is not even (in Hebrew with lo). 736

Seven is not even (in Hebrew with eyno). 600

Clark & Chase Star isn't above plus. 68.5

Star isn't above line. 709

Star isn't above plus. (picture first) 556

Star isn't above plus. (picture first) 660

Clark & Young The star isn't present. 640

Just & Carpenter The dots aren't red. 463

Wales & Grieve Given 6 and 8, the next number is not 1. 455
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Table 4

Negation Times for Explicit tivantifier Negation

Examples of Negative Sentence Used Negation Time

Just & Carpenter None of the dots are red. 306

There are no red dots. 76

Hardly any of the dots are red. 385

Scarcely any of the dots are red. 384

Few of the dots are red. 210

Trabasso et al. KOV green. 200

Median 258
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Source

'fable 5

Negation Times for Implicit Full Negation

Example of Negative Sentences Used Negation Time

Clark & Young The star is absent. 371

The hole is absent. 185

Chae & Clark Absent. 145

Clark & Offir It is coming from town B. 184

Mary has just come out of the kitchen. 201

Median 185
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Source

Table 6

Negation Times for Implicit Quantifier Negation

Example of Negative Sentence Used Negation Time

Clark & Chase Star is below plus.
93

Star is below line.
135

Star is below plus. (picture first) 117

Star is below plus. (picture first) 84

Just & Carpenter A minority of the dots are red.

A small proportion of the dots are red.

2 out of 16 of the dots are red.

Clark & Peterson Star is lower than plus.

Clark

241

214

72

251

The pink one is in back of the blue one. 189

4 17.:P4
o

Nedian 135
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Table 7

Hypothetical Representations of Sentences and Pictures

under Two Conditions

Sentence Type Sentence Code Picture Code Latency Components

0

0
+ d

0
+ b

+ b + d
0

True Affirmative

False Affirmative

True Negative

False Negative

(hole present)

(hole present)

(false (hole present))

(false (hole present))

(hole present)

(false (hole present))

(false (hole present))

(hole present)

True Affirmative

ialse Affirmative

True Negative

False Negative

(star present)

(star present)

(false (star present))

(false (star present))

(star present)

(plus present)

(plus present)

(star present)

0

t
0
+ c

t
0
+c+b+d

0
+ b + d
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Human memory and cognition involve an integrated network of sentences

or logical propositions. Each sentence in.turn has its own internal

syntactic and semantic structure. Although the structures within a

sentence have been intensively analyzed by linguists and psychologists,

little attention has been given to the large-scale organization of knowledge;

that is, of sentences into larger units. When the issue has been examined

at all, the attempts to describe the structure itself have been made chiefly

by linguists and investigators in artificial intelligence. Ulthin linguistics,

the few efforts to extend the analyses beyond the sentence suffer from an

over-dependence on syntax at the expense of semantics. Generative grammarians

evidently assume that a paragraph can be transformed syntactically into

one long sentence which can then be analyzed just like any other sentence.

Any limitations imposed by the added length and complexity of the sentence

paragraph are seen as merely technical problems to overcome within the

grammar. In fact, this reductionistic assumption is incorrect in principle.

Typical paragraphs contain numerous implied assertions that are often essen-

tial to the theme. But a grammar cannot represent implications, because it

generates only the explicitly stated text. A semantic theory is required.

Unfortunately, none are yet sufficiently developed to be applicable to

paragraphs. The one linguistic analysis that has actually been seziously

applied to paragraphs is Harris'(1952).discourse analysis. The analysis is

superficial in that it does not go beyond a segmentation of the text into

equivalence classes. It fails to establish a hierarchy of propositions

within the text, which can also be attributed to an over-reliance on syntac-

tic principles. Certainly,.something like a hierarchy is needed in order.to

reflect our more or less acute perception of the outline or abstract of 1.00a.

a passage. On the other hand, the computer models of hu man memory begin
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with a small number of primitive relations, deductive rules, algorithms,

and so on and attempt to analyze or synthesize' texts (e.g. Jacobson, 1966).

To date, this approach has had rather limited scope, 3argely because. many

of our normal information processing capabilities have not been explicated

and incorporated into computer programs. Recent extensions to paragraph

processing (Bobrow, 1968; Qui lltan, 1969) appear more promising but will

not be reviewed here.

In the present paper, the analysis seeks to exhibit all of the relations

between sentences in typical descriptive prose. Syntactic and semantic

analyses of individual sentences are carried out only to the extent

rdquired by the overall analysis. The method of analysis relies heavily

on any information which a competent reader might be expected to already

have in his semantic memo;.:y; it is not limited co syntactic principles

or to relations that are readily explicated and incorporated into

simulation programs. The goal of the analysis is to provide a formal

representation of all the information; explicit or implicit, within the

passage. A distinction is made between deep and surface structures, although

these terms are not used in their conventional senses. The surface

structure includes purely syntactic aspects, e.g. reductions produced by

anaphoric forms such as pronouns or demonstratives, as well as sentence

conjunctions and other devices whose apparent role is to create a pleasing

rhetorical style. The surface structure also includes the linear ordering

of the sentences. All of these features are viewed as output phenomena

and hence are disregarded in the deep structure. Thus the deep structure

is intended to represent the semantic content of the passage. In a

modest way, it is .also a hypothesis about how a person's memory for the r
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passage is organized. The limitation, of course, is that no analysis is

given as to how the text information is embedded in the total semantic

memory. The main topic in the present paper is the deep structure. Appli-

cations to three prose passages are discussed in detail, and some details

have been only tentatively resolved. A full set of general principles

cannot be formulated until the present methods have been tested on addi-

tional passages. Therefore it seems premature to explore the algebraic

properties of the method, although ultimately such analyses may be useful

here as they have been with sentence grammars. Also, so far no serious

attempt has been made to discover how the tradftional rhetorical developments

such as comparison and contrast, theme and illustration, atc.,are reflected
.

iri the structure.

A few remarks about the psychological relevance of this work are in

order, although later papers will be devoted more to this matter. Recent
4

psychological studies (e.g. Frase, 1969; Johnson, 1970; Roen, tecker &

Young, 1969) indicate that concern with structures in psycholinguistics

is 1..-Linning to reach the paragraph level. Within the present approach,

some of the .interesting questions are how understanding and memory depend

on the structure, on preknowledge of certain elements of the structure, and

also on the correspondence with the surface structure, as well as on

numerous task conditions. Memory can be assessed by applying the same

analysis to the paragraph produced by a subject when he is asked to recall

the passage. To attack these problems, it will probably be necessary to

define statistical measures on the structures to be proposed in the

present paper, but the selection of suitable measUres is an open question.

For many purposes, it may be a sounder research strategy to use the proposed

methods in order to synthesize paragraphs having desired properties

instead of to analyze existing paragraphs.
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The Analysis

The analysis will be illustrated'by application to three passages;

'one on oceanography; one on steel production, and one on nebulae.

1. Oceanography Passage

The structure is:

Oceanography is the scientific study of the ocean. Oceanography

includes the physics of water and wave movements ryl the chemistry of

water and dissolved substances. It also involves the biology of plant

and ani,aal life in the sea, including the vertical and horizontal distribu-

tion of sea life. It also includes the geology of the shape of ocean bottoms,

and of the layers of earth beneath the ocean boftom. Early research in

oceanography consisted of occassional expeditions sponsored by museums or

universities. But modern research is a continuous operation by oceano-

graphic research institutes. Oceanographic research is carried out in

laboratories; both on the land and on research ships. These ships have

special features of construction, such as an inertial guidance system to

navigate precisely to a desired area of the.ocean. Some ships are powered

by nuclear engines, in order to reach remote regions of the ocean. The

labs on the ships contain special instruments which can be submerged below

the ship. One instrument is a deep-sea camera for photographing the ocean.

Another instrument is a current meter for measuring the.little understood

deep-sea currents. A heat meter is used to measure the heat flow between

the land and the sea.

The outcome of the analysis is conveniently depicted as a graph (Fig.2).

To aid in understanding it, a simplified approximation appears in Fig.l. The

V.

Fig. 1,2.
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r

simplification is an outline, but, it differs'from an ordinary outline in

one important respeCt. A conventional outline embodies on3y subordination

and coordinaLion, hence, yields a tree graph, e.g.

f

1

1 . 2

'where each node corresponds to a. sentence. By contrast, the present

analysis is a generalization allowing multiple levels of subordination

to any one node, e.g.

---A/subordinator

1 2

If the text does indeed state or imply that B is subordinate to A (e.g.

a subordinator such as when or because but nbt the coordinator and), then

the representation of them as coordinates in the first graph is incorrect.

The other important properties are shown in the graphs. Some of the

principles will be mentioned now, and the others will be noted as they arise

in the detailed comments to follow. Each node contains two kinds of infor-

mation, the one kind shown as a sentence above a rectangle and the other

'gib A rectangle enclosing a tree graph with labelled nodes. (Some sentences

. are not followed by boxes). The process is recursive (e.g. within 3 of Fig.2)

but for the sake of legibility the more deeply embedded trees are not

enclosed in rectangles. The rectangles, in effect are two-dimensional

brackets. A rectangle and 'the enclosed tree will be referred to as a

ubgraph to distinguish it from the head sentence above it, which will be

168
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called an ex)ression. Major expressions are'numbered serially, and subgraph

nodes are numbered i, ii, etc. from left to right. Thus 4ii in Fig.2 is the

node labelled modern. All labelled nodes, both the expressions and the'

terms within the subgraphs, correspond to sentences, in a way that can

be clarified after discussing subordinators. An expression is derived from

its immediate superordinate by means of a subordinator, which appears after

the slash (/) in the expression. For example, 5 is subordinated to 4 by

the word frequency, since the main verb is given in 4 and the adverbial

phrase specifying frequency is given in 5. The expression also generates

the terms within the subgraph, as follows. Each expression has at most one

variable word, denoted by one or two dots above the word.' Nodes within

the subgraph are generated by assigning.values to the variable. By con-.

vention, then, variables are introduced successively, one per subgrap!1,

intead cf simultaneously (minor exceptions to this are allowed on syntactic

grounds).. Resuming the question di: what sentence corresponds to a given

node, two interpretations are possible according to whether the subordinator

of the expression is taken into account. If it is not, then the sentence

is reconstructed simply by substituting into the expression the exemplar

name (value) listed at the node. Thus 8i would be Scientists operate lab

on land. On the other hand, by the other interpretation the sentence

corresponding to a given node contains not only the present subordinate

sentence, but also all superordinates. In sum, the two interpretations

are schematized as a. and b., respectively for. sentences S1 and S2:

S1 + subordinator S1 + subordinator

S2 S1 + subordinator + S2

a. b.

170
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Thus according to b, 81 is the full sentence scientists study the ocean in

early and modern times bx operatin.a labs on land and on ships. While the

choice between interpretations a. and b. is not an immediate issue, a logi-

cal advantage of b. may be noted. According to it, any sentence (expressions

and others also) implies the sentences dominating it in the graph, e.g.

(S1 + in order to) + S2S1

(S1 + relative adverb) + VP 7.;psl

(si + relative pronoun) + embedded NP 1.

and even

(S1 + therefore) -F S2-;>S1.

(VP = verb phrase, NP = noun phrase)
1.

There are a few apparent exceptions to this principle, mainly involving

sentences of the form NP1 is (named) NP2.

The formal criteria for deciding between subordination and coordination

require further study. Basically, subordination seems indicated whenever

a sentence or phrase subordinator is present or implied. However, the

matter is more complex in that it involves the question of correspondences

between subgraphs, to be discussed presently. Once subordination is deemed

to be the correct representation, .the further question arises as to what is

subordinate.to what. The direction is noL necessarily determined by the

subordinator actually stated in the text, because at least with sentence

subordinators (as opposed to subordinators such as in S2 = S1 + subordinator

+ veib phrase) an inverse subordinator can be found (e.g. S1 in order to S2,

S2 122 S1). Instead, the order depends on the total paragraph context.
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Other general features of the analysis are the following. In some

cases an expression is directly dominated by more than one expression.

This occurs only once in the oceanography passage, where 10bii is dominated

both by 10b and by 3a. However, in other passages it occurs more frequently

and cannot readily be replaced by an alternative description. Anoth.,,r

important aspect is the pattern of correspondences between subgraphs.

Often the text indicates a 1:1 matching of corresponding nodes. For example,

node 41 corresponds to 51 in that the earlx. research was done occas16nal1y;

Likewise, 411 corresponds to 51i. If the nocies correspond except for a

few discrepancies (e.g. no terms or two terms at a node instead of one) the

same graph is retained and the discrepancies are marked as will be illus-

trated in the detailed notes. But if the discrepancies are prevalent, it

.
is more economial to set up a different subgraph. All subgraphs that

are headed by the same numeral (e.g. the 4 in both the 4 and 5 subgraphs)

indicate the same correspondence.i Another type of correspondence is cross-

classification, which is defined on subgraphs and not on expressiOns since

the expressions could be related by subordination even if the nodes are cross-

classified. In this type of correspondence, each node of one subgraph

corresponds to every node of the other, as in 3c and 3c' of the figure.2

Other notational symbols are interpreted as follows:

Symbol

.

Interpretation

A variable for which the values in the
subgraph are logically exhaustive in the
lexical sense, i.e. ignoring the sentence
context.

'A:variable for which the values in the
subgraph are not lexically exhaustive.
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(Continued)

Interpretation

9.

[some]NP. In an expression, the values in the subgraph
are not contextually exhaustive, i.e.
the subgraph could be made exhaustive
by adding a node labelled other.

[all]NP, abbreviated as NP. The values in the subgraph are con-
textually exhaustive.

or a,b Disjunction of values at different nodes,
a b

or the same node, respectively.

or a & b Conjunction of values at different nodes,
or the same node, respectively.

I Ii,ii The present subgraph is a cross-classifi-
.cation with an earlier:one numbered I,
for some.integer I.

[some][ ] or [ ]

Snom, T

/Sl S2 X

410.

Null symbol, at a node or as a subordina-
tôr:

Restrictive or nonrestrictive modifier
belonging to a different syntactic
category than the word modified, e.g.

4
[modern]science.

Modification produced by restriction to
a lexical subset, e.g. seience(astronomy).

Separates main NP and VP of the sentence
surface structure.

Encloses main VP of sentence surface
structure.

Separates V and substantive (if any)
consistituents of main VP of surface
structure.

"Transformations" marked when the segmenta-
tion into major surface structure constit-
uents is not sufficient for the present'
purpose.

X dUbordinates the clause in the next
expression to the entire construction
sl[se], not just to S2.
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The symbol [,ome]NP requires comment. It is.usually associated with text

phrases such as includin, one of, for examnle, such as, if the complement

of the named item is not specified. Sentences 1 and 2 below illustrate the

cases.

1. Scientists stud), ocean heat flow, which is to and from the land.

2. Scientists study ocean heat flow which is to and from the land.

These sentences are marked in the analysis as l' and 2', respectively.

1'. Scientists stud), ocean heat flow [which is to and from the land].

2'. Scientists study ocean heat flow (some][which is to and from the land).

For the analysis it is irrelevant that the bracketed clause is always a

restrictive modifier of the word flow in isolation. The istinction is

between nonrest ictive vs. restrictive modification within the sentence

context. hence the choice between the form illustrated in l' and the one

in 2' depends on the entire sentence. (In the present example l' happens

to be correct).

II

Notes.

Notes are numbered to correspond to the nodes in the.figure.

1,11. The main clause in the remainder of the paragraph is seientists study

the ocean. Oceanography is only a raume for this activity, hence appears

.subordinated at 11 rather than in 1.

2. A common phenomenon in texts is a statement that declares a variable

without giving its values, e.g. There are several kinds of + NP, NP + VP

in several ways, NP + VP for several reasons. Two cases arise. If the text

eventually enumerates the types, umys, etc. then the prefatory sentence is

redundant. In our analysis, such redundant sentences are the ones that

contain variables, e.g. expressions 2 and 3 but not the fully specified.sentences

wirAin the subgraph (IA 2. The other case, where the text fails to enumerate

the instances, is treated merely by marking several, etc. as a quantifier.
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31 .

A sufficient reason for introducing 2 before 3 is that Cae partition

in 2 is further partitioiled in 3.

3c. The 3bi, ii term signifies that the variables in 3b and 3c impose a

cross-classification on life.

4. Here there are three variables: the affiliation of the scientists, and

the time and frequency of research. To maintaln the principle that they be

introduced successively rather than concomitantly, some rationale is needed

to decide the order of appearance in the graph. Evidently, the time variable

should appear first, to reflect the text order. Then come the frequency

and affiliation variables in 5 and 6, respectively, adopting the principle

that the finer partition (here, into three parts) appear after the coarser

one. While there can be no question that 4 domiliates 5 and 6, it is not

certain that 5 and 6 should not be coordinate.

7. For brevity, the 4 subgraph has been omitted beneath the 7 expression.

In this case it.is redundant, since the 7 expresslon'wuld simply be repeated

verbatim at both nodes of the subgraph.

81i. The line from 8ii to 9 indicates that in the remaining text the scope

.is narrowed to labs on modern ships. Quite obviously the restriction

cannot be marked by connecting 4ii (=modern) directly to 9, for the connection

between 8 and 9 must not be omitted. The first interpretation is that the

author did not impose this restriction earliet, i.e. that 7 and 8 do indeed

refer to early as well as modern oceanography. If this reading is incorrect,

the alternative would be to connect 7 only to 4i1. This interpretation is

explored in the next note. Even if the broader reading is correct, the term

land in 8i is debatable.

7-11. Here 7,9,10 and 11 each introduces an adverbial clause, and the order

of occurrence is an issv. The version in the figure may not be the most
one

insightful one. Instead, a principle might be formulated to the effect
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12.

tbat verb phrases arc "closur" to each other.if they involve the same

object NP, as the VP's numbered 4 and 10 do. Hence the revision wou]d be

as sketched below: .

4. Sci. study ocean/by

10. Sci. reach, observe ocean region.

Now would come 7, 8, and 9.

Of course, permutations of subgraph order entail changes in the adverbial

subordinatora; here the Ilreplaces frea,, inst. Now the inclusion of 7,

8, and 9 becomes cumbersome if Parts of these are read broadly as applying

to early oceanography also. Hence, assume that all references to labs

imply modern research only, namely the alternative suggested at 811 above.

The complete development would be about as follows(omitting the subclasses

of measure for simplicity, and collapsing 7 and 8).

4ii Sc. 'study o. [modern)/by
1

.

1
10. reach, obs analyze

I

1

reach O .otslo. .

1

exAct rembte ph to. measure

7,8' Sci operate lab whCre/inst
1r

ship lab/inst lanA lab

I

I
1

opeLte ship lab

navigate power

Sc.i, use devies/-

del.,. of ship dkr. Of lab

ine tial nuciear cam ra meter
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74.

and heat flow from 3aiii to lObli. Of course, one could avoid this type

of connection by subordinating all of 4 - 11 to 3. All nodes of 4 - 11

would then occur four times, once for each node of 3, except that the trouble-

some 30bii would be attached only to the appropriate points of 3a. Such

a solution is consistent with the general rationale for claiming subordination,

while the method adopted is a modjfication. Yet the latter might seem clearly

preferable, for the fourfold repetition of 4 - 11 would be highly inelegant.

On further thought, a simpler solution would be to exploit the notation

already introduced for cross-classification. The subgraphs 4ff. would be

headed by the term 3i,iii,iv replacing both the 4 in the 4 subgraph, etc.

as well as the line from 3a.

The main syntactic properties of the passage are given in Table 1. For

Table 1 here

simplicity, all modifiers other chan subject mcdifiers have been regarded .

as attached to the main verb of the verb phrase. Although this is probably

correct for adverbials, it may not concur with modern grammars insofar as

sentence subordinators such as because are concerned. On the other hand,

even adverbials can serve as sentence subordinators (e.g. when + S, where + S),

so it does not seem far wrong to treat because, etc. like relative adverbs.

The lexical items for Table I are:

Subject.
V=Verb 0=Object D=Adverbial

study ocean, when

oceanography

operate lab instrumentality

submer& .device where

reach, observe ship
in order to

N=Noun

1. scientists

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1:

have affiliation manner

.177 etc.

i-iv=physicists, frequency



"AMIN.

The notation is

15.

X 4-Y
-rewrite the most recent occurrence of X

as Y.

same as 4, except some details of

derivation omitted

cross-classification

4a,b> SOO <c,d>.
correspondence a to c, b to d.

Z/X Y
rewrite X as Y in the context Z.

Sentence

Xi, Xi(a), Xi(a)(i)
subclass of X, of Xi, of Xi(a), respectively.

Nom
nominalization or quasi-nominal

'

'4178 .
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Table 1

Nain Syntactic Propvrties of-Oceanography Passage

Rule
Eulanation

1. S 4 N1 + V1 + 01 Sci. study ocean

11. S 4 Nom S
Sci. s_tudy of ocean

Nom S + be + 01' Nom S is oceanograahy

4. V1 4V1D1 when

.
D1 4D1i, Dlii early, rodern

7. V1 4 V1D2S inst.

S N1 + V2 + 02 Sci. operate lab

8. V2 4- V2D3*D1 where; cross-classification

1)3 tD3i,D3ii
land, ship

'tt

9. 1)3 * D1 D3iiDlii Restriction to modern and ship.

V2 4 V2D2S inst.

S 4 N1 + V2 + 03 Sci. use devices

03 4 03i, 0311
of ship., of lab

v.
03i + 03ia, 03ib inertial, nuclear

031i 4 03ii(a), 031i(b) cameras, meter

0311b 4 03i1(b)(i), 03ii(b)(ii) heat meter, current meter

9c,9d V2 + 03<i,ii>
gives 9c, 9d

V2 <D4S,D5S> + 03<1,11>

S 4 Ni + V2 + 04 Sci. operate ship.

S N1 + V5 + 03ii Sci. submerge devices

V2 4' V2i, V2ii navigate,.power

031i 4 0311(a), 03ii(b) camera, meter

.03iib 0311(b)(1), 03i1(b)(ii) heat meter, current meter

10. N1....03/V2 4. V2D4S

S 4.N1 V4 + 01

V4 4 V4i,V4ii

V4i /01 4 01i, Olii

:#1. .179

in ordqr to

Sci4 reach, observ

reach, observe

exact, remote

16.
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V41i 4 V4ii(a), V4ii(b) hotouuh, measure

V41i(b)._/01 ± 071(c), 071(d) heat, current

V411 (b)./N1 1 N1S

S N1 + + 06

06 4 061 Physicists

5. N1 01/V1 4 V1D6 frequency

D6 4 D6i,D6ii
occasional lv , continuously

6. V1D6+01/N1 4 N1S

S N1 + V5 + 05 Sci. have affiliation

05 4 051,05ii {mus.,univ.), institute

051 4- 05i(a),051(b) museum,university

2. + V1 + 01/N1 4 N1S

S 4- N1 + be + 06

06 4 061 - iv physicists, ... E,,eolozists

3. 01 4 01S

S 4 01 + has + 07

07 4 07i - iv
life, bottom

07i 4 071(a) - (d) water, ... , heat flow

0711 0711(a), 07ii(b)

07111 07111 * S

S 07iii + has + 07111' life has distribution

07111 07111(a), 07i11(b) plant, animal

07111' 7+' 07iii' (a), 07iii'(b) vertical, horizontal

071v 4 071v(a), 071v(b) shape, earth

I I
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Then the overall syntactic strncture of a sentence is given by applying

all appropriate rules, e.g. for 81 = Sci. operate lab, on land plus the

sentences dominating Si, we have:

1. N1 + V1 + 01

4. N1 + V1D1 + 01

7. N1 + V1D2S + 01

7. N1 + V1D2(N3 i- V2 + 02) + 01

8. N1 + V1D2(N1 + V2D3 + 02) + 01

= Sci. + study inst(Sci. + operate on land + lab) + ocean.

A syntactic analysis supplements the graph by identifying both the

syntactic basis for the derivation of one subgraph from another, and also

the syntax within a subgraph. For psychological processes, it may be

important whether the progression is by relative clauses modifying the

subject, as opposed to adverbial phrases, or adverbial clauses. Another

use is to denote recurrences of particular words within or between sub-

graphs. Few recurrences occur in this passage, but they are common elsewhere

(e.g., In the steel passage).

.181
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2. Steel Passage

The surface structure is:

Steel contains iron and carbon. Some forms of steel contain additional

elements such as manganese, chromium and nickel. The strength of the steel

depends on how the iron and carbon are combined. Specifically, different

proportions of iron and carbon are combined by heating and cooling. The

strength of the steel depends on the proportion of carbon. If the propor-

tion of carbon is zero the steel is not especially strong. As the proportion

of carbon increases the strenc: h of the steel increases. But if the

proportion is too high the steel becomes brittle. The strength of the

steel also depends on how fast the iron is cooled. Moderately rapid

cooling produces stronger steel than slow or very rapid cooling. Moderately

rapid cooling produces stronger steel than slow cooling because the particu-

lar alloys of iron and carbon that make up the steel depend on.the rate

of cooling. If the cooling is moderately rapid, strong alloys are

produced. But if the cooling is too fast the strong alloys do not have

time to form. Or if the cooling is too slow, the strong alloys have time

to change to weaker ones. Steel is cooled by quenching the iron. Very

rapid cooling is obtained by quenching in water. Moderately rapid cooling

is obtained by quenching in oil. Slow cooling is done 17y quenching in air.

The strength of the steel also depends upon how often the iron is heated

and cooled. Reheating makes the steel harder and less brittle. Reheating

of steel is called tempering.

Fisures 3 and 4 give the preliminary outline and structural description,

respectively.

Figs. 3.and 4
4.
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Iron and carbon are combined in varying proportions/how

Steel iA brittle

if it contains
too much

carbon

Steel is not
particularly
strong if it
contains no
carbon

----With variops other elev.ents

Seine

Nannese Nici;o1

r---
None

Steel is strong

if it contains
a moderate
proportion of

carbon

Chromium

Fig.3 Preliminary outline of steel passage

Steel has st:renLqi

Steel is'made/

Iron and carbon



depcn,.ling on

how

ar( ombined/how

Iron and carbon are combined

by heating and cooling/how

F.cooling at various rates/why, how

Steel is not strong

if the iron and
carbon are
cooled slowly or
extremely rapidly

r-
Steel is composed of various

Steel id strong

if the iron and

carbon are
cooled
moderately fast

alloys ofliron & carbon

Strong alloyslStrong alloys do

nc 'lave time to

foi.m if the iron

and carbon are
cooled too fast

change to weak
alloys if the
iron and carbon

varying nurler of times

Steell is stronger if heatc,

more than once

r----1--
Steel is Steel is .

harder less brittle

I:cheating of steel is
called tempering

Stron2 alloys
form if the
iron and car-
b-n are cooled

moderately

are cooled too fast

slowly

Fig.3 (Coned)
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quenching in various ways

I

F-
Steel is quenched Steel is Steel

slowly in air quenched quenciv.2

'very fast moderate:l-

in water fast in c
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LASlron[Co:::pnr]jaec:1 x

7711e3 more

bilttle(compar)/- hArd(ciimpar)/-

re less le'm ss more
-1

2. Fe & C x fare combined (alloyedWacc., manner
2T. Fe & C x (become + combination (alloy))/acc.,

1

3. in prop6rtion/acc.
1.
I

[extreme (high,low)] [increasing]

high

4. with Other elements/-
11.,ii

[none] [some]elemc.nts

hn hi br

Abbreviations

acc. accompaniment
Carbon

compar. comparative
Cr Chromium
Fe Iron
Mn Manganese
Ni Nickel
inst. instrumentality

185

Fig.4 .Graph of steel passage
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{is li:..t.do),/i111;t.

-

5 . Fe & C x {ye heated & cooled Vra te, frequency

lOe frequency/-6. {heated & coole Id (cooled) }[ ritte)/1 6 why, i nst.

r---- rextreme (fast [very) , slow) fast [moderately]L 1

7. (from 2T) Fe & C x { become
alloy )/if

-17

less more

+ I strong [ compar )

8 (from 2T) Fe & C x {become + [fiist]alloy}/-

onc morel than
- once [ tempering)

,
1

onice Morle than
once

once1 mord than
once

{cooled (quenched) }[iiigt . ] /--
-1.

l

.

1

6i liquif&ater) , ar liquid (oil
7

!

t -1 I

1----1 I

Ode
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Notes

1. The comparative is chosen because all steel is strong relative to

most other materials. The major point to be noted at this node is that the

analysis departs from the surface structure by introducing steel 1E:21 stronth !

at the outset. The departure is greatly heightened by introducing the

values of strent_h_ at the same time. Closer adherence to the surface struc-

ture incurs complications owing to the subordinate phrases, thus:

1'. S x {is made)/instrumentality

2' Fe & C x {are combined}/determines

3'. S x {has + stralgth}/depending on

ldss mote

4'. Fe & C x (are combined)/accompaniment, manner etc. as in the figure.

This version is awkward because of the repetiticn of the identical

sentence at 2' and 4', and also because of the alternation of subject NI's

and the anomalous subordinator determines at- 2'. A more acceptable revision

would be:

1". S x {has + streAgth}/depending on

less more

2". S x (is madeVinstrumentality

3". Fe & C x (are combined}/accompaniment, manner etc. as in the figure.

However, this is essentially the version adopted, differing only in "hat

1" explicates the derivation of strong steel in 1.

2. The transformation combined 4 combination is included so that it can

be used at 7 and 8. Also, 'after the / we continue the policy of not marking

the obvious fact that acc.ompaniment and manner are both adverbials.

187



3. Details of the correspondence with the subgraph are as follows. The

mapping is 1:1 between corresponding nodes of 1 and 3, except that for brevity

the expressions brittle (compar) and hard (comnar) have been deleted at

3. The dashes in 3 indicate that no values of proportion are specified

for these nodes of the strength tree. On the other hand, if the text said

that increasing the carbon content affected the hardness of the steel, then

the 3 subgraph would become

etc.

1.

1
[inCTIasing]

e c. incTasing

7

T

If in particular the test asserted that increasing carbon made the steel

more hard, then the lower-righthand blank would be replaced by increasing,.

3,4. The analysis of 3 and 4 given here is unsatisfactory, since the

ordering of the two relative to each other is entirely arbitrary. This

suggests that in fact they are coordinate. Of course, the coordination

is not simply

2

4 1

because 3 and 4 both involve the composition of the steel, not the method

of producing steel. Hence the proper form seems to be

2

rr---

Composition

3. of ird and carbon 4. of othe elements'

(3 subgraph) (4 subgraph)

.188.
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Several details within the 3 and 4 subgraphs deserve attention. At

31, both extremes are associated to low strength. But, in.the subdivision

of 3i, only the extreme high is a .sok ated to a subdivision of los.s!_ngth.:

The text does not specify how an extreme]y low proportion of carbon affects

brittleness.

The notation 11, lii, in the 4 subgraph indicates a cross-classificaticn

of 4 and 1, because the text fails to specify and relation between strength

and the presence of these other elements. At first glance, one might be

tempted to reinstate the version l' - 4' which was rejected in note 1. It

enables one to avoid the subordination of 4 to trongth:

This feature is an advantage because as noted no relationship of strength

to 4 is stated. Nevertheless, this alternative still seems inferior. In

addition to the reasons given at note 1, the alternative (like the figure,

but unlike the improvement in note 3,4) fails to mark the fact that 4 and

3 share the concept composition.

Also, the analysis of 4ii is questionable, because as given it implies

a disjunction rather than conjunction of the other elements. Conjunction

would be indicated by the term'Mn,'Ni S, Cr at one node. Actually, the

text fails to specify whether conjunction or disjunction is intended;

perhaps both are.

3,6,10. An interesting observation is that the present text gives no

information about possible relationships between the proportion of carbon

(3), and the rate (6) or frequency (10) of heating and cooling. Thus these

variables cannot be in the same path.
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5. It would be pointless to replicate the 1 subgraph here, because no

values of a variable are introduced.

5,6,7. A very frequent complication in all paragraphs is illustrated here.

The restriction from heated & cooled to cooled is definitely required at 6.

However, it cannot be made at 5, because heatino_ is involved in making

steel. Nor can 5 be retained as is and followed by

5 heating and cooling

1

5' heating and cooling(cooling)

6(cooaing) 10(coC1ing)

because the restriction to coollyla is semantically incorreCt at 10. Thus

we are left with.the awkward but semantically accurate veision in the

figure, which essentially is

5 beating and cooling

6. cooling 10. heating and cooling

The objection to this analysis is that it scatters the values of a variable,

i.e. the elaboration of a particular semantic hierarchy, throughout

diverse nodes of the diagram instead of declaring tbe variable and all

values in one single subgraph. Now why cannot a single subgraph be

established at 5 and parts of it referred to as needed? In fact the 1

subgraph did exactly that. At 5 the analysis would be

5. heating and cooling

cooling

Then this would be cited differently at 6 and at 10, about as follows:

6. rate 10. frequency

5.

1
.rate

. 190
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The-desired result is achieved by the bottom terms a the 6 and 10 sub-

graphs, since a correspondence to cooling is given in 6 but not in 10.

Unfortunately, the correspondence between 6 and 5 has been achieved at the

expense of obliterating the correspondence between 6 and 1, i.e. the 6

subgraph in the figure. In general, a single partition or graph of a new

variable can depict its relation to one antecedent variable, but not to

several such variables except in the special case where the abstract

graph structure is identical for all antecedents. The only solution is to

select one subgraph as the template for the others (until it has been

restricted, as at 9 in the oceanography passage), and in the present case

thc frequently recurring subgraph 1 is the logical choice: In addition,

there may be some value in enumerating the subgraphs or hierarchies as

an adjunct to the main analysis, but so doing would not solve the problem

of representing correspondences among more than two hierarchies.

Essentially the same problem often arises at the sentence level. Now

it is a question of synLactically related sentences, not related lexical

items, appearing throughout the graph. For example, the sentences

7 = Iron and carbon form strong alloy. and 8 = Iron and carbon form first

alloy. are obviously derived from :2T= Iron and carbon form alloy.. The

intervention of 5 and 6 obscures the derivational history of 7 and 8. All

of the points made above for lexical hierarchies apply when.the noun

hierarchy is produced by adjectival (or adverbial etc.) modifiers; in

this case the implicit tree is

alloy

[strong) [first]

6. The term 1 1, 6 why after the 1 marks another type of recurrence of

earlier sentences. This time the main sentence recurs as part of the object

121



of the interrogative why, loosely rendered Kby...clo.Lp_gle stren.L;t of steel

cleacincl on the rate of soollao Clearly 1 recurs, since the intended query

cannot be reduced by eliminating the mlin clause: Why are iron and carbon

heated at a (certain) rate? would be a totally different question.

It is important to observe that treating the problem simply by a syntactic

distinction between subordinators that attach to a subordinate clause (e.g.,

most of the ones in this paragraph) vs. subordinators attached to the whole

preceding sentence would be a superficiol solution. What is needed for

psychological purposes is to mark all recurrences of clauses.

6,9. A radically different analysis would be roughly as follows (subgraphs

omitted for brevity)

9r Strength depends on method of .quenching/because

e-
1

6' strength dcpends on rate late depends on method

In terms of the overall theme, this differs Trom the original version by

establishing 9 as the principal conclusion, changing both 6 and a new

line Rate depends on method into subordinate premises. Part of the reason

for rejecting this alternative is that making 9 the major conclusion

seems. contrary to one's intuitive interpretation of the text. The reason

is partly formal also, because the Rate depends on method brings an extra

expression with its subgraph into the analysis. The subgraph would

associate rate.names to nodes of the method subgraph, instead of to

. nodes of 1, the strength Subgraph. Simplicity dictates that the same

subgraph be retained.

4.192
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7. What is explicit has the form 6 because of 7. A more rigorous logical

deduction wuuJd add the fact that 7 implies G. This could be derived from

general a priori principles relating properties of who3es to properties of

constituents.

8i,91. The notation Gi signifies a 1:1 correspondence with the two terms

of Gi. Again, recourse to such notation is forced because of the decision

to make the 6 suhgraph correspond to the 1 subgraph. The alternative for

6 would be:

1

extreme ettc.

6.

fas[[very] dow

so that 8, and likewise 9, can easily be written

P e- pbst

This revision would avoid cumbersome terms such as 64pre7],[22stIbut at

the cost of substituting the 6 hierarchy for the lefthand subhierarchy of

1 (the nodes brittle (more) and brittle (less)). Whether or not the revision

is an improvement seems uncertain.
3

Also, the term pre in 8i is not stated directly, but involves the

inference that with too rapid.cooling the alloys do not have time to form..

A less plausible but not illogical inference would be that 1. should be relabeled:

- 1.

[first],[after second] (secbrid]

Finally, use of the same first term both for the variable and for one value

is not ideal.
v,

6,11,. There is no conceivable subordinator connecting 6 with 10, so they

are coordinate, despite the fact that both assign values to the same

partition (viz., the 1 subgraph). 4193-
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10. }lere the policy of abbreviating 1 creates the misleading impression

that more than once is a value of once in l0i, and vice-versa in 1011.

To rectify this, the full form of I would give

frequency

frequency freqtiency

with the suhgraph once, more than once appearing at each position marked

by an asterisk.

A detail omitted is the nominalization NP + is heated more than once -4-

Heating of NP more than once in order to make it the subject of the sentence

whose predicate is is called tempering. This correction is needed so that

the modifier is not misconstrued as applying to the NP more times.
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3. Nebula Passage

Two different surface structure versions of the deep structure are

possible.

Version:1:
A nebula is any source of light in the sky that has a relatively fixed

location in space and looks fuzzy or nebulous. There are.two kinds of

nebulae. One kind is the nebulae outside of our own galaxy. These

nebulae are composed of stars, like our own galaxy is composed of stars.

Galaxy nebulae appear in clusters of from two to thirty galaxies. The clusters

of galaxy nebulae are spread rather evenly throughout the universe.

Galaxy nebulae look fuzzy because the overall nebula is sqen, but the

nebulae are so remote that their individual stars cannot be distinguished,

even with the most powerful telescopes. In fact, with the naked eye only

three galaxy nebulae are close enotIgh to be seen at all. The other kind

is the nebulae within our own galaxy. These nebulae are clouds of gas or

dust. Some of the gas nebulae are evolving to become stars by expanding

and contracting. Gas nebulae glow because the gas itself is luminous, but

dust nebulae seem to glow because they are illuminated by nearby stars.

Version 2:
A nebulae is any source of light in the sky that has a relatively

fixed location in space and looks fuzzy or nebulous. There are two kinds

of nebulae, the ones outside our own galaxy and the ones within our galaxy.

The nebulae outside our galaxy are composed of stars, like our own galaxy

is composed of stars. The nebulae within our galaxy are clouds of gas

or dust. Galaxy nebulae appear in clusters of from two to thirty galaxies.

The clusters of galaxy nebulae are evolving to become stars, by expanding

and contracting. Galaxy nebulae look fuzzy because the overall nebula is

seen, but the nebulae are so remote that their individual stars cannot be

distinguished, even with the most powerful telescopes. In fact, with the



naked eye only three galaxy nebulae are close enough to be seen at all.

Gas nebulae glow because the gas itself is luminous, but dust nebulae seem

to glow because they are illumi,nated by nearby stars.

The preliminary outline and graph appear in Figs.. 5 and 6 respectively.

Figures 5 and 6

Notes

1,2 and WOO. To make the figure more compact, the path from 1 to 2, and

likewise from 9d to 9b, has been drawn horizontally instead Of vertically.

1. As in the other passages, the partition of the subject NP is given at

the outset. An issue here and elsewhere (e.g., 9b, and 1 of steel) is that

sometimes an initial partition gets refined based on a subsequently introduced

variable. However, it seems awkward to repeat a previous partition in order

to define further partitions on it. Instead, the tentative solution has been

to mark the complete tree upon the first occurrence of the variable, thus

anticipating that a later justification for the partition will be given.

For example, I itself only requires the simple subgraph

nebtla otber

but the further partition shown at 1 in the figure anticipates the partition

to be established at 2.

2. The.analysis here is a composite subgraph involving the two variables

location and appearcnce. For the sake of simplicity, the principle of

introducing variables one at a time has been violated. Actually, the 2

subgraph is a simplified version of a cross-classification of the trees

location and appearence. The simplification was made by collapsing all

products except fixed & visible into one term other than fixed and visible.
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expanding &
contracting

Fig.5 Preliminary outline of nebula passage-
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Object has various

r---relat.ive location in space and appearance/hy

I

I fixed lg:;.a Cloz;.--- --o titer

I1.-------1

fuzzy glowing
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----locations relative to our galaxy/Nebulae, and

outside of bur galaxy within our] galaxy

Nebulae have various compositions/Nebulae, and

r
stars/thus, like various rclouds
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(
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I
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I
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Fig.5 (Cont'd)
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la other
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Fig.6 Graph of nebbla passage
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Abbreviations

r..offipar.

inst.

Neb.

V.

lai t
& 3i

9a. vigibility/inst.

comparative
instrumentality
nebula(e)

visibility

Fig.6 (Cont'd)
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la,*3

laiil& 3ii
9b. [optical]instrument/9and9b why 9e. soUce/-

9a

s.i;. [of whole] V[of cornjonents][

I
yes no

9c.telescope,eye telacope
9c. even[some

a 1
telescope telesc4e & eye

1

9d. N6b/and
9a.

1

Neb Neb.

[most power-
ful]]]

[other] [t1;tree]..................... ............--..........

10. Neb. x (is dikant)/-
9a.

r-J
di.tan't[compar] diLtant

9c.

mo e iess
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A second point is that in la the terr:n Llpw and fuzzy are semantically

interpreted as being joined by conjunction rather than implication. Some

objects glow and are not fuzzy, and conversely.

Another issue is how to mark the fact tat 1 and 2 are true by the

definition of a nebula. Tentatively, thin has been done by assigning the

label other to all remaining nodes of 1 and 2, effectively establishing

an if and only if convention beteen nebula in 1 and zlow and fuza in 2.

Definitions apparently do have the logical form Definiendum iff definiens.

Note also that the subject NP in 2 is object, not nebula. The latter

would be incorrect, for then the answer to 1211 would not be 3ff., but

simply by definition.

3. Nodes 3ff answer the question why(=because of) in the 2 expression.

Again, the logical form is: To prove :13; Proof: A and A =>11. What is to

be noticed is that the graphs list A explicitly, but not the statement A%---"B.

A principle characteristic of this passage is the manner in which

nodes 3ff. answer the wh1 of node 2. The details here are somewhat

complex and difficult to represent, although the present version seems

generally satisfactory. In order to clarify what the problem is, it will

be helpful to think of nodes 3(location) and 5(composition) as one sullset,

nodes 6(distribution) and 7(evolution) as a second subset, and nodes 9ff.

as a third subset. (There is no node numbered 4). On first glance, it

appears that only nodes 9ff. actually answer the question of why the nebula

glow a'nd are fuzzy, while both 3,5 and 6,7 introduce other properties of

nebula. But a more careful reading indicates that only nodes 6 and 7, not

3 and 5, are irrelevant to the whx of 2. Nowhere does the text imply that

the spatial distribution or evolution of the nebula are at all responsible

for the glowing, fuzzy appearance. However, the facts that nebulae arc
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composed of stars or clouds (of gas or dust) is indeed part of the reason

why nebulae slow and are fuzzy. Thus 5 b2lon3s subordinated to the hy

of 2. Moreover, the tree given at 5 was first established at 3(-nebulae

outside, within our galaa), so 3 also answers the why of 2.

To amplify this final peint, the paradigm is

2. B/why

3. B = Bl 0 B2

5 and 9ff. A = Al LiA2 and Al A2

Along with the implied expressions A1.f.7).131 arid A2 112. The point.is that line 3 LI:

regarded as a node in the path of inference, i.e. (a) instead of (b),.

2 2

5

(a) (b)

where (b) invokes the left-hand side of the A = Al L/A2 exprnssion. The

conclusion, then, is that the functions of nodes 3ff. are

nodes answer why of 2 give properties of nebula

3,5

6,7

9ff

How can the conditions in this table be represented graphically?

Evidently the aplestjes column is of little importance, since physical

properties is a very broad semantic notion and only discriminates la from

the undifferentiated set 3ff. One could depict this at once by enclosing

all of 3ff. in a subgraph, but this minor modification has not been made.

The major issue is the why column of the table. One attempt to represent

it can be schematized as

t. 202

v.
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6r---1

2/nebula, why

9ff

where some node 4 is needed because 6 and 7 are not re]ated to each other

by subordination. This solution is either incorrect or incomplete, because

6(distributIon) is undeniably derived from 3(classification by location),

and also 7(evolution) is clearly derived from 5(composition). One way to

salvage the solution, then, might.be to add the connections from 3 to 6 and

from 5 to 7. However, the improvisation is questionable, both because It

fails to mark the direction (unless a convention about node numbers is
'At

added) and because the inserted node 4 seems meaningless. All that 6 and

7 have in common is the negative aspect of not answering the why of 2.

The solution adopted in the figure shifts more of the burden to the

interpictation of Lhe words used as subordinators. Schematically, it is

dwgi

2/why

1/neb, and

and

-§ff.

The critial terms:are'the:pdir.of subordinators.neb., and that appear both

at 8 and at 5. Here and is treated as having a special role, namely to add

a further statement toward answeringdeWwhy of 2. On the other hand,

subordinators other than and (here, neb.) signify that the why of 2 is no

Jonger being answered. The and essentially propagates the why of 2 to the

lower nodes. Thus we might consider replacing and with ,why.. However, that

suggestion seems misplaced here because a sequence of why subordinators has

been rese;:ved as the notation for the case where each why is answered by

.203
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the next subordiLate, i.e. A because of 11, B because of C, C because of D =

,D, etc. Such an inferential chain is cJcar)y not suited to the

present paragraph, Since in

2434.59

the second and third implications grossly misrepresent the semantic charac-

ter of the passage. A much better paradigm is

2 3.& 5 & 9,

hence the adoption of and subordinators. Yet the conjunction cannot be graphed as

because 3 states the basis for the partition in 5 and 9 and 5 refines the

partition in 3. A second tactic aimed At reserving the and for coordination

would be to rewrite the paradigm as

94-5. (4-;3?)

A sufficient reason for rejecting this is,again, that 9 relies on the

partition already established at 3 and 5.

Incidentally, note that 3 is indeed a cross-classification with 1,

because the text indicates that fixed, glow, fuzzy, apply both to nebulae

within and nebulae outside our galaxy.

3,5. Again, the rationale for placing 3 before 5 is that 5 subclassifies

3, and perhaps also the fact that the text progression is e.g. Nebulae

which are outside our galaxy are composed of stars, not Nebula whiCi are

composed of stars are outside our galaxy.

5a. It is perhaps unnecessary to set off as expressions any terminal

predicates which apply to only one node. Instead, all such constructions

regardless of syntactic properties could be written as parenthetic remarks
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and enclosed in [ ) , as is done at 9b1,1i and.olsewhcre. On the other hand,

another criterion wou]d be to set off the epression whenever it has a further

nontrivial syntactic analysis. Thus 6 and 8 would be set off as shown,

and also 5h.

6. An equally acceptable alternatIve would be, as in 3

i ii

This style is more economical when the restriction discards many nodes,

but whel: only one is discarded it can be identified by a null symbol (-)

at the terminal as in subgraphs 6,7,7a, and elsewhere.

5c. A secondary point implied here is thnt our galaNy is not regarded as

a nebula itself. This point is consistent with 2, because our galaxy does

not fulfill the conditions given there.

5c. The tree 5c is a partition of 3. The analysis might appear inconsistent

in that this partition was not anticipated at 3, unlike.the method in

1 and 9b. On further thought, there is really no Imeonsisteney, because

.3 is a different case than 1 or 9b. That is, the "anticipatory" version

of 3ii would be

sOme otLer

The terms some, other can be suppressed as'in the figure, because they are

immediately recovered once 5c is stated (as a disjunction). By contrast,

if 1 were reduced to

1
1

1

name other

la 205
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thvn the term nebula could not be retrieved. Instead, it would be replacedupon expansion by pome. A similar
situation arises at 9b.

7. Nebula seems preferable
to composition as the subject of the

expression,both on semantic grounds and because the former permits reference to the 3tree.

The graph reflects the statement that some gas nebulae evolve, togetherwith the absence of any information about possible evolution of other typesof nebulae.

8. A small detail is that the
recurrence of star from 5a is not marked.This does not seem serious, since the semantic connection between evolvesinto a star and is composed of stars seems rather remote.

The la * 3 tree could have been introduced earlier, at 3,5,6, and 7,deferring it avoids the repetition of the same labels at different.The reason why the nodes lai & 3ii and laii & 31 are null is that'"tt does not say why star nebulae glow, or why cloud nebulae appear
"f.pectively. An impOrtant issue arises here, and it can be put

17 for the sentence star nebulae gloci. The reason why this is.ent in the definition of a star, hence is common knowledge.
knowledge implied in the paragraph? Only if an affirmative
'on does the knowledge meet our criterion for inclusion in the graph.

NO.

206
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Evidently the question boils down to whether implied semantic information

consists only of the inferences logically deducible from the text, or if

in addition it includes definitions and other propositions which an average

reader can be expected to know. The question remains open. The version

tentatively adopted excludes such external leical information, i.e. as star

pows/whyLinsead of Ilti9L12p21/why: Et:in.L..iFLinIsceoLlight. Cf. the

second argument in 9e.

9a. The prepositional phrases of whole - yes and of couosition - no express.
the statements The overall nebula is seen and The individual stars of the

nebula are not seen, respectively. An alternative gyntax would have been

to replace the 9 expression by Neb, 6oaasition 6f neb. -I- VP. Howeve),

this adds another variable beyond the one already in the VP, hence seems

less desirable. There is another matter that neither version handles

adequately, namely the fact that composition is a recurrence from 5.

PerLaps a solution would be to expand 9aii composition] as

laii

5. no

Observe that the lower nodes of the 5 tree need not be written, since

they would all be labeled no.

9b,9d. The completion of 9b is rendered somewhat awkward by the insertion

of 9d, which islike 3 in partitioning the nebula preparatory to answering

the why,. However, unlike the partition in 3, the one in 9d does not add

much new semantic content and can perhaps be omitted. Then 10 would

follow at once after 9b, and the subgraph 9c of 10 already implies some,

other:

207
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(some nebula) (otheTinebula)
more less

What has been lost by deleting 9d is the specification of sone and other

as three and other than three, respectively. Unfortunately, there is no

convenient way to reinstate that information at 10 (*under the convention

of only one variable per subgraph) so perhaps the 9d subgraph is indeed

needed in the graph.

9b. The rather cumbersome notation 9a 4, 9b why. indicates that the question

why_ refers to both the main clause (9a) and the subordinate clause (9b), i.e.

the visibility as well as the choice of viewing instrument are interrogated.

A similar case arose at node 6 of the steel passage. On the one hand the

subordinator cannot be reduced to yhy., for so doing would disregard the

subordination to 9a. On the other hand it would not do to unite::

9a/init, why

because then the subordination of 10 to 9b is ignored. A better notation

' would be desirable, but the ones that have been conceived to date differ

only superficially from the one adopted in the graph.

A further point is that, for brevity, the two bottom nodes of the 9a

subgraph have been truncated in 9b.

.9e. A minor point about implied definitions arises here. The 9eii term is

source is nearby star. The text statement was actually a paraphrase of this,

namely reflection from nearby star. There seems no need to represenC.in '

the graph all paraphrases derived by using common knowledge. As to which
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one member of the paraphrase set should be represented in the graph, a

criterion of adherence to the surface structure would dictate that 9e be

replaced by:

9e' Source, refleetion[from source]

source reflection[Irom nearby star].

(By the way, the graph carries no implication about the visibility, etc. of

the star itself) .

The relation between 9a and 9e deserves comment. In an earlier version

of the graph, 9e(=has source) was subordinated to 9a(-,.has visibiltty) by

9a/why

etc .

At first thought, this seems plausible, since having a light source is the

reason why objects are visible. However, deeper analysis makes' this repre-

sentation appear dubious. As.noted in note 9, the predicate has a source

is stated explici tly only for the star nebulae. By contrast, the subgraph

9a is stated explicitly only for the cloud nebulae. Hence expanding the

above diagram by including subgraphs mould give something like (omitting

inessential details)

9 /why

where the * denotes a non-null entry. In order to remove the anomalous

.

alternation of null iymbols, one would have to insert other "common knowledge"

e.g. that individual ga:s and dust particles (like individual stars of star

nebulae) are not discriminated. The tentative decision to exclude such

.,209
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information rules out this alteriultive. in even more compelling refutation

of the revision is the fact that e sonree does not explain why the

overall nebula is seen (9ai) but thn co:Iponents are not seen (9aii). If

adopted, however, the revision would not incur any other difficulties, since

9b etc. can be attached via:

9a/inst, why

91, 91e

e c.

10. It is an interesting question as to whether or not 10(=Nebu1a is distant)

should be regarded as inferred from 3(.Nehnla hns location relative to our

galaxy). Both the passage and the graph obscure such an inference, yet

presumably a speaker would make It. However, the antecedents of 10, namely

9d, 9b, etc. cannot be inferred frou 3. PerhapE., therefore, a path directly

from 3 to 10 is required. A more radical revibion would be to insert 10

between 2 and 3, the subordinator after 10 being Ithy. But it is not clear

how the 9c subgraph of 101 would get included. This revision probably

merits a more detailed examination.

A separate point is that 9 and 10 cannot be rewritten a3 coordinates

by inserting a node 9X thus (omitting suhgraphs):

9X Nebula is seen/how, why

gow why

9la fGzzy glrow

9L 10 96

(-
The shortcoming of this revision is that it fails.to mark the fact that 10

I;

answers the catit of 9b.

'710No
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Footnotes

1
This paper was prepared for a Research Workshop on Cognitive Organixation

and Psychological Processes sponsored by the Committee on Basic Research

in Education, National Research Council. The research was supported by

Qrant No. DBS - 0224 from the U. S. Office of Education and Grant No.

MI 15956 from the National Institute of Mental Health.

2
Thus the simplest grammar for a semantic structure would contain rules

for subordination and assignment of values to variables. The rule schema

would be:

A -* B + C +

A 4 Al + A2 +

and recursively with B or Al, etc. replacing A. Each particular paragraph

would be associated with a particular ordered set of such rules. Additional

kinds of rules would be required to include the other properties (e.g.

correspondences between subgraphs) mentioned in this paper.

3
-In the texts examined to date, the practice of marking correspondences

to a standard subgraph (here,'the 1 subgraph) determines most of the corres-

pondences between other subgraphs. It is unusual that extra notation is

'needed to complete the description, as here the 6i symbol describes the

correspondence between 6 and 8.
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Abstract

This paper attempts to demonstrate that one general procedure used by

social scientists to discover how human behavior is organized does not give

valid results. This procedure, in which subjects are rated from memory on

various attributes, lacks validity because it relies on humans as judges, and

human judgment, especially when based on long term memory, is subject to dis-

tortion or bias in the direction of pre-existing cognitive structures. As

evidence that this procedure is invalid, correlations found between ratings

of traits of behavior, where the ratings are based on long term memory, will

be shown to be quite similar to judgments about how much alike the terms for

these traits are in meaning, but quite different than correlations for these

same behaviors which are based on data using the immediate recording of on-

going interaction. Implications of these findings for social science theories

of human behavior which assume multi-behavior units will be discussed, and an

alternate theory proposed.
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Humans as Behaviorscopes

In the social sciences people have been used as measuring instruments for

the investigation of many aspects of behavior. To find out if the subjects in

an experiment are acting aggressively, for example, an investigator will typical-

ly use other people as behaviorscopes to observe the subjects. By some unknown

and invisible process, these observers will judge whether various segments of

the subjects' behavior are aggressive or not. (Specifying what is meant by

aggressive by defining the term with reference to more specific acts, such as

hitting or insulting, does not really make explicit the decision process, since

the rules for coding behavior still depend on a set of undefined terms. No mat-

ter how detailed the investigator makes the coding rules, at some point the spe-

cifications always fall back on undefined terms, for reasons similar to those

discussed below concerning difficulties in measuring behavior mechanically.)

The advantages of methods which use human judgment as a means of measure-

ment appear to outweigh the disadvantages. Of course there are some social

scientists who require all their measurements to be solely in units of mass,

time, and distance, mechanically recorded. However, if the behavior to be

recorded is even slightly complex, it is enormously difficult to try to mech-

anize the measuring process. The difficulty involves not just problems of

detecting small differences in the physical signal, but also very complex prob-

lems caused by the lack of one-to-one correspondences between the properties

of the physical signal and the distinctions perceived by the human observer.

For example, in the area of speech there are at least three quite different

acoustic signals which are all heard as initial 'd', depending on the fol-

lowing vowel (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweller, Studdert-Kennedy, 1967).

.4, 216
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These many-to-one and one-to-many types of correspondence, which make

mechanical decoding of complex human behavior so inefficient and costly, oc-

cur between many levels besides the physical media and the perceptual response.

For example, there are many ways to indicate agreement besides the sentence

'I agree'. There are alternatives in vocabulary, syntax, and the use of a

medium, such as speech rather than gesture or writing. A mechanical device

which could determine when a respondent agreed with a statement, whatever the

means of agreement used, as well as a human judge can, would be a most amazing

and complex piece of machinery. At present, it is much easier to use humans

as behaviorscopes than to try to build behaviorscopes from wire and glass.

The Validity and Reliability of Human Behaviorscopes

The low cost of using human judges to assess attributes of human behavior

is partially offset by a number of disadvantages. Traditionally, these dis-

advantages have been discussed as problems of reliability and validity. Reli-

ability is usually thought of as the degree to which measuring instruments of

the same type give the same results. A large literature has developed con-

cerning the causes, effects, and remedies for deficiencies in reliability.

In general, present-day social science shows a high.degree of sensitivity to

problems of reliability.

In contrast to problems of reliability, problems of validity are not

presently well formulated. In a classic article, Campbell and Fiske presented

one of the first methodological articles on ways to assess validity. (Campbell

and Fiske, 1959). They argue that validity, like reliability, involves agree-

ment between measures. Validity, however, involves agreement between maximal-
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ly different, or independent measurement procedures, while reliability involves

agreement between maximally similar measures. Thus two different methods which

give very divergent results cannot both be valid measures of the same thing,

although both might be valid measures of different things. From the sample of

examples in the Campbell and Fiske article, it appears that the social sciences

have very few methods which show this type of convergent validity in measur-

ing any aspect of human behavior.

Obviously, high reliability alone does not insure validity. It is easy

to show that under certain conditions highly reliable judgments can be quite

invalid. Optical illusions, like the Muller-Lyer illusion, provide a simple

example of conditions which elicit reliable but invalid judgments about which

line is longer. The Rosenthal effect, in which subjects reliably report what

they were led to hope and expect would happen, rather than what did happen, is

a kind of illusion too, but of a cognitive rather than perceptual kind.

This paper attempts to demonstrate that one of the methods used in the

social sciences is invalid because it is subject to a special effect analogous

to that of an illusian;. an effect in which there is a reliable and systematic

distortion of certain judgments under special conditions. The general procedure

in which this method is often used, and in which the distortion introduced

biases the results most drastically, can be described as follows: first, one

or more human observers are asked to judge, by ratings or rankings, one or

more subjects (possibly including the observers), based on the observer's long

term (i.e., over ten minutes) memory of the subjects' behavior, on a number of

different traits or categories of behavior. Second, scores are computed for

each subject for each trait, usually by taking the mean of all the scores given

*218
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to each slbject on each trait. Third, in order to find out how the traits

are related to each, some measure of association, such as the product moment

correlation, is computed from the subjects' scores for all pairs of traits.

Finally, the measures of association are analyzed to determine how the traits

are organized with respect to each other. A number of kinds of analysis may

be used, ranging from simple clustering by inspection to factor analysis or

multidimensional scaling. The results of such analyses indicate which traits

tend to go together, and the overall similarity structure of the trait measure-

ments is taken as a representation of the structure or organization of the sub-

jects' behavior.

The motivation for using this procedure is usually to simplify the des-

cription of human behavior by grouping similar traits into multi-behavior

units, such as clusters or dimensions. Since human behavior can be described

in a very large number of ways, and sinze there appears to be a wide variety

of behaviors which people perform, some procedure is needed for constructing

economical descriptions of a person's or a group's behavior. The reason for

using ratings or rankings which are based on long term memory in this pro-

cedure appears to be that such judgements are very easy to obtain. One-can

consider the memory of each observer to be like a store house, where the impres-

sions left by hundreds, or even hundreds of thousands of past acts of the sub-

ject may be inexpensively and quickly recovered.

Unfortunately, it appears that an observer's memory cannot be considered

trustworthy for certain judgments. The evidence to be presented below indi-

cates that there is a systematic distortion in such judgments, in that traits

which the observer considers similar will be recalled as applying to the same
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person, even when this is not the case. As a result of this effect, the

correlations found between traits turn out to be due more to the observer's

conception of 'what is like what' than to covariation in the behavior of the

subjects.

In an earlier paper on this topic it was argued that procedures which

try to classify behavior from data consisting of judgments by human observers

do not yield information about which behaviors of the subjects go together,

but only information about which behavior terms are semantically similar

(D'Andrade, 1965). The evidence used to support this contention was a demon-

stration that in at least two -ases judgments of the semantic similarity of

trait terms gave approximately the same results as the analysis or correlations

based on the ratings of subjects behavior made by informed observers. This

evidence turned out to be equivocal, however, since it can be argued that

the semantic similarity of trait terms corresponds to the way these traits

actually go together, perhaps because the actual relations between traits

become semantically coded into the trait terms. Given this isomorphism hypo-

thesis, the fact that the same type of similaurity structure can be obtained

from both judgments of semantic similarity and from observer ratings would be

expectable, and certainly would not invalidate psychological theories which

assume that people can be accurately described in terms of multi-behavior

units of some kind.

The Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix Correspondence Technique

In order to decide between the isomorphism hypothesis and the systematic

distortion hypothesis, a comparison between ratings based on long term memory

and the actual behavior of the subjects is needed. If the observer's memory
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based ratings showed a very different pattern of correlations than the pat-

tern of correlations found for the data based on the actual behavior of the

subjects (but a pattern similar to judgments of semantic similarity), then

it would be reasonable to not accept the isomorphism hypothesis, and tc con-

sider the systematic distortion hypotheses supported. This strategy is simi-

lar to the Campbell and Fiske multitrait-multimethod matrix technique, except

that instead of comparing specific correlation coefficients, entire patterns

of correlation coefficients are to be compared. Pattern comparison is needed

here because it is not the validity of specific traits or categories which is

in question, but the validity of the correlations found between traits.

Ideally, in order to record the actual behavior of the subjects, a mech-

anical device should be constructed to count frequencies of different kinds

of behavior. Unfortunately, for all the reasons discussed above, a mechani-

cal measuring instrument is not presently practical for any judgment more com-

plex than is talking versus is not talking. The closest approximation to a

mechanical device appears to be a trained observer using a simple coding scheme

to record a subject's behavior as it occurs. The immediacy of the observer's

assessment and the simplicity of the coding decisions should, it is hoped, pro-

tect against systematic distortion of the type thought to take place in long

term memory.

The most frequently used coding scheme for recording on-going behavior

is the Bales Interaction Process category system. The Bales categories are

relatively simple in terms of coding rules, and are alu useable for ratings

or rankings based on long term memory. A schematic classification of the

Bales system is presented in Figure 1.

.

4014" 41'.
jo P. Wall 4.
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A: Positive Reactions

B: Problem Solving Attempts

C: Questions

D: Negative Reactions

-8-

1. Shows solidarity, raises others'
status, jokessgives help, reward

2. Shown tension release, shows satis-
faction, laughs

11
.6. Gives orientation, information, re-

peats, clarifies, confirms

Agrees, shows passive acceptance,
understands, concurs, complies

4. Gives suggestion, direction,imply-
ing autonomy for other .

5. Gives opinion, evaluation, analysis,
expresses feeling, wish

11

10. Disagrees, shows passive rejection,
formality, withhold help

7. Asks for orientation, information,
repetition, confirmation

8. Asks for opinion, evaluation, analysis,
expression of feeling

9. Asks for suggestion, direction, pos-
sible ways of action

11. Shows tension increase, asks for
help, withdraws "Out of Field"

12. Shown antagonism, deflates others'
status, defends or asserts self

FIGURE 1

Bales Interaction Process Analysis Categories

(raken from Parsons and Bales, Family, Socialization and Interaction Process,
1955, p. 267.)
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The Borgatta, Cottrell and Mann Study

Because of the general applicability to different methods of measurement

of the Bales category system, a search was made to find published studies in

which both immediate recording of on-going behavior and judgments based on

memory using the Bales categories had been carried out. Two studies were

found in which the Bales categories were used for both these methods of meas-

urement, and in which the data were reported completely enough to permit the

necessary multitrait-multimethod matrix comparisons. The first study was con-

ducted by Borgatta, Cottrell and Mann (1958). The second study was conducted

by Richard Mann, and reported in his Ph.D. thesis (1959).

As part of the Borgatta et al study a number of small groups were ob-

served directly, with immediate recording of on-going behavior according to

the Bales category system. After twenty hours of small group contact the in-

dividuals in each group also ranked each other on a variety of personality

traits, including a set of behavior descriptions which correspond approximate-

ly to the Bales category system.

The subjects in the Borgatta et al study consisted of 47 graduate stu-

.

idents enrolled in a class on nterpersonal relations. The subjects were

divided into five small groups, each meeting for a two-hour discussion per-

iod every week throughout the semester. The groups had little or no external

supervision. The primary focus of discussion was the analysis of processes

that go with 'democratic leadership'.

The questionnaire ranking data was collected by the course instructor

after the ninth week ostensibly as part of a 'student evaluation procedure'.

Rankings were made on a total of 40 traits, with each person ranking all mem-
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bers of his group. Since the groups were of slightly different sizes, rank

scores for each group were equalized. The traits which most closely approxi-

mate the Bales categories were:

lb. .'shows solidarity and friendliness' (Bales #1)
2b. 'is responsive to laughter' (Bales #2)
4b. 'makes the most suggestions' (Bales #4)

10b. 'disagrees most' (Bales #10)
11b. 'tends to be nervous' (Bales #11)
12b. 'tends to be antagonistic' (Bales #12)

Presumably the investigators felt their re-phrasings of the category labels

made it easier for the subjectsto rate each other.

The immediate recording of on-going interaction was carried out by a

trained observer using the Bales category system. Each of the five groups

was observed during the ninth and tenth weekly sesssions. Interaction scores

were adjusted to the individuals' rate of initiated acts per 100 minutes.

Generally the groups show slightly different and stable interaction profiles.

A factor analysis of the indiVidual rank scores for the forty traits was

performed, and two main factors, an 'assertiveness-dominance' dimension and

a 'solidarity-friendliness' dimension were found. These results are not direct-

ly relevant to the present issue, but do replicate the ubiquitous 'Leary-grid'

pattern found when data based on long term memory judgments is used. This

Leary-grid organization of interpersonal behaviors, it should be mentioned,

can also be obtained using only judgments of semantic similarity (D'Andrade,

1965).

In order to relate trait rankings to the results of the immediate record-

ing of on-going behavior, product moment correlations were computed by Bogat-

ta et al between all variables. These correlation coefficients incicate the

degree to which individuals who have a high score on one variable also have

a high score on the other variable.

41'4 4
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From the complete matrix of correlations it is possible to compare the

pattern of correlations found between the Bales categories scores for rates

of behavior based on immediate recording to the pattern of correlations found

between Bales category scores for ranking based on long term memory. However,

since Borgaita et al did not obtain any measures of semantic similarity, in

order to make a comparison between the pattern of semantic similarity occur-

ring between the Bales categories and the patterns of correlations found for

the other types of data, a test of semantic similarity had to be constructed

and administered.

Because the wording of the trait descriptions used by Borgatta et al are

slightly different than in the original Bales category system, a modified

set of behavior descriptions were constructed for the semantic similarity

test which are somewhat closer.to the original Bales wording. The phrases

used in the semaniic similarity test were:

ls. 'shows solidarity' (Bales #1)
2s. 'jokes, laughs' (Bales #2)
4s. 'suggests, gives direction (Bales #4)

10s. 'disagrees' (Bales #10)
lls. 'shows tension, nervous' (Bales #11)
12s. 'shows antagonism' (Bales #12)

The test was Aministered in questionnaire form to ten graduate student raters,

none of whom were previously acquainted with the Bales category system.

The format used for this questionnaire is presented below:

225
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JUDGMENT OF BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTIONS

The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain your judgment about the
degree of similarity between a series of descriptions of human behavior. Base
your judgments of similarity on the meanings of the terms and the degree to
which the descriptions typically refer to the same kinds of behavior.

Each question on the test consists of a pair of behavior descriptions to
be judged on a seven point scale ranging from 'very similar' to 'very dissimilar.'

In the example below, please rate the descriptive terms 'cooperative' and
'helpful' according to your estimate of their degree of similarity.

cooperative :: helpful

very generally slightly unrelated slightly generally very
similar similar similar not similar dissimilar dissimilar dissim-

not dissimilar ilar

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3

Place an X in the slot which corresponds most closely tu your judgment of
how similar the descriptive term 'cooperative' is to the term 'helpful'.

1.

Now go on to the rest of the test. Please answer all the questions.

shows solidarity :: suggests, gives direction

very generally slightly unrelated slightly generally very
similar similar similar not similar dissimilar dissimilar dissim-

not dissimilar ilar

+2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3

226
'01;?.MA
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Table 1 below presents the correlation matrices from Borgatta et al

f,.)r the relevant Bales categories for rates of behavior based on immediate

recording, for rankings based on long term memory, and a matrix for the mean

semantic similarity ratings (ranging potentially from -3.0 for 'very dis-

similar' to +3.0 for 'very similar').

St.

,
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Correlation matrices for Behavior Rates based on
Immediate Recordings, Rank Judgments based on Long Term Memory,
and Semantic Similarity Ratings, all using Bales Interaction
Process Analysis Categories.

Correlations for

Behavior Rates

la 2a 4a 10a lla 12a

la .35 .35 1 .06 .09 .17

2a .22 .08 -.11 -.13

4a .17 .04 -.06

10a .08 .13

lla .05

12a

rs = .03

solidarity

jokes

suggests

disagrees

tension

antagonism

solidarity

jokes

suggests

disagrees

tension

antagonism

.Rank Judgments

lb 2h 4h 10b llb 12b

lb .32 .24 -.33 -.22 -.50

2b .34 -.04 .08 -.04

4h .35 .00 .17

10b .35 .75

llb .28

12b ,

= .341

Semantic Similarity Ratings

ls 2s 4s lOs lls 12s

ls .0 .2 -.7 -1.4 -1.5

2s .1 -.9 .3 -1.0

4s -1.1 -1.4 -1.1

10S .3 .7

lls 1.0

12s
..

(r
s
coefficients are Spearman's rank order correlation measure)

.228

rs = .60
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To compare matrices the agreement in rank order for corresponding co-

efficients was used as a measure of over-all pattern similarity. Degree of

agreement in rank order is given by the Spearman rank order correlation co-

efficients. These coefficients indicate how well the degree of similarity

found between a given pair of Bales categories for one method of measurement

predicts the degree of similarity to be found between the same pair of cate-

gories for a second method of measurement. Thus the coefficients inside a

matrix indicate how much alike the Bales categories are for a particular meth-

od of measurement, while the rank order coefficients between matrices indicate

the degree to which different methods of measurement yield similar patterns of

association between Bales categories.

The results presented in Table I may be summarized as follows:

(1) Correlation coefficients for behavior rates based on im-
mediate recording tend to be smaller in absolute size than
the correlation coefficients for rank judgments based on
long term memory.

(2) The correlation matrix for behavior rates is not strongly
similar to the correlation matrix for rank judgments (rs =
.34).

(3) The matrix of semantic similarity ratings is fairly similar
to the correlation matrix for rank judgments (rs = .60), but
not similar to the correlation matrix for behavior rates
(rs = .03).

Generally, information about which Bales categories are most alike using

behavior rates based on immediate recordings will not predict very well which

Bales categories are most alike when using rank judgments based on long term

memory. The pattern of association for the rank judgments for the Bales cate-

gories is more like the pattern of semantic similarity for these categories

than it is like the pattern of association found for the observed rates of

these behaviors.

41'29
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These results appear to support the hypothesis that people tend to re-

call traits considered similar as characteristic of the same individuals.

The evidence from the behavior rates based on immediate recording does not

support the isomorphism hypothesis, since the categories considered similar

in meaning are not the categories which show strongly correlated behavior

rates.

What seems to happen in this type of small group situation is that while

group members agree to a certain degree with each other in their assessments,

a number of these assessments are not based on fact, but on a combination of

other assessments. For example, according to the behavior rate correlations

individuals who show solidarity are very slightly more than not likely to al-

so show antagonism (r = .17). But since people conceive of 'solidarity' as

very dissimilar to 'antagonism' (semantic similarity rating of -1.5), if they

notice that an individual shows a good deal of solidarity in his behavior, he

will be remembered as not showing antagonism (rank judgment based on long term

memory r = -.SO).

Further information about the relation between the behavior rates and the

rank judgments can be obtained from an inspection of the correlations between

these two sets of scores. These correlations, presented in Table 2, are based

on the scores assigned to individual subjects; a high correlation coefficient

between a particular behavior rate category and a particular rank judgment cate-

gory means that given an individual's score on one measure a fairly good predic-

tion can be made of that individual's score on the other measure. In Campbell

and Fiske's terminology, Table 2 presents a hetromeLhod correlation matrix, and

the correlations between categories with the same label are validity coefficients.

4._gao
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TABLE 2

Correlations Between Behavior Rate Category Scores
and Rank Judgment Categories Scores

Behavior
Rate Category

solidarity

jokes

suggestion

disagrees

tension

antagonism

lb

Rank Judgment Category

2b 4b 10b llb

-

12b

la .23 .48 .36 31 03 .22

2a .00 .17 .14 .17 .03 .17

4a .08 .17 8 .09 .06 .00

10a - 03 OS .11 0 .11 .22

lla .07 00 .29 16 f 29, .00

12a .17 .43 .20 .08 .06 Ai
.

correlations + .24 significant at p .05 for n = 47

231
10.1,

p.
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While the underlined validity coefficients average slightly higher than

the hetromethod-hetrotrait coefficients, the size of these coefficients is

not impressive, nor can the overall pattern be summarized simply.

The R. Mann Study

The complex pattern of correlations found in Table 2 raises a possibility

which might explain the lack of correspondence between the behavior rate cor-

relations and the rank judgment correlations. This is the possibility that

the Bales categories mean something different to the subjects, who make the

rank judiments, than they do to the observer who does the coding of on-going

behavior. A related possibility is that behavior rate scores are overly in-

fluenced by the general activity level of the individual, so that, for example,

a person who says very little, but what he does say is often a suggestion, comes

to have a lower rate score on suggests than an individual who performs a much

wider variety of behaviors, but is extremely active. In contrast to behavior

rate scores, the ranking judgments may reflect more the proportions of a per-

son's behavior which fall in the various categories.

To control for these possibilities requires a study in which the cate-

gory scores for the immediate recording of behavior are given in terms of

proportions of the individual's total output of behavior, and in which the

observer not only does the immediate recording cdE behavior, but also makes

memory based judgments about what proportion of each person's behavior falls

into the various categories.

A sttuly with both these procedures was carried out by Richard Mann

(Mann, 1959). The Mann study also has an extra feature in that the small

group sessions took place under two different experimental conditions, with

232
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all subjects taking part in both types of group sessions. Mann's research,

described in his Ph.D. thesis at the University of Michigan, is an excellent

example of comprehensive and careful data reportage. It includes test and

performance scores for every subject on all variables, complete intercor-

relation matrices, and examples of the test forms and instructions.

The major purpose of Mann's study was to test the relationship between

personality and small group performance. Based on an exhaustive survey of

the literature, Mann selected four major personality dimensions: intelligence,

adjustment, extroversion, and conservatism. A variety of questionnaire tests

were given to obtain measures on these dimensions. A factor analysis of the

results yielded six factors, interpreted as measures of adjustment, reasoning

ability, social extroversion, lack of self control, conservatism and verbal

intelligence.

Personality measure factor scores were computed for each subject, and

these then related to the group performance variables. For purposes of this

paper, it is the group performance measures which are of interest. These in-

clude the use of a modified Bales category system for the immediate recording

of on-going interaction. The same categories were also used for memory based

ratings, made by both the small group participants and the observer after the

small group sessions.

For this study 100 male undergraduates were enlisted as subjects, all

of whom had recently pledged fraternities. After taking the questionnaire

tests each subject was assigned to two different five-man groups in which

none of the participants were well known to each other, and in which no two

subjects were together in both groups. One of the groups in which each sub-

R33
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ject participated worked on a relatively specific task (the 'mined-road' prob-

lem) for fifty minutes, with the promise of a substantial reward if that group

came up with the best solution. The other group for each subject worked for

fifty minutes on a more emotional and diffuse problem concerning 'the way houses

should handle pledge training', attempting to formulate a compromise group poli-

cy, and then ranking the five fraternities represented by the group member in

terms of their closeness to this ideal po'.1cy. Experimental conditions were

balanced for order, with half the subjects beginning with the 'Task' condition,

and half with the 'Social-Emotional' condition.

Group sessions were held in a social science laboratory, and observed

through a one-way mirror. After the fifty minute sessions a post-meeting

questionnaire was given to the subjects at separate tables, and the observer

also filled ratings on each group member.

The interaction during the fifty minute session was scored using a modi-

fied version of the Bales category system. Each act was scored in only one

category. The modified system is presented below:

Modified Categories
(Bales-Mann)

(1) agreement and solidarity

(2) laughing and joking

(3) suggesions

(4) opinions and orientations

251

Bales Categories

shows solidarity (#1) except for
omission of all joking behavior
plus shows agreement (#3)

shows tension release (#2) plus
all joking behavior

gives suggestions (#4)

gives opinions (#5) and gives
orientation (#6)
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(5) questions

(6) disagreement and
antagonism

(7) tension

asks for orientations (#7)
asks for opinions (#8)

asks for suggestions (#9)

shows disagreement (#10)

shows antagonism (#12)

shows tension (#11)

By grouping the Bales categories into fewer classes Mann hoped to make a

simpler and more reliable coding scheme, and to achieve a more normal dis-

tribution of categories. (hlfartunately, it is often the case that when

using the Bales categories in fifty minutes of interaction that half the

group members have no acts in one or more of the less frequently performed

categories.) The observer had previously worked with Bales, and achieved

reliabilities of approximately .90 on the majority of the categories.

The scores for the immediate recording data were transformed into per-

centages by taking the subject's act frequencies for each of the Bales-Mann

categories and dividing it by the subject's total number of acts.

The questionnaire administered after each session to the subjects con-

tained sixteen rating measures. Each of the five subjects rated the other

four on these measures, using a ten point rating scale with no ties permit-

ted. The questions for the ratings on the Bales-Mann categories are present-

ed below.
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1. (Agreement) Regardless of how much he talked altogether,
how would you rate each member of this group (excluding
yourself) on how much he tended to agree with what others
had said?

2. (Laughing and Joking) Regardless of how much he talked
altogether, how would you rate each member of this group
(excluding yuurself) on how much he tended to laugh and
joke around?

3. (Suggestions) Regardless of how much he talked alto-
gether, how would you rate each member of this group
(excluding yourself) on how much he tended to give sug-
gestions about what the group should do next or what
decisions should be made?

4. (Opinions and Orientations) Regardless of how much he
talked altogether, how would you rate each member of this
group (excluding yourself) on how much he tended to give
his opinion or state the facts about things?

S. (Questions) Regardless of how much he talked altogether,
how would you rate each member of this group (excluding
yourself) on how much he tended to ask questions of other
people?

6. (Disagreement) Regardless of how much he talked altogether,
how would you rate each member of this group (excluding your-
self) on how much he tended to disagree with what others said?

7. (Tension) Regardless of how much he talked altogether,
how would you rate each member of this group (excluding your-
self) on how much he tended to be nervous, tense, or ill at
ease?

A5-6
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The score for each individual on each measure was computed by simply sum-

ming the ratings given by the other four members.

The observer's ratings were based directly on his estimates of each per-

sons act proportions for the six Bale-Mann categories agreement and solidarity

(#1), laughing and joking (#2), suggestions (#4), questions (#5), disagree-

ment and antagonism (#6), and tension (#7). No reason is given for the observer

not using Bales-Mann category #3 opinions and orientations. The observer also

made ratings on a number of other measures, such as leadership and likability.

A comparison of the Bales-Mann immediate recording category definitions

and the wording of the questionnaire ratings shows that the category descrip-

tions were simplified for the questionnaire. Where two of the Bales cate-

gories were combined, the questionnaire usually used only the higher frequency

category as the basis for the questionnaire rating. Thus agrees (Bales #3)

has an average percentage rate of about 9.5, while shows solidarity (Bales

#1) has a percentage rate of only 2.3. In the questionnaire, Mann uses the

phrase 'tended to agree' as the crucial frame of reference for the Bales-

Mann category #1 of agreement-solidarity.

In order to compare the correlations computed from the immediate record-

ing percentages and the questionnaire ratings with semantic similarity rat-

ings for the Bales-Mann categories required that some choices be made in the

wording of the category definitions for a semantic similarity test. As in the

Borgotta et al study, an attempt was made to stay as close as possible to the

wording of the immediate recording categories, but at the same time to follow

the technique used in the questionnaire of excluding the less frequent Bales

25 7
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category where combinations of the Bales categories were involved. The phras-

ing of the Bales-Mann categories for the semantic-similarity test are pre-

sented below:

Bales-Mann
Bales-Mann 2
Bales-Mann 3
Bales-Mann 4
Bales-Mann 5
Bales-Mann 6

Bales-Mann 7

'agrees with others, complies'
'laughs and jokes'
'gives suggestions'
'gives opinions and states facts'
'asks questions'
'disagrees with others, indicates con-
trary opinion'
'shows tension and nervousness, with-
draws'

Originally a questionnaire similar to the questionnaire used to measure

semantic similarity for the Borgotta study was constructed. However, per-

haps because of the increase in the number of categories and the somewhat

smaller but more complex range of meaning contained in the Bales-Mann cate-

gories, the rating test proved relatively unreliable, the results showing a

systematic but weak correspondence to the subjects' and observer's question-

naire rating correlations.

A more reliable and sensitive test method was constructed by having all

the pairs of Bales-Mann categories typed out cards, and asking respondents to

rank order all the pairs of categories.

Instructions were given as follows:

On each of these cards are typed two somewhat different
phrases which describe how people act. Please place the
cards in rank order one above the other according to how
likely it is that the same behavior might be described--
by both of these two phrases. The.top card should be the
card with the two phrases which are most likely to des-
cribe the same behavior. The last card igiirrbe the
card with the two phrases which are most unlikely to be
descriptions of the same behavior.
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Respondents were tested individually. The more specific and stringent

criterion of referential overlap, i.e., the probability that two phrases

may refer to the same event, was used instead of the looser criterion of

'similarity in meaning', with the hope of improving reliability.

A total of five respondents, all graduate students or wives of graduate

students (none with a social science background) were tested. The results

indicate a relatively high degree of consensus concerning the referential

similarity of the Bales-Mann categories, with a Kendall's W of .70,

which corresponds to an average rank order correlation between subjects of

62.

The correlation matrices for immediately recorded behavior, post ses-

sion subject and observer ratings, for each of the two experimental group

conditions, taken directly from Mann, 1959, Tables 2-J and 3-J, Appendix

H are presented below in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

Correlations for Immediate Recordings, Subject Ratings, and
Observer Ratings using Bales-Mann categories under

Two Experimental Group Conditions

TASK CONDITIONS SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CONDITIONS

Correlations for Behavior percentages
from Immediate Recordings

2 3 4 5 6 7

agree 1 .14 -.26 -.25 .17 -.32 -.13
joke 2 -.27 -.34 -.20 .06 .00
suggest 3 * -.18 -.23 -.11 -.28
orient 4 * -.27 -.16 -.22
uestion 5 * -.20 .24
disagree 6 * .06
tension 7

Correlations for Behavior percentages
from Immediate Recordings

2 3 4 5 6 7

agree 1 .01 .02 -.44 .01 -.30 -.11
joke 2 * -.37 -.30 -.25 -.18 .02

suggest 3 -.33 .37 .25 -.07
orient 4 * -.33 -.33 -.32
question 5 * .22 -.06
disagree 6 * .14
tension 7

Correlations for Subject Ratings

2 3 4 5 6 7

agree 1 .16 -.35 -.41 -.18 -.61 .32
joke 2 .31 .34 .28 .16 -.19
suggest 3 * .83 .53 .49 -.35
orient 4 * .47 .50 -.46
uestion 5 * .45 -.01
disagree 6 * -.03
tension 7

Correlations for Subject Ratings

2 3 4 5 6 7

agree 1 .20 .18 -.15 .14 -.55 .04

joke 2 .32 .37 .23 .23 -.16
suggest 3 .58 .61 .25 -.24
orient 4 .39 .43 -.34
question 5 * .32 -.11
disagree 6 * .12

tension 7

Correlations for Observer Ratings

2 3 (4) 5 6 7

agree 1 .28 .05 * .40 -.34 -.32
joke 2 34 * .16 .05 -.15
suggest 3 * .39 .54 -.25
(orient) 4 * * * *

uestion 5 .09 -.26
disagree 6 * .12
tension 7

Correlations for Observer Ratings

2 3 (4) 5 6 7

agree 1 .40 .33 * .41 -.42 -.48
joke 2 * .40 * .41 -.17 -.33
suggest 3 * .63 .35 -.24
(orient) 4 * * * *

question 5 .07 -.28
disagree 6 * .30

tension 7
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Table 4 presents the mean semantic similarity rankings. (Actually, since

the pair judged most similar by each ranker was given a score of 21, and the

pair judged least similar was given a score of 1, the figures in Table 4 are

technically mean dissimilarity scores. The scores were reversed so that the

semantic similarity scores would have the same direction-size relation that

correlation coefficients have; i.e., the larger the coefficient the more

similar the variables.)
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TABLE 4

Mean Semantic Similarity Rankings*

agree
joke
suggest
orient
question
disagree
tension

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

17.0

3

16.2

12.0

4

11.6
10.2
15.6

5

13.6

12.0
19.0

15.0

6

2.8

5.6
9.6

10.8

14.6

7

4.8
4.8
5.4
3.2
5.2
3.8

I

* the greater the mean figure the higher the similarity ranking
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Table 5 presents the Spearman rank order correlation coefficients for

the comparison of the different matrices. As in the Borgatta et al study,

a high rank order coefficient indicates that the over-all pattern of cor-

relations in the two matrices are similar, with the Bales-Mann categories

which were found to be alike under one condition or method of measurement

alsp found to be alike under the other condition or method of measurement.
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*-

TABLE 5

Comparison of Correlation Matrices for Behavior Percentages
Based on Immediate Recording, Post-Session Subject Ratings,

Post-Session Observer Ratings, each under two Group-Experimental
Conditions, with Semantic Similarity Rankings, all using the

Bales-Mann Category System

TASK-CONDITION SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CONDITION

Correlations of Behavior
,.) Percentages based on rs = .42

mediate Recording for
Bales-Mann Categories

rs = 07
rs xtt -.OS

TASK-CONDITION \

Cor:elations of Sub-
ject's Ratings of each
other at end of Session ,
on Bales-Mann Categories 4

rs = .20

= .52

rs = .50 rs

rs =

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CONDITION

/ Correlations of Subjects

rs = Ratings of each other at
end of Session on Bales-
Mann Categories

Correlations of Behavior
Percentages based on Im-
mediate Recording for
Bales-Mann Categories

41

rs

4re
Judged

Semant ic Similarity

of Bales-Mann Categories rs = .76

(mean rankings)

= .64

TASK-CONDITION

Correlations of Ob-
server' s Ratings of
Subj ects at end of

Session on Bales-Mann
Categories

41,

rs = .77

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CONDITION

Correlations of Observer's
r = go
s Ratings of Subjects at end

of Session on Bales-Mann
Categories
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The results presented in these tables reinforce the findings reported

from the Borgatta et al study, and give additional information concerning

the way in which changes in situation affect the different methods. The

results may be summarized as follows:

1. As in the Borgatta et al study, the correlations for
the immediately recorded behavior percentages are gen-
erally smaller than the correlations for the ratings
(both the subjects' ratings and the observer's ratings).

2. Even more strikingly than in the Borgatta et al study,
the correlation matrices for the immediately recorded
behavior percentages are not similar to subject rating
correlation matrices (rs = .07 and -.03).

3. Most critically, the correlation matrices for the ob-
server's ratings are not strongly similar to the cor-
relation matrices for the immediately recorded behav-
ior (rs = .20 and .27).

4. There is a fairly strong degree of similarity between
the correlation matrices for the subjects' ratings and
the correlation matrices for the observer's ratings
(rs = .52 and .76).

5. The semantic similarity rankings of the Bales-Mann cate-
gories correspond fairly strongly to the correlations
for the subjects' ratings (rs = .50 and .69).

6. The semantic similarity rankings of the Bales-Mann cate-
gories correspond strongly to the correlations for the
observer's ratings (rs = .64 and .74).

7. The semantic similarity rankings of the Bales-Mann cate-
gories do not correspond to the correlations for immedi-
ately recorded behavior percentages (rs = -.05 and .10).

8. The correlation matrices for the observer and subject
ratings are very similar across experimental conditions
(rs = .92 for subject ratings, and .90 for observer rat-
ings). The immediately recorded behavior percentages,
on the other hand, do not show a high degree of cross-
situation stability (rs = .42).

.4245
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11
The over-all pattern of results shows a consistent network of con-

gruence between the semantic similarity rankings and the correlation mat-

rices for ratings made on the basis of long term memory, regardless of

whether the ratings were made by subjects or the observer, or under group

task conditions or group Social-Emotional conditions. In contrast, the

correlation matrices for the immediately recorded behavior percentages are

not strongly similar to any of the kinds of ratings made on the basis of

long term memory, and show considerable change across group conditions.

The hetromethod correlation matrices for immediately recorded behavior

percentages, subject ratings, and observer ratings, taken from Appendix G

of Mann 1959 are presented in Table 6.

.4,246
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TABLE 6

Cross-method correlations for Bales-Mann

Categories under two experimental group conditions

TASK CONDITION

Immediately Recorded Behavior Percentages

Subject Ratings
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

agrees 1 .41 .29 -.44 -.21 .31 -.30 .30

jokes 2 .07 .37 -.17 .16 -.10 .10 -.13

suggests 3 .01 -.23 .20 .42 -.14 .03 -.39

orients 4 .06 -.17 .20 .54 -.16 -.01 -.37

questions 5 .04 -.20 .03 .10 .10 .03 -.21

disagrees 6 -.30 -.26 .07 .29 -.06 .32 -.15

tension 7 .19 .16 -.22 -.07 .59 .13 .55

Observer Ratings Subject Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

agrees 1 .34 -.01 - .05 (.08) .14 -.49 -.29 .26 .18 .19 (.17) .30 -.16 -.09

jokes 2 -.00 .24 - .06 (.09) .09 -.10 -.29 :IT .52 .25 (.32) .12 .02 -.32

suggests 3 -.19 -.30 .29 (.30)-.14 .02 -.37 -.40 .28 .64 (.68) .28 .39 -.42

questions 5 .14 -.32 .05 (.19) .18 -.29 -.31 -.12 .26 .46 (.42) .34 .16 -.16

disagrees 6 -.13 -.19 - .02 (.24)-.10 .51 -.06 -.37 .10 .41 (.38) .10 .41 -.16

tension 7 -.20 .00 - .38 (.00) .06 .22 .59 .08 -.23 -.22 (-.27)713 -.01 .25

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CONDITION

Immediately Recorded Behavior Percentages

Subject Ratings
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

agrees 1 .36 .27 -.14 .10 -.08 -.53 -.24
jokes 2 .00 .25 -.10 .09 .04 -.00 -.44
suggests 3 .19 -.23 .20 .12 .30 -.16 -.45
orients 4 -.02 -.26 .05 .23 .07 .06 -.49
questioAs 5 .11 -.18 .04 .08 .36 -.09 -.28
disagrees 6 -.31 -.31 .04 .10 .15 .53 -.07
tension 7 -.16 .15 -.13 .06 -.10 -.02 .14

Observer Ratings Subject Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

agrees 1 .30 .09 -.05 .08 .01 -.41 -.46 .24 .16 .26 (.28) .21 -.16 -.22

jokes 2 .25 .33 -.06 .08 .12 -.10 -.30 .18 .33 .28 (.24) .15 -.09 -.25

suggests 3 .12 -.21 .33 .18 .30 .12 -.47 -.13 .34 .61 (.48) .33 .23 -.35

questions 5 .20 -.02 '.18 -.07 .48 -.01 -.36 .02 .15 .48 (.32) .39 .05 -.34
disagrees 6 -.18 -.27 .20 -.20 .18 .65 .07 -.47 .04 .06 (.15) .01 .51 -.02

tension 7 -.21 .04 '.12--.17 - .55 -.29 -.13 -.22( -.19)-.21 .17 .20
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The correlations in Table 6 show a slightly more consistent pattern than

the hetromethod matrix from the Borgatta et al study (Table 2). Generally

the categories for the immediately recorded behavior percentages have their

highest correlations with the properly corresponding subject ani observer

rating categories (underlined coefficients). These validity coefficients for

the immediately recorded behavior percentages and the observer ratings are

slightly higher than the validity coefficients for the immediately recorded

behavior percentages with the subject ratings.

The overall impression from Table 6 is that the memory based judgments

of the ratings are affected by what the person did according to the immedi-

ately recorded behavior percentage data, and generally affected most in the

correctly corresponding categories, but not strongly. The median

'validity' correlation coefficient is between .33 and .36, which indicates

that only about 10% of the variance in the rating scores can be accounted

for by the immediately recorded behavior percentages. This leaves great

room for slippage, or memory drift. And even a relatively small amount

of slippage is sufficient to permit a considerable reordering of which

categories are most alike, and hence a drastic shift in the results of any

higher-order analysis of how these traits are.organized into dimensions

or clusters.

8
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General Formulation

The argument presented in this paper is not just that there is memory

drift when people make ratings or rankings of other people's behavior, but

that this 'drift' is systematic, nonrandom, moving in the direction of the

rater's conception of 'what is like what'. More abstractly stated, it is

hypothesized here that given a series of attributes (such as behavior traits)

which can apply to a class of objects (such as other people), that there will

be a systematic shift in the individual's recall of which attributes are pos-

sessed by which objects, such that the more similar the individuals concep-

tion of any pair of attributes, the more likely it will be that the indivi-

dual recalls both attributes as belonging to the same objects. As a result

of this type of memory shift, any attempt to discover how human behavior is

organized into multi-behavior units, such as dimensions or clusters, which

is based on data consisting of judgments based on long term memory will re-

sult in conclusions which reflect the cognitive structure of the subjects.

It might be argued that since the factor analyses and other types of

higher order analysis which have been used on these kinds of data have also

included the immediately recorded behavior observation data that this bias-

ing effect would be controlled or contained. But, since the correlations

from the immediately recorded behavior data tend to be smaller and less

stable than the correlations from the memory based ratings or rankings, and

since the immediately recorded behavior categories have their highest out-

side correlations with the correctly corresponding rating categories, the

immediately recorded data becomes absorbed by ratings on other kinds of long

term memory judgment data, by being 'fit' into a structure determined by the

memory based variables.
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Another response to the argument presented here is to say that a major

problem in the study of behavior involves the way behavior is perceived to

be organized, and how persons and events are placed relative to each other

within the individual's cognitive structure. The methods of using ratings

and rankings based on long term memory then become perfectly appropriate

as ways of getting at these cognitive structures. This use of memory based

data seems reasonable and realistic. It does not, however, solve questions

about how behavior is actually organized.

Rediscovery

After completing a first draft of this paper, I discovered a reference

in an older textbook on psychometric methods (Guilford, 1936) to a study

done in 1931 by Theodore Newcomb which clearly states the major hypotheses

presented here, supported by differences in correlations found between ob-

server ratings based on long term memory and the correlations found between

immediately recorded behavior frequencies (Newcomb 1931). The subjects were

30 problem boys sent to a summer camp for five weeks. The boys were under

the constant observation of a psychiatrist and six or more trained counsel-

ors. A daily record was kept of specific incidents involving 26 categories

of behavior for each boy by his own counselor. Some 8,500 incidents involv-

ing these categories were also recorded by the experimenter. At the close

of the camp period ratings were obtained from each of the seven observers on

the frequency of these 26 categories of behavior for every boy.

A mean correlation of .41 was found for the relation between daily record

scores for particular behaviors and the ratings for these behaviors. On bases

of this evidence it appears that there was a fair but not especially good
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degree of validity for the specific behavior category ratings. However, the

correlations between behavior categories showed a considerable degree of dis-

tortion when the results from the two different methods were compared. Inter-

correlation of the categories which were thought to make up nine general

traits (a total of 112 correlations) yielded a mean correlation figure for

the ratings of .49, but only .14 when computed from the daily records. Con-

cerning these results Newcomb states:

The conclusion may therefore be drawn that the halo effect,

inevitable in the ratings, worked in such a way as to cause

the rater to rate similarly logically related behaviors...

The close relation between the intra-trait behaviors which

is evident in the ratings may, therefore, be presumed to

spring from logical presuppositions in the minds of the rat-

ers, rather than from actual behaviors. (Newcomb, 1931, p.

288) [Italics added]

Similarity

A critical problem in the formulations presented above concerns the

lack of specificity in some of the terms, and especially the vagueness of

the term 'similarity' when used with reference to an individual's concep-

tions. In this paper measures of conceptual similarity have been phrased

entirely in terms of semantic similarity. Thus the instructions for

the questionnaire and the ranking task stressed that the similarity judgments

should be based on the degree to which the events named by the terms are actual-

ly alike, rather than the degree to which the terms elicit the same associa-

tions, or sound the same, etc.

In the earlier paper on trait psychology and componential analysis the

theoretical discussion emphasized denotative similarity; that is, the degree

to which different terms shared the same distinctive features, or criterial

attributes.

'!2,
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Richard A. Shweder, in a study which demonstrates that results similar

to those obtained by Bales work with small groups (Bales, 1969) can also be

obtained by having respondents sort the relevant variables on the basis of

'similarity in meaning', has pointed out that any assumption that the respon-

dents are actually using overlap in distinctive features as the primary basis

for making similarity judgments is unwarranted (Shweder, 1969). Shweder ar-

gues that the basis on which the respondents make similarity judgments of

this type is the degree to which attributes contiguously go together in mak-

ing up a symbolic 'behavioral type', which he considers a special type of

learned cultural construct.

Work by other investigators also indicates that a number of different

kinds of relationships may be involved in judgments of similarity. Flavell

and Flavell (1959) and Flavell and Stedman (1961) have presented evidence

that judgments about similarity in meaning are affected by the 'logico-

grammatical relationships' occurring between terms. In the Flavell and

Stedman study children and adults judged which of two pairs of terms were

more similar in meaning (e.g., Lig.- large versus throw - ball). Across a

large number of such judgments, a relatively stable and consistent rank or-

der in similarity was found for the various categories of logico-grammatical

relationships by approximately age ten. Highest in the rank order of simi-

larity were synonymous pairs (big - large, steal - rob), then similar-dimen-

sion pairs (small - tiny, smile - laugh), then superset-subset pairs (bird-

sparrow, tree - oak), follow closely by whole-part pairs, (bird - wing, shoe -

heel), object-attribute pairs (lemon - sour, mouse - small) and common-action-

cof pairs (dog - bark, lion - roar).
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Further down the scale were coordinate pairs (cow - horse, pipe - cigar),

common-action-upon pairs (sweep - floor, chew - gum), common use pairs (dog -

bone, farmer - tractor), and part-part pairs (pedal - handlebars, wall - floor).

Last was contrast-on-a-dimension pairs (hard - easy, strong - weak). (A con-

trol of umrelated words was not used.)

Results such as the Flavell and Stedman rank ordering could not be due

to judgments based solely on overlap in distinctive features. Other criteria,

closer to sentence substitutability, appear to be involved. In any case, it

is somewhat ironic that the problem of not knowing what is happening when peo-

ple are used as measuring instruments, raised at the beginning of this paper,

and given as the reason for certain procedures in the social sciences pro-

ducing invalid results, returns to plague a later formulation about exactly

how these invalid results come about.

Wider Implications and Alternative Schemas

If the argument presented here concerning the lack of validity of pro-

cedures for discovering how behavior is organized when these procedures are

based on correlations of long term memory judgments is correct then a large

number of studies in the social sciences are brought into question. Studies

which are based on correlations from memory based check-lists, rating, or

interviews are obviously placed in the 'dubious' category. Studies in which

the correlations are based on questionnaire responses, in which the respond-

ent answers on the basis of his recollections either questions about himself

or his world would also seem to be placed in doubt, although as yet there is

no demonstration that the correlations between items on a personality inven-
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tory test, such as the California Psychological Inventory, or a child-rearing

questionnaire, such as the Parental Attitude Research Instrument can be re-

produced by having a small number of raters judge these items with Yespect

to similarity in meaning.

Most of these correlational studies have attempted to show that certain

general traits or dimensions of behavior make possible an economic descript-

ion of personality, or child reaiing, or interpersonal behavior. But if the

correlations on which these studies rest are primarily an artifact of the

raters or the questionnaire taker's cognitive structure, and not a reflection

of the real world, then there is little or no evidence that human behavior

can be described by large multi-behavior units. What remains is a world in

which human behavior is to be described in terms of specific behaviors oc-

curring in specific situations, as Mischell and others have forcefully ar-

gued (Mischell, 1968).

A world made up of numerous ungroupable behaviors might seem disadvantageous

for any attempt to describe human behavior. Without multi-behavior unit con-

structs, such as extroversion, assertiveness, intelligence, etc., it might

seem as the goal of accounting for a large portion of an individual's behavior

with a relatively small number of descriptive terms is not feasible. However,

there is an alternative to the multi-behavior unit schema. This alternative

is based on the analysis of the distribution of frequencies with which specific

behaviors are performed.

Frequency distributions.for category systems applicable to human behavior

display a very common form or shape, and it is the shape of these distributions

254 .
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which makes possible descriptions which are brief yet account for large por-

tions of behavior. The shape of a frequency distribution for the nominal or

unordered classes typical of most behavior category systems is usually drawn

as a rank-frequency graph. On a rank-frequency graph the categories are ar-

ranged in rank order of frequency along the horizontal axis, with the most

frequent category next to the origin, and the actual frequencies (or propor-

tions of the sum total of all categories) staled along the vertical axis.

Obviously, given any set of frequencies, a line through the frequency plots

for each rank will decrease monotonically (i.e., each point will be lower

than the point to its left). Figure 2 presents an example of a rank-frequency

graph, with four possible kinds of rank-frequency relations plotted by the

lines lettered 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D'.
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FIGURE 2

RANK-FREQUENCY GRAPH
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One of the most general findings in the social sciences is that rank-

frequency plots for a variety of classifications of behavior have a shape

like curve 'D', with a rapid drop from the first to second ranked category,

and successively smaller drops occurring as rank decreases. In a number of

cases these concave shaped rank-frequency relations, when graphed on log-log

coordinates, display a straight line. Such curves are often called ZiFF

curves. However, for the argument here, the curve does not have to be a

true Zipf curve, but does have to hare a pronounced concave shape. (At a

later point possible reasons for the concavity of these curves will be dis-

cussed.)

Figures 3 and 4 present rank-frequency plots for the proportional-fre-

quency data from the two experimental group conditions of Mann's 1959 study.
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FIGURE 3

Bales-Mann Categories for Task Oriented Group
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FIGURE 4

Bales-Mann Categories for Social-Emotional Group
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Both rank-frequency plots show pronounced concave forms, with the So-

cial-Emotional condition displaying an evensteeper initial drop than the

task condition. There are other interesting differences between the two

groups, with suggests and disapproves moving down in rank order for the

Social-Emotional condition compared to the Task condition, while jokes moves

up, from sixth to third rank position.

The steep initial drops from the high ranking categories shows that most

of the behavior of these small groups occurs in just a few categories. In

the task condition group the two categories of opinions and suggestions ac-

count for 65% of all the behavior. In the Social-Emotional condition group

the two categories of opinions and argument account for over 69% of all the

behavior.

In general, concave shape for a rank-frequency curve indicates that a

good prediction of what the group or individual is doing can be gained sim-

ply by guessing that the group or individual is performing a behavior belong-

ing to a high rank category. Or, to put it another way, the concave curve

indicates that the group or individual performs mainly its most frequent be-

haviors. It should be stressed that if the rank-frequency plot does not have

a concave form, then one cannot obtain a good prediction by assuming that an

individual is performing his most frequent behaviors. If the shape of the

curve is convex, for example, like curve 'C' in Figure 2, then there is very

little improvement in prediction to say that the individual is performing his

next to last most frequent behavior. (What a convex curve like 'C' indicates

is that the individual performs his most infrequent behaviors very infrequently.

This kind of situation does not appear to te typical of most people for most

behavior category systems.)

. 260
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The implication of the concave form of rank-frequency relations is that

it is not necessary to group behaviors into clusters, or traits, or dimensions,

to be able to give an economical description of an individual's behavior. In-

stead, by taking a number of different category systems, and plotting the rank-

frequency relations for each one, a good predictive description of that per-

son's behavior can be given by 'skimming off' the top ranking categories from

each classification system, and then describing the person as highly likely

to be performing these few behaviors. Thus, if one categorizes a person's

gestural repertoire, his paralinguistic repertoire, his durations of speech

and silence, his choice of conversational topics, his selection of behavior

settings, etc., and simply picks the highest frequency category for each of

these classifications, a remarkably predictive description of the person can

be obtained.

The critical difference between this behavior specific approach to des-

cription and the multi-behavior unit approach is that the behavior specific

approach does not assume that because an individual performs one specific

aggressive act with high frequency, such as insulting others, that he will

perform other aggressive acts, like hitting, or using threat stares, with

high frequency. No generality in behavior is assumed, as in the multi-behav-

ior unit approach.

The failure of the multi-behavior unit approach, which assumes generality

in behavior, to yield good predictions of individual or group behavior, is,

of course, still a moot point in some areas of the social sciences. However,

the over-all pattern of evidence seems clear: the conception of humans in

terms of dimensions, types, general traits, or any other multi-behavior units

,281. .
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has not been found to have reasonable validity (Hunt, 1965, Vernon 1965,

Mischell, 1968). With respect to culture and personality studies this means

that the description of specific high frequency behaviors said to be typical

of a culture are probably quite useful in accounting for a considerable num-

ber of behavior occurrences in those groups, while the more abstract descrip-

tions of cultures as Appollonian, or gentle,probably lack validity, in that

these cultures most probably provide many specific examples of high frequency

non-Appollonian or non-gentle behaviors.

Why Concave

The usefulness of describing individuals or groups in terms of their

high frequency behaviors depends on the degree of concavity of the rank-

frequency relation. The question then arises as to why the rank-frequency

relation should almost always show a concave shape for behavior category

systems. There would seem to be a number of possible causes. Zipf curves

can be neatly generated by a random walk process (Miller and Newman, 1958).

It might be speculated that a near random walk process will also yield Zipf-

like curves. Since humans have very limited immediate or short term memories,

there is a tight upper limit on the possible number of categories in a clas-

sification system which involves immediate decisions. If the categories of

the classification involved completely cross-cutting decisions, as in the

complete parodigm of a kinship system, then the upper limit may exceed 64

categories (Wallace, 1961), but to the extent that the decisions do not cross

cut, then the number of categories in the classification reduces to approxi-

mately seven or less (Miller, 1956).

.4, 262
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Because of these stringent limitations, a human cannot hold in his mind

at any one instant the entire collection of behaviors he might perform (e.g.,

shave, write the letter 'x', yawn, say 'abbracadabra',...) and choose the

most appropriate one. Instead, some sequential process of decision making

must be involved, where the person makes taxonomically high level decisions,

selecting from a small set of upper level possibilities (e.g., get ready,

get in touch, relax, perform), then once:the high level choice is made, (or

the person is placed in a setting which restricts the choice automatically)

the person moves down the taxonomy of choices to the next level of specificity

(e.g., get dressed, write Susan, stretch; do a magic trick), continuing down

the decision tree selecting alternatives until choices about the most spe-

cific alternatives which make up the operations of shaving, writing the let-

ter X, etc, are reached. gee 411

This sequential process would not necessarily generate Zipf-like curves

unless the taxonomy of choices were sequentially skewed, with terminal behav-

ior choices occurring at (almost) every node. (A terminal behavior choice

leads directly to the performance of some behavior, without any intervening

choice necessary before the performance of that behavior.) To illustrate,

consider eight behavior acts: #1, #2,...#8. If the decision three through

which an individual passes in ttmemstaliting at the top and moving down), has

the symmetrical form given in figure 5, (where first the individual decides

between Al and A2, then if A2 is chosen, between Cl and C2, etc., until he

reaches the bottom level decisions, and not until then can a behavior be

selected), then there is no reason to expect a Zipf curve.

r p.163
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C2

D2 1 E2 F2 1 G2

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
Probabi ity

of p=(.125) (.125) (.125) (.125) (.125) (.125) (.125) (.125)

Occurrence

(given equi-

probabilities for
each set of alter-
natives) Symmetrical Decision Tree

.4264

FIGURE 5
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If the probabilities are approximately equal for each alternative at each

choice point, the expected rank-frequency relation would be a flat line.

Sampling variability would yield a binominal distribution based on a p of

.125, and the rank-frequency relation, while having some slope, would not

show pronounced concavity. (rhe slope would have a mirror 'S' shape, but

would be relatively flat.)

If the decision tree were skewed, however, so that at each node some

terminal behavior choice were available, and given relatively equal prob-

abilities at each choice point, a strongly concave curve would be obtained,

although not necessarily a true Zipf curve (See Figure 6).

While it seems intuitively plausible that many decision trees would

show a skewed form, no theoretical cause is apparent which would make sym-

metrical trees as unlikely as the empirical evidence seems to require.
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Probability
of

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8

Occurrence p. (.30) (.15) (.175) (.175) (.09) (.09) (.045)" (.045)

(given equi-
probabilities
for each set of
alternatives)

Skewed Decision Tree

FIGURE 6
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This discussion of decision making is extremely speculative and in-

completely formulated, and is meant to serve primarily as a horizon for

those who like long vistas. From this viewpoint an adequate description

of an individual's behavior would be some representation of that person's

decision trees, with probabilities assigned to alternative choices. Skim-

ming off high frequency behaviors as a means of description provides only

a rough approximation to such a description, but still gives a more accur-

ate picture than characterization in terms of multi-behavior unit traits or

dimensions.
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A THEORY OF NARKING RULES1

William H. Geoghegan

University of California,
Berkeley

Introduction

In attempting to understand and describe the means by which human

beings actually produce and interpret the message forms2 appropriate to

a given domain of verbal behavior, it becomes apparent that the cognitive

processes involved can reasonably be characterized as information pro-

cessing phenomena. Throughout the production of a message form, an indi-

vidual must select and encode the information that he wants to convey (the

content of his communication) and take into account those additional infor-

mational items which, though not a part of the semantic content, are never-

theless necessary to its encoding. He must gather, organize and, in general,

process such information in order to identify the message form consistent

lith his intent and capable of an appropriate interpretation. During the

interpretive process as well, an individual must consider both the message

form itself and any other information necessary for an accurate decoding,

and process these items in order to generate an interpretation corresponding

as closely as possible to the original semantic content.

In this discussion, I want to consider a particular type of natural

information processing (IP) routine that appears to be especially signifi-

cant in the semanticyhases of message production and interpretation.

to, 270
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Because of their close association with the phenomenon of semantic marking

(Greenberg 1966), I shall refer to routines of this type as marking rules.3

Following a preliminary description of the structure and operation of such

routines, I will provide a detailed illustration drawn from a recent study

of personal address terminology in a southern Philippine language. This

example will provide the basis for same further suggestions concerning the

formal properties of marking rules in general. Since work in this area is

still far from complete, my comments here should be regarded as highly

tentative in nature and necessarily subject to a great deal of further

verification.

The Nature of Marking Rules: Preliminary Considerations

Let me begin by describing a highly simplified version of an actual

information processing routine of the type that can be represented by a

marking rule. Assume, first of all, that a particular individual (call him

Ego) has three types of personal names that he can use in addressing people

that he knows. These name-types will be termed "pet name," "nickname," and

"true name," symbolized PN, Nig, and TN, respectively. For each person

known to Ego, assume that there is at least one lexical item corresponding

to each of these three types. His daughter's true name, for example, might

be "Margaret," her nickname "Peggy," and her pet name "Punkin." For each

potential addressee (or "Alter"), only one of the three possible forms will

represent Ego's customary, normal, or expected mode of address. For the

sake of simplicity, we can assume that this form is always Alter's nickname.

Thus, for example, on most occasions when Ego addresses his daughter, he
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uses her nickname, "Peggy," rather than her pet name or true name. Such

usage may be intended only to get her attention, to single her out within

a larger group of people, to direct a remark in the course of a conversa-

tion, or to perform some other function of this general nature. Beyond

this, it is a perfectly neutral form of address and does not directly

communicate any information about Ego's momentary attitudes or feelings

toward his daughter. His use of her nickname is highly predictable, in

no sense unusual, and perfectly appropriate for situations in which no

attitudinal information is to be conveyed. I shall refer to this type of

usage as unmarked.

Now suppose that Ego wants to convey to his daughter (or to any other

addressee) a feeling of affection for her, of intimacy, happiness, etc.,

through the use of an address form. In this situation, he shifts from his

normal (or unmarked) usage and employs her pet name, "Punkin," as the

appropriate form for communicating such information. In contrast, he

uses his daughter's true name ("Margaret") to indicate anger, irritation

with her behavior, or some other informational item of this general nature.

Such items as "affection," "intimacy," "anger," and so forth, will be

referred to as marking cues (or, more simply, cues); and forms such as

PN and TN will be described as marked by one or more cues with respect to

the normal, or unmarked form. Thus, for example, in Ego's address system

PN (pet name) is marked by "affection" with respect to NN (nickname). A

marked form can be said to encode the cues by which it is marked; while

an unmarked form, on the other hand, encodes none of the cues potentially

available."

.4,272
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To describe the marking rule that represents an information processing

routine of this sort, I will refer to items such as PN, NN, and TN as the

outputs of the rule. Each output represents a potential result of applying

the routine; the identity of the output finally chosen during any particular

application will depend upon the identity of input information (an unmarked

output and the cues to be encoded) taken to be in effect at that time. The

final output will either be unmarked (in which case no cues have been encoded),

or it will be marked by one or more of the available cues.

With regard to the process of applying the routine described above, a

sequence of events of the following sort takes place. The marking rule is

called into play whenever Ego has to address another individual with a

personal name. There is a choice between three alternative outputs (name-

types), and he must decide which one will appropriately encode the informa-

tion that he wants to communicate. Ego first determines which output is

unmarked for the current address situation. (NN is the only possible choice

in this example.) If none of the cues that can be encoded by this rule

represent part of the intent of his message, then the application will be

terminated; and the final output will be the unmarked form, NN. But if

he wants to communicate "affection," for example, then the outpuf currently

"in effect," so to speak, would change from NN to PN through the perform-

ance of an operation appropriate to the encoding of this item. At this

point, no further encoding could take place, and PN would remain in effect

as the final output for this application of the routine.

I shall use the term marking operator to refer to the information

processing operation that is performed when a particular cue is to be

encoded, and which produces the change in effective output that represents
c

273
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this encoding. Each of the cues specified for a particular marking rule

will be associated with a single marking operator. A given operator,

however, may be associated with more than one marking cue, so long as all

such cues are encoded in precisely the same fashion through all possible

applications of the rule.5

In more formal terms, a marking operator has the properties of a

many-one function defined on the set of outputs specified for a given

marking rule. Suppose we have two outputs Oi and Oj for some marking rule

M, and a marking operator vk such that whenever Oi is in effect for samc

application of M and Ara is then applied (when one of its associated cues

is encoded), the effective output changes to Op Assume that vk also

has the capability of encoding its associated cues when the output Oil is

in effect (producing a shift to Ov), when Ox is in effect (producing a

change to 0
7
), and so forth. The set of potential applications of 3./k

can be represented as the mapping

(0 ) = 0
-k j

(0 ) = 0
-k -u --v

(0 ) = 0
-k --x -7

etc.

With respect to the example we have been discussing, let a represent the

marking operator associated with "affection," "intimacy," "happiness with

Alter," etc., and let x represent the operator associated with "anger,"

"irritation," and so forth. The complete mapping performed by these two

operators for the marking rule would then be:

) 274
1.
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a(NN) = PN

x(NN) = TN

A directed graph can be used as a convenient means of representing the

mapping performed by each ivmber of the set of marking operators upon the

set of outputs specified for a given marking rule. Each output is repre-

sented by a single vertex of the graph, and each marking operator corre-

sponds to one or more of the graph's arcs. If the operator /1,, for example,

maps the output 0 onto OA (i.e., is capable of causing such a change in
-4

effective output), then the graph for this rule would contain an arc

(labeled by A) that is incident to both Oi and Oj and directed from the

former to the latter. In Figure 1 such a graph is provided for the outputs

and marking operators relevant to the example given earlier.6

PN

TN

Figure 1

Input'Information

The input infoimation for a marking rule in any given application

includes those items that are entered directly from external sources during

'-
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the performance of the routine and which are used to determine the identity

of the final output for that application. (By "external sources," I am

referring to memory, perception, other information processing routines,

and so forth.) In addition to the marking cues that may be entered for

encoding, one of the rule's outellmust also serve as an input item.

Specifically, the encoding process itself cannot be initiated until it

has been decided which of the rule's outputs is appropriately unmarked

for the situation in which the rule is being applied. The identity of this

output must necessarily be entered as the first item of input information

in any given application. When there is only one output that can take this

role (as in the example we have been discussing), the selection process is

completely trivial; but there exist marking rules (one of which will be

described shortly) in which any one of several different outputs has the

potential of being unmarked, and where the process of choosing the one

appropriate to a given situation is by no means trivial. In such cases

the choice of an unmarked output can determine which combinations of cues

are ultimately available for encoding, and which of the rule's other out-

puts actually encode them.

The selection of an unmarked output will normally require the appli-

cation of one or more information processing operations external to the

marking rule itself. These may involve nothing more complex than retrieving

and entering the necessary information from memory; but such operations may

also be organized into extremely complex IP routines which themselves

require an extensive amount of input information for their performance.

Once the application of a marking rule has been initiated with the

selection of an unmarked output, then the options open to the user at any

276
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subsequent point in the process (so long as additional encoding operations

can take place) include not only the possibility of applying an available

marking operator, but also the option of using no operator at all. Once

an output Oi has been identified as in effect (it may or may not be unmarked),

then it would normally be possible to terminate the rule's application and

leave 0 in effect as the final output. In fact, what evidence there is

concerning the operation of natural marking rules suggests that the proba-

bility of utilizing any given marking operator when it becomes applicable

during the encoding process is very small indeed. Observations of Samal

address behavior, for example, indicate that unmarked address forms (onRs

that were marked by one of the cues available in several obligatorily

applied rules) characterize at least 90 per cent of everyday usage. The

probability of applying any individual marking operator would consequently

have to fall well below the figure of 0.10.

There are marking rules that specify obligatory cues -- ones that have

to be encoded when they are identified and their associated operators are

applicable -- but, even so, obligatory cues seem to be in effect for such

rules in only a relatively small proportion of actual instances of use.

In the Samal address system, one such cue comes into effect (and must Be

encoded) whenever the addressee is a hadji' (an individual who has made the

pilgrinage to Mecca). The proportion of actual address situations in which

this occurs is quite small over the long run, since well under one per cent

of the Samal population hold this particular position. Another obligatory

cue used in this system must be encoded whenever the originator, of the

address form (Ego) does not know the addressee's name (e.g., when the out-

put corresponding to 'nickname' is in effect and Ego does not have a 'nickname'
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for Alter). Since most Samal address usage is directed tcward people who

are well known to an individual (family members, close friends, village-

mates, and so forth), this cue is encoded in only a small proportion of

the situations for which the address system is actually applied.

The low a priori likiihood of a marking cue being encoded when such

an operation is possible does not stem from any structural characteristic

of marking rules in general. Quite to the contrary, there is some reason

to believe that the existence of this phenomenon is one of the necessary

conditions for the development of IP routines of the marking rule type,

and that other kinds of routines normally develop when this condition does

not obtain. In other words, it appears that the structural and operational

characteristics of marking rules are specifically adapted to the performance

of information processing tasks for which indiv.P.dual items of input informa-

tion have very low probabilities of occurrence.7

If marking operators are actually applied in only a small proportion

of the situations for which they could be used, this will ultimately pro-

duce a highly skewed frequency distribution for the use of a marking rule's

outputs. Considering a sufficiently large number of situations in which

some output Oi is unmarked, for example, Oi will remain the final output

far more often than those outputs 0j, Ok, ..., that are marked with respect

to Oi; and the frequencies with which 0i, Ok, ..., are actually used will

generally decrease in rough proportion to their degree of marking with

respect to Oi (the number of operators applied when they are marked with

respect to this output). This ties in with my earlier statement that

unmarked usage represents "normal," or "expected" behavior for a situation,

and that marked forms are in some sense "unusual" or "unexpected." To a
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certain extent, it is also consistent with Greenberg's (1966) use of fre-

quency distributions as evidence for semantic marking; and it certainly

accords with my own more informal estimates of the frequencies of marked

and unmarked usage in Samal address.

The Name-Type, Rule in Samal Address

The simple example introduced earlier in this paper allowed us to

discuss the principal entities (outputs, cues, operators, etc.) involved

in IP routines of the marking rule type, as well as certain properties of

the information used in their application; but there are additional charac-

teristics of structure and operation that can be illustrated only through

an example of much greater complexity than the one I have been treating up

to now. I would also like to move away from hypothetical cases toward a

consideration of more realistic instances of this phenomenon, in order to

comment on the role of marking rules within more complex semantic systems.

Accordingly, I will give a brief description of the address system used by

one of my Samal informants8 and proceed from there to a more detailed dis-

cussion of one of its constituent marking rules.

The address system employed by any individual Samal is a complex

information processing routine used to produce and interpret address forms.

I want to stress that an address form is not a particular message (an overt

act). Rather, it is a message form: a conceptual representation of an

infinitely extended class of potential messages, all of which share one

or more basic features in common. ilma cognitive representation of these

features constitutes the address form in question. Those features of

279
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immediate relevance to the address system include the lexemes that are used

and their temporal ordering in a given message. (I will use square brackets

to set off a given address form; the plus sign will indicate concatenation

and the division between lexemes.) For example, the address form

[bapa' + hajji']

consists of two lexical items, bapa' and haiji', taken in this order. This

form may be realized in actual speech as either bapa' hajji' or ka' hajji'

(where is a common contraction for bapa'), with a wide range of possible

variation in stress, intonation contour, basic pitch level, vcnoel length,

and so forth.9 Similarly, the address form

[dakayu' danakan]

(literally, 'one sibling') consists of a single compound lexeme -- in this

case a proname (or personal name substitute).

The address system described here is capable of generating over 200

different address forms, not considering the wide range of personal names

available. These can be divided, however, into ten different address form-

types, (AFT's), according to the classes of lexical items represented in

their.constituents. There are four such classes, each of which contains

lexical realizations for one of the following address elements:

A: 'address term' (bapa') babu', mbo', etc.)

T: 'honorific' (tuan and dayang)

G: 'positional title' or gallal term (hajW, 'imam, mahara a, etc.)

N: 'name', including personal names ('abdul, hasan etc.)
and pronames (name substitutes) ('oto', nde', toto', etc.)

4, 280 1*
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Each of the permissible AFT's contains either one, two, or three

address elements in the order: A > T > G > N. As with address forms,

I will use square brackets to delimit an AFT and the plus sign to indicate

concatenation. Thus, for example,

[A + N]

denotes the address form-type tha. contains an 'address term' and a 'name',

in this order. One of its possible lexical realizations would be the

address form

[baps' + 'abdul]

where baps' is a realization for the address element A Caddress term% and

abdul is a realization for N ('name'). The ten permissible AFT's are:

[A]

[A + T]

[A + T + G]

[A + G]

[A + N]

[T]

[T + G]

[G]

[G +

[N]

The production of an address form requires the application of two

basic groups of operations. The first comprises what I will call the

.

281
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AFT-selection routine. This procedure is employed to generate the AFT

whose constituent elements will be given lexical realizations in the second

stage of the production process. I shobld mention that any AFT is capable

of carrying a certain amount of semantic content independent of its lexical

realization. Specifically, the routine employed in selecting an AFT con-

tains two marking rules that may be used to encode the degree and type of

respect' ('addat) that Ego wants to convey to the addressee.

The second group of operations, referred to here as the lexical reali-

zation phase, of production, consists of five separate information processing

routines. There is one lexical realization routine for each of the address

elements A, T, and G, and two such routines for the element N. Of the

latter, one of the two is used when N appears in an AFT that also includes

either A or G (there is no AFT containing both T and N); the other is applied

when the AFT [N] has been chosen. In the former case, N can be realized

only by a personal name (or by 0, if a name is not known). When N is the

only, constituent of the AFT, however, it may be realized by either a per-

sonal name or by a proname. It is the IP routine used in the latter

situation (the name-selection routine) and the marking rule used to perform

one ui its major operations that will be of particular concern to us in

this discussion.

When an address form of type [N] is to be used, the selection of a

realization for N proceeds in two phases. In the first of these, a marking

rule (the name-type rule) is used to determine the type, of personal name

or proname that appropriately encodes the information (in addition to that

carried by the AFT) that Ego wants to convey to the addressee. Once this

decision has been made, a second operation must be performed in order to

282
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determine which lexical item is the proper realization for the name-type

just selected.

There are seven types of personal names and pronames recognized by this

informant (and other adult Samal epeakers), each of which corresponds to an

output of the name-type marking rule. These name-types are listed below,

with brief descriptions and examples for each.

TN: '3n-na to'od 'his true name' (The personal name commonly recog-
nized as an individual's actual, "given" name; e.g., 'abdulmuluk.)

TN': 'On-na to'od 'his true name'" (Proname-type corresponding to
TN: e.g., lella ['manWmale'], matto'a ['old person'], etc.)

NN: danglay-na 'his nickname' (A personal name frequently derived
from an individual's 'true name' [e.g., 'abdulmuluk muluk];
often the name by which he is referred to in the community
at large.)

NN': danglay-na 'his nickname' (The proname-type corresponding to
NN: e.g., dakayu' siali ['one younger-sibling'].)

PN: 'ugay'ugay-na 'his pet name' (Also, 'ugay'ugay-ku ma 'ia ['my
pet name for him']. A personal name frequently derived from an
individual's 'nickname' [e.g., muluk llu', hakim kki'].
'Pet names' are highly idiosyncratic, and may be derived from
a number of sources other than 'nicknames': i.e., physical
characteristics [e.g., sombeng ('harelip') 'ambeng], past
events, nonsense words, etc.)

PN': 'ugay'ugay-na 'his pet name' (The proname-type corresponding to
PN: e.g., 'oto', nde', etc.)

T: This is a special proname-type that does not correspond directly
to any type of personal name, but is rather derived from the
Samal 'honorific'. It conveys a high degree of 'affect', and
takes the realizations tuan (for males) and dayang (for females).

The personal name-types include TN, NN, and PN. Realizations for these are

names of specific individuals and are determined in any particular address

situation by the identity of the individual being addressed. The proname-

types include three (TN', NN', and PN') whose realizations may serve under
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certain conditions as direct substitutes for personal names of the corre-

sponding types (m, NN, and PN, respectively). Lexical realizations for

these are chosen by applying a code rule (Geoghegan 1968, 1970) which

requires consideration of the addressee's age group, sex, stage of devel-

opment (for children), and relative age (for addressees of Ego's age group).

Realizations for T (the fourth type of proname) are chosen according to the

addressee's sex.

The marking rule used to select a name-type involves five different

marking operators, four of which are optional in use and are associated

with cues representing information concerned with certain attitudes and

emotional states ('affece, 'anger', etc.). One operator (n) is obligatory

when an associated cue characterizes the address situation. The five

operators and their associated marking cues can be listed as follows:

a: positive affect':

alasa ('aku) ma 'ia '(I) like him'P(I) feel affectionate
towards him'

kin5gan 'atay-ku ma 'ia 'my liver is made happy for him'

a': 'negative affect':

ngga'i ('aku) 'alasa ma 'ia '(I) do not like himW(I) do not
feel affectionate towards him'

'ala'at 'acay-ku ma 'ia 'my liver is bad for him'

'akuddu' 'atay-ku ma 'ia 'my liver is upset/disturbed by him'

x: 'anger':

mag'ami 'aku ma 'ia 'I am angry at him'

nidugalan 'aku ma 'ia 'I am made upset/nauseated by him'

d: 'deference':

magmaltabat 'aku ma 'ia 'I defer to (show mild respect for) him'
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n: 'Alter (Alter's name) not known':

'insa'.lia kinata'uhan ku 'he is not known to me'

ngga'i kata'uhan ku ma 'ia 'I do not know him'

ngga'i kata'uhan ku X-na 'I do not know his X (name -type)'
=MM. OM IMMO MEME

(This list contains the descriptive phrases used by the informant to

characterize the information that can be communicated thyough selection

of a name-type.) I should point out that the cues associated with any

one of these operators are essentially synonymous with one another, insofar

as they connote particular attitudes or emotions; and they are, in fact,

used interchangably by informants in statements regarding the use of

personal address. (This may not be altogether clear from the rather

literal translations of the Samal descriptive phrases.) For this reason,

and to help simplify matters somewhat, I will refer to the cues associated

with a given operator by a single collective gloss that stands for and

roughly characterizes the information involved. Thus, for example, the

gloss 'negative affect' will be used for the three cues associated with

the marking operator a'. The mappings performed by these operators upon the

outputs of the name-type rule are shown in the directed graph of Figure 2.

I stated earlier that a marking rule could have more than one unmarked

output. This version of the name-type rule is a case in point, since it

allows for either TN, NN, or PN to be used in this manner.11 In any given

application, the selection of an unmarked output is based on Ego's

'habitual' address usage to Alter (kabiaksahan panan, 'habitual means-of-

naming'). If there has been a past history of interaction with the

addressee sufficient for the establishment of a 'customary' or 'habitual'

5
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name, then the name-type corresponding to this form will be taken as

unmarked. (Such an 'habitual name' is always interpreted as a realization

of either TN, NN, or PN.) For addressees with whom past interaction has

not been sufficient to allow for the growth of an 'habitual name', NN is

taken as unmarked.12

Marking Sequences,

The structure of the name-type rule allows more than one marking

operator to be utilized in any given application. Suppose, for example,

that Ego were to taka NN as the unmarked output for a particular address

situation. If he wanted to encode none of the cues available at this point

in the process (those associated with the operators a, a', n, d, and x),

then NN would remain in effect as the final output, and application of the

rule would cease. If he wanted to encode one of the 'positive affect'

cues, on the other hand, use of the operator a would occasion a shift in

effective output from NN to PN (see Figure 2). At this stage of the pro-

cess, several additional encoding options would be available. Ego could

choose to encode no further information (with PN beComing the rule's

final output), or he could continue the application by encoding informa-

tion associated with either n, d, or a.13 (For reasons to be discussed

shortly, a' would not be applicable once 'positive affect' had been encoded.)

If Ego did not have a 'pet name' for Alter, then n would have to be applied

(it is obligatory in such situations), producing a shift from PN to PN'.

The same change in effective output would occur if he encoded 'deference'

(d).14
Once again, Ego would have the option of terminating his application
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of the rule, or of continuing with further encoding operations. The only

available operator at this point in the process is a ('positive affece),

the use of which would produce a shift from PN' to T.

Another series of encoding operations (when NN is unmarked) might

involve the initial use of n (if Alter's 'nickname' were unknown to Ego),

causing a shift from NN to NN', followed by the encoding of 'anger' (E).

The latter operation would produce a change in effective output from

NN' to TN', at which point application of the marking rule would have to

cease, leaving TN' in effect as the final output. (Although it appears

that a is applicable at this point, 'positive affect' cannot be encoded

simultaneously with 'angee.) In general, a particular sequence of

encoding operations (a series of successively applied marking operators)

is possible only if we can discover in the graphical representation of the

rule a path progression15 corresponding to this sequence and originating

with the effective unmarked output. In Figure 2, for example, we can

find the path progression <a, d, a> originating at NN and terminating at

T; md we also have ele progression <n, x> originating at NN and terminating

at TN'.

Given the set 0 of outputs for some marking rule M and a set V of

marking operators vi for M (where each such vi is a many-one function

defined on 0), I will represent such a series of operations by a marking

sequence _Vk defined on 0 and V. In formal terms, a marking sequence Vk

can be defined as an ordered n-tuple of marking operators vi, where

M <V V 9 6609 V 9 V >9K i"e 2 -n

and for which the order of operators in Ilk corresponds directly to the
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order of encoding operations in some potential application of M. Although

an ordered n-tuple is normally taken to include at least two elements, we

shall find it helpful to modify this practice in the representation of

marking sequences. Specifically, we should allow for sequences that

include only one operator (to represent applications for which only one

marking operation occurs); and we shall also find it useful to allow for

the limiting case of an "empty sequence" which contains no marking opera-

tors. The latter will be denoted

Vo =

and will be used to characterize those Ppplications of a marking rule in

which no cues are encoded and for which the unmarked and final outputs are

identical. Two of the marking sequences possible for the name-type rule

when NN is unmarked are the ones described earlier: namely,

<a, d, a> and

<n, x>.

Permissible Applications

Given the set 0 of outputs and the set V of marking operators upon

which a particular rule is constructed, it may be possible to define one

or more marking sequences that correspond only to impermissible applications

of the IP routine in question. An "impermissible application" is one that,

while formally possible under the specification of 0 and V, encodes a body

of information that yould be rejected by native speakers.as "meaningless,"

self-contradictory, or in some other way semantically inappropriate. This

u,287
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will normally occur when the marking sequence representing a potential appli-

cation contains the elements of a cycle (described below) or, in general,

any pair of marking operators associated with semantically incompatible cues.

Referring to Figure 2, we can see that there are several potential

marking sequences that correspond to path progressions beginning and termin-

ating at the same output. The sequence <a, at>, for example, leads from NN

to PN, and then back to NN. (It also corresponds to a series of arcs

beginning and ending at TN.) Similarly, the potential marking sequence

<x, a> would, if NN were the unmarked output, simply map this output onto

itself. I will refer to any marking sequence of this type as a cycle. When

we find two or more marking operators that form a cycle, it will generally

be the case that their associated cues are In some way mutually contra-

dictory. That is, if a vie associated with one of these operators is in

effect for a given situation, then cues associated with one or more of the

other operators in the cycle cannot reasonably be in effect for that situa-

tion. All of the cycles that can be defined for the name-type rule con-

tain either a and at , or a and x. Some of the cues associated with a and

a' are in direct "logical" conflict with one another (e.g., 'alasa ma 'IA

['feel affectionate towards Mae] and nggati 'alasa ma tia ['do not feel

affectionate towards him9), while others associated with these two opera-

tors conflict through their conceptual similarity (essentially synonymy)

to "logically" incompatible cues. With regard to those associated with

a and x, the conflict is of a more indirect nature. 'Anger' ('asa) and a

sort of 'sick rage' (dugal), characterizing the cues associated with x,

are normally taken to imply the concurrent existence of 'negative affect'

(a' ); which in turn, implies the absence of 'positive affect' (a). As

momentary attitudes or emotions, 'anger' and 'positive affect' are thus

RS8
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regarded as incompatible with one another.

A close inspection of Figure 2 should also indicate that even if the

operators forming a cycle were utilized in the application of this rule,

they would "neutralize" each other in terms of their effect on the identity

of the final output. If NN were unmarked, for example, and if use of the

operator a were followed by the use of a', then NN would be the final output

of the rule -- that is, an output unmarked by cues associated with either

of the two operators. Similarly, suppose that the marking sequence <a, d, a'>

(which contains all elements of the cycle <a, a'>) were to be applied when

NN was unmarked. The final output in this case would be NN', an output

that is marked only by 'deference' (d) with respect to NN (assuming that

n is not in effect). The cues associated with a and a' would be "cancelled

out," so to speak, leaving 'deference' as the only informational item

belonging to a reasonable interpretation for the use of NN' in this situa-

tion. In brief, even if Ego attempted to use this marking rule to encode

cues associated with the elements of a cycle, these items of information

could not be communicated by a single name-type because they would be

II

neutralized" during the encoding process itself." (This phenomenon appears

throughout those versions of the Samal address system that have been analyzed

in detail.)

In addition to marking sequences of the type just described, there are

others which, for one reason or another, represent impermissible applications

of a given marking rule. Once again, such sequences generally contain two

or more marking operators associated with contradictory or conflicting cues.

Such conflicts are held to exist, for example, between 'deference' and 'nega-

tive affect', and between 'deference' and 'anger', for the Samal name-type

.

600-7QQ.010
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rule. This follows from the fact that an overt display of 'deference'

normally connotes a certain degree of 'respect' ('addat) on Ego's part,

while the overt expression of 'negative affect' or 'anger' implies a definite

lack of 'respect'. On several occasions, informants have stated explicitly

that the encoding of such conflicting information is incorrect; and

attempts to elicit these cues in the interpretation for such usage (e.g.,

the use of NN' when PN is the habitual or unmarked form) have consistently

failed. (When PN is unmarked, the use of NN' is taken by informants to

imply 'negative affect' and the fact that Ego has forgotten Alter's 'pet

name' or 'nickname', an eventuality that would lead to the use of n rather

than d.) Accordingly, it would seem appropriate to eliminate from the set

of permissible marking sequences for a given rule all those which contain

operators associated with such conflicting cues. In many respects, this

restriction is identical to the one concerning sequences that contain the

elements of a cycle (which also involve conflicting cues). The major

difference is that cycles can be discovered on purely structural grounds

(i.e., from the mappings performed by the various marking operators); while

in the present case, structural criteria wcmld normally be absent. (There

is nothing about the mappings performed by d and a', for example, that

would lead us to conclude that their associated cues are incompatible with

one another.)

While certain marking sequences should be ruled out as characterizing

impermissible or inappropriate applications of a marking rule, there are

other sequences of operators that should definitely be included as repre-

sentlng necessarily permissible applications. Referring once again to

Figure 2, suppose we are given the marking sequence <a, a, d> as

Amm.......mai
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representing one appropTiate use of the name-type rule when TN is the

unmarked output. Assuming that the operator d is not made obligatory

by the previous encoding of 'positive affect' (either once or twice), nor

by the fact that TN is unmarked, then it should be possible to find

applications of the rule for which it was. permissible not to encode

'deference', and for which the marking sequence <a, a> represented the

operations actually performed. Similarly, it should be possible to

find applications for which it was permissible to encode 'positive affect'

only once, and other applications for which no marking cues need be encoded

and for which TN remained as the final output. In other words, given that

<a, a, d> represents a permissible application when TN is unmarked, then

each of the following marking sequences must also represent a permissible

application under such conditions:

<a>

0

(Recall that 0 represents a "sequence" of operations in which none of the

available marking operators is applied, and in which only an unmarked out-

put is chosen.)

Phrasing the above in more general terms, if Vi is a marking sequence

that represents a permissible application when 0 is unmarked, then each

marking sequence constructed on Vi by taking the first m elements in order

(where V contains n elements, and n > m > 1) also represents a permissible

application of the rule when 0 is unmarked. Available evidence concerning

the structure and operation of naturally occurring marking rules suggests

.g121.
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that this should be taken as a characteristic of such information processing

routines in general.

Table 1 contains a list of the thirty-five marking sequences that

characterize permissible applications of this informant's version of the

name-type rule. Each of these may be applied in conjunction with any of

the three potentially unmarked outputs (PN, NN, and TN) for which the

formal possibility exists. The sequence of operations represented by

<a, n> (V9), for example, may be applied in situations for which either

TN or NN is unmarked. (In Figure 2, there is a corresponding path pro-

gression originating from each of these outputs.) This sequence may not

be applied when PN is unmarked, because a maps PN onto T, and T does not

fall within the domain of n. (That is, the operator n cannot be applied

when T is the effective output. Figure 2 will show that there is no path

progression corresponding to <a, n> originating at PN.)

The list shown in Table I was gathered through intensive elicitation

sessions with the informant whose version of the name-type rule has been

presented here. It should be noted that none of the marking sequences in

this list are cycles, nor do any of them contain all the elements of a

cycle. Similarly, there is no marking sequence in this set that contains

both d ('deference') and a' ('negative affect') or both d and x ('anger').

It should also be noted that for every marking sequence Vi in this list,

such that Vi contains n operators (In > 1), there is another sequence

in this set containing only the first m elements of Vi > ma 0) in the

same order. With respect to the sequence V30, for example, we have:

292
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Table 1

Vo (I)

V]. = <a> ya 9 = <a', n>

V2 = <a, a>

V3 = <a, a, a> 3.T.2 1 = <a', al, n>

VI+ 2 <x>

V5 = <a, a, d>
t

V6 = <a, a, LI, a>

V7 = <a, a>

Vg <a, 11, a, a>

Vg

123 = <2c,

-Y24 = <n>

125

127

=0

VII = <a, a, n, a>_ .1 2 9 = <n a '9 9 at>

_

V32 = <d>

.115 = <a', ae> V33 = ...4:b ....

_ _ ....
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V30 = <n, a', x>

V28 = <n, a'>

V24 = <n>

vo =

In other words, the set of permissible apOlications of this rule is consis-

tent with the various constraints on such applications discussed in this

section.

The Process of Interpretation

The existence of more than one potentially unmarked output for the

name-type rule raises an important point concerning its use in both the

production and interpretation of address forms. Specifically, neither the

encoding nor the decoding process can take place without prior identifica-

tion of the unmarked output in effect for a given application of the rule.

This stems from the fact that the correspondence between an output and the

information that it encodes varies according to the identity of the unmarked

output chosen for a given application. Consider the various encodings shown

in Table 2. If 'positive affect', for example, is the only item of information

Table 2

Output:

NN: PN:Cues Encoded: .

Unmarked

TN:

'positive affect' (<6>)_ NN PN

Final
no cues encoded (0) TN NN PN

Output

'negative affect' (<a >) TN NN

* The operator a' cannot be applied when TN is in effect.

u294
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to be communicated, then it is appropriately encoded by a 'nickname'

when TN is unmarked, by a 'pet name' when NN is unmarked, and by a proname

of type T when PN is the unmarked output. Without prior identification of

the unmarked form, no decision could be made regarding the proper method

of encoding this item.

With respect to the interpretive process, suppose that Ego addressed

Alter with the latter's 'nickname'. If Alter were unaware of the output

that Ego originally took as unmarked, then he would have no way of deter-

mining which of three conflicting interpretations was the correct one.

More precisely, a 'nickname' is marked by 'positive affect' when TN is

unmarked; it is marked by 'negative affect' when PN is unmarked; and it

encodes no cues at all when NN itself is the unmarked output. Not only

do the three possible interpretations differ, but two of them ('positive

affect' and 'negative affect') are in complete conflict with one another.

If Alter could decide which output Ego took as unmarked, then he would be

able to provide the message with a more or less unambiguous interpretation;

but should he disagree with Ego in this identification, then misinterpreta-

tion would be the inevitable result.

In other words, for this marking rule to be at all effective in communi-

cating information, there must be some procedure for identifying the

unmarked output each time the rule is applied, during both production and

interpretation; and this procedure must normally lead to agreement between

Ego and Alter. During the production process, as I mentioned earlier, a

rather brief series of operations is employed for this purpose. Ego would

first attempt to identify his 'habitual name' (kabiaksahan pang5n) for Alter.
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If such a name existed, then it would be entered as an item of input infor-

mation to the address system, and would be analyzed to determine its corre-

sponding name-type. The result would then be entered as the unmarked output

for this application. If there were no 'habitual name', on the other hand,

then NN would be taken as unmarked.

This series of operations is also applied, however, during the initial

phases of the interpretive process; even though it is basically a production

routine. When employed in this manner, the routine is applied as it is

assumed to have been used during production of the address form: that is,

from Ego's point of view. Alter would first attempt to identify Ego's

'habitual name' for him; and, given that this can be done, determine the

corresponding name-type to be entered as the unmarked output. If such a

name could not be identified, then Alter would take NN as unmarked.

Following the performance of these operations, the decoding of cues could

take place. Suppose Alter had been addressed by a 'pet name', and that

Ego's customary address usage to Alter was the latter's 'nickname'. In

the initial phase of interpretation (what I shall refer to from now on as

the production phase), Alter would identify NN as the output Ego probably

took as unmarked. He would also analyze the address form actually used

and note that it contained a realization for PN (taken to be the final

output). Comparison of these two outputs within the marking rule would

indicate that 'positive affect' had been encoded; and this would be the

interpretation assigned to Ego's original message. Without identification

of the unmarked output, the/address form would have had an arabiguous inter-

pretation, since a name 0 type PN could encode either no cues (when PN

(

w 296
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is unmarked), 'positive affect' (when NN is unmarked), or "extreme" 'posi-

tive affect' (when TN is unmarked and the operator a is applied twice in

succession).

While the production phase of the interpretive process involves a

relatively simple IP routine for the name-type rule, in other segments of

the Samal address system the production phase can become quite complex.

Selection of an address form-type (AFT), for example, requires that one

of two "AFT marking rules" be applied. (These rules are used to encode

information concerning the degree and type of 'respect' ['addat] that Ego

wants to communicate to Alter.) Determining the unmarked output for either

one can involve the use of twx) additional IP rules (a code rule and a marking

rule) as well as a number of subsidiary operations for the input and analy-

sis of necessary information. Items concerning Ego's 'habitual' address

form for Alter, Alter's age group relative to Ego's, Alter's status as a

hajji' (one who has made the pilgrimage to Mecca), and so forth, may all

become relevant to the choice of an unmarked AFT.

Although items such as these ('habituar forms, relative age, and so

forth) are employed in the production process and affect the identity of

the final address form, they cannot realistically be described as repre-

senting any portion of the primary intent of such a message. That is,

they are not items that Ego would normally encode in an address form simply

for the purpose of communicating them to Alter. Alter can reasonably be

expected to know whether or not Ego has an 'habitual' address form and

name for him, the actual identity of such forms, his age relative to Ego's,

his own status as a haiji', and (with regard to other portions of the address

uria97
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system) his sex, age group, kin relation to Ego, and so forth. Rather,

such information has the primary role of establishing a framework or

context in which other, more immediately salient items of information can

be encoded or decoded. Consider the nature of information used in the

name-type rule. It includes such items as 'affection' for Alter, 'happi-

ness' with him, attitudes of 'deference', 'dislike', 'anger', and so forth.

These are concerned with relatively private emotional and attitudinal

states; and they are normally encoded in an address form only when Ego

explicitly wants such information to have an effect on Alter's current

state of knowledge, on his attitudes, and on the behavior that night be

expected to follow from such. When actually encoded in an address form,

items of this type exemplify what I would prefer to call the semantic

content of the message -- information that Ego is deliberately attempting

to convey to a particular individual.

I should emphasize, however, that by far the largest proportion of

actual address usage in Samal is completely unmarked, and devoid of semantic

content in the present sense of the term. (Most instances of personal

address usage have what appears to be a metacommunicative function: they

signal the opening of communication, direct messages to specific individuals,

serve to emphasize portions of a complex utterance, and so forth.) For the

relatively small proportion of cases in which content information is

actually encoded in an address form, this is invariably done through the

use of marking rules, a fact that holds for every version of the address

system elicited during the course of this study.17

It is particularly important to maintain a strong distinction between

content and context information (where the latter includes items such as an

.298
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'habitual name', relative age, etc.) if we are to understand adequately

this type of communicative process. These two types of information differ

not only in regard to communicative intent, but they play entirely differ-

ent roles during the production and interpretation of address forms. This

is best illustrated by the interpretive process, where context items are

used during the production phase (to "generate" unmarked-outputs for the

various marking rules) in much the same manner as during the actual pro-

duction of an address form, and where content items represent information

retrieved from a message form during the decoding phase of interpretation.

The fact that context information is normally shared between the parties

in an address situation is from this standpoint not accidental, but a

necessary precondition to effective communication. Given that content

information in the address systetils encoded and decoded through the use

of marking rules, and that Ego and Alter must agree on the identity of the

unmarked output in effect for a given rule during any address situation,

it follows that there must also be agreement between the two individuals

on the identity of those context items that are used in selecting the

unmarked output. If such items were not shared, then disagreement on the

identity of the unmarked output would be likely to follow; and this, in

turn, could easily lead to miscommunication (where the information encoded

by Ego does not correspond to that decoded by Alter).

In summary, an adequate understanding of the Samal address system --

as a device for interpersonal communication -- cannot be obtained unless

we make a careful distinction between those items of information that may

be used as part of a message's content and those which are used to estab7

lish a context for the encoding and decoding of content items. It is

. 299;
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important to note, also, that the bulk of the information normally used

in the production of an address form is of the context variety, is neces-

sarily shared between the two parties to a counamication in normal address

usage, and does not represent a portion of the sender's communicative intent.

As I suggeste.d earlier, this implies that mst instances of personal address

usage involve forms that are relatively free of semantic content (that is,

which are used to transmit little or no internally encoded information).

When content information is encoded during an application of the address

system, however, this is invariably done through the use of one or more

marking rules.
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FOOTNOTES

1. The data upon which this paper is based were collected during a
study of personal address terminology among the Balangingi' Samal (a
Muslim group of the southern Philippines). Fieldwork in the Philippines
was supported by the National Institute of Mental Health (research grant
number MH- ). During subsequent periods of research and analysis,
support was generously provided by the Institute of International Studies
and the Committee on Research (both of U.C., Berkeley), the Office of
Education (Department of HEW: grant number OEG-9-9-140281-0038(057),
John Gumperz principal investigator), and by an NIMH grant (USPHS
MH-18188-01: Paul Kay principal investigator) for the Language-Behavior
Research Laboratory at Berkeley. The assistance of these agencies is
gratefully acknowledged. Brent Berlin, Roy D'Andrade, Charles Frake,
Paul Kay, and Robert Randall have provided many helpful comments and
criticisms during informal discussions; and while this paper has benefitted
greatly from their assistance, its errors and omissions are solely my own.

2. For purposes of this discussion, a message form will be regarded as
a cognitively localized configuration of information that may be realized
by, or represent, any one of a number of alternative, though equivalent
messages. The message itself is an overt act that may vary on a number
of attributes not directly relevant to the identity of the message form
which it realizes (e.g., in terms of certain paralinguistic features).

3. A preliminary, and highly informal discussion of this topic was
presented in an earlier paper (Geoghegan 1969). For a more general treat-
ment of information processing systems and rules, and a tentative formali-
zation for a theory of marking rules, see Geoghegan (1970).

4. The actual use of an unmarked form does not imply that the attitudes
or feelings represkInted by available cues do not currently exist, but only
that Ego has not chosen to communicate such information through his choice
of a name-type. Moreover, if Ego had decided to communicate "anger" by
addressing Alter with the latter's true name, this would not necessarily
imply that the attitude was true in some objective sense, but rather that
Ego had simply chosen, for whatever reason, to communicate such information
to the addressee. (In reprimanding his daughter, for example, Ego might
address her as "Margaret" [TN] in order to communicate "anger," even though
actually amused by her misbehavior.) What we are concerned with here is
the process by which an individual goes about encoding information once he
has decided .to communicate it to another individual -- not with the truth
or falsity of what he wants to say.

5. In naturally occurring IP routines of the marking rule type, it generally
appears to be the case that cues which are encoded in the same manner are
conceptually, or semantically, quite similar to one another. In an entimple
presented later in this paper, there are several cues that in native usage
correspond to minor variations of a more basic concept that might be labeled
'positive affect'. Each of these cues is encoded in precisely the same way,
and they are regarded by informants as essentially synonymous in personal address.

,301
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6. I should mention that such a graph does not normally contain all the
information necessary for the complete specification of a given marking rule.
It describes only the mapping performed by each of the rule's operators, but
it does not indicate the range of permissible applications of the rule itself.

7. A detailed discussion of this point would take us far beyond the limited
scope of this paper. For a more complete treatment of the acquisition and
development of information processing rules and a discussion of possible
cognitive mechanisms relevant to this process, see Geoghegan (1970).

8. I conducted a study of the semantics of personal address among the
Balangingi Samal in 1966-67 in the b.frio of Tagtabon (Tictauan Island),
approximately six miles east of Zamboalga City center (Mindanao). Nine
informants were interviewed at length on this subject, and the address
systems of six were selected for detailed analysis. The present discussion
concerns the system used by a woman who was 56 years old at the time of the
study. While there is extensive variation between informants as to the
details of personal address, the basic structure of the system is the same
in all cases; and each of the informants utilized a marking rule, similar
in most respects to the one given here, for the selection of name-types.

9. These paralinguistic features can be semantically important, but
their selection depends on the use of IP routines that are relevant to
verbal behavior in general and which lie outside the address system proper.

10. The name-types TN', NN', and PN are sometimes referred to by an
expression such as:

X ia Bn-na to'od bang ngga'i kata'uhan ku "on -na (to'od).

"X is his 'true rumne' when I do not kxuxo his (true) rumne."

11. Other versions of the rule (elicited from different informants) may
vary on this point. Name-type rules used by children, adolescents, and
young adults usually allow for only one unmarked output (NN). Rules used
by older adults permit two or three outputs to be unmarked. (The address
system, and especially the name-type rule, continues to develop in the
direction of greater complexity until an individual is about 50 or 60
years old.)

12. The name by which an individual is normally known and referred to in
a community is usually described as his 'nickname' (danglay). Although
Ego's 'habitual' usage to a given addressee may be a 'pet name' or 'true
name', this form would not generally be used in reference, except to per-
sons who customarily address the individual in this manner.

13. In using the name-type rule, it is possible to encode either 'positive
affect' (a) or 'negative affect' (1') more than once in a single applica-
tion. This has the effect of communicating a more intense or stronger
version of the attitude in question. In situations for which TN is unmarked,
for example, 'positive affect' could be encoded once (with NN as the final
output if no other cues were relevant), twice (with PN as the final output),
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or three times (with T as the final output). The use of T in an address
form would communicate a higher "degree" of 'positive affect' than would
PN; and PN would indicate a more intense attitude than NN.

14. 'Positive affect' and 'deference' represent a fairly frequent combina-
tion of marking cues in Samal usage. The act of communicating these items
(through address or otherwise) is referred to by the term bijjak ("to cajole")
and is often performed by an individual when he desires the recipient of his
message to do him a large favor.

15. A path progression is composed of a sequence of arcs, each consecutive
pair of which contains arcs adjacent to a single vertex (output) such that
one arc is incident into the vertex and the other is incident out of the
vertex. (See Busacker and Saaty 1965:27.)

16. This is not meant to imply that the Samal are incapable of irony in
personal address (i.e., the encoding of contradictory attitudinal or
emotional cues), but rather that irony cannot be effectively communicated
through the use of a single marking rule. One can convey 'positive affect'
and 'negative affect' simultaneously, for example, by applying the operator
a in the name-type rule, and by applying an operator encoding 'negative
affect' in one of the marking rules used to generate paralinguistic fea-
tures of an utterance.

17. I suspect that this might be true for address systems in general. It
certainly holds for the Samal system, and seems to be the case for the
American English and Bisayan systems as well. There is no a priori reason
why marking rules should be the only type of IP routine capable of encoding
content items. This phenomenon seems rather to stem from the relatively
infrequent use of marked address forms (quite likely universal to such
systems), and the fact that IP routines of the marking rule type are par-
ticularly well adapted to the efficient encoding of infrequently used items
of information. (See Geoghegan 1970.)
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In tiz.is 7 will bo eo.lcs,rnad with probS.em ..-Lg of a

varL aty,
011:11:z Sit Oaf,

peoplo usa coi:;nitive :.:res that they bzwo in ti:a Fist zi:za

that t%oy :ev. 2ro ne.:-4ory in order to 5,3 lye tio 'pxobl.1

clear Qase o C.s kine. of nvol..,lca solk4e.n "6 atoo . .4. Ir 8. 0 I.,s Y0 0.1.

word prob2cm, using a si.uie 6ormula of cio Una- you or I ion2 bo
1 ` " ^.1 4 it hrt g-,/ 1-..;,.... lro,.5,11 4,,-.

6.8 0%04 3 C01 8.19 t. . vir . 4, J r
ponding to a 5Z0= of BS giv..111

tho 1:Crs4 co7:a, was 64 aad tho stan-
dard devietIon was 16.

In Fig. 1 1 ht.we dram a fiell chart rcpmsentfing an innocczt noory
of this Lind of problea solvinl. '''

.

-. .:lie bo;,:os aro sao:.n ,s everlappinL rai:lef
thm being strallg out in the usual way to indicute the prohnble ract

that the fractions represeate4 thel:e do not occur in a strict7y seri za

fashion. I sppose there ould be little argunont against the ieza Cflat

swath:iris. ii Fj l*s so.'he,r sirm7*
.. . !J. sow:14 . .s..34; Se .A

pralem that invlves a fomula, The question, then, is how to obtain in.-
es efo.:Matlo Cattl. CVACI 1:1C44. co:.ai.ci a Laeort

1.)rocessin9 end be clo:Aer
to an acceptable degree of specificity.

The work at I win descric first hes been directed toward the

u.ne.erstanang o" processes in the nird nnd ;*euxth levels of the diram
in Pig. 1, Our vo:,.% is jlist bezim:ing md on the bnsis of cur prosent

uits I can ay ll hope to persuo.de you of the 1:easibility of etreviro.

theso proses, In tLe p2oli:Annry stv,lics tfint we have carried out to
eate we h avo cxe..qr:.ntly ffottnd out rout our techniques of e:Terimonta-
tion vs have about ate processes we have tried to study. Noverthe:;.,3s,

a fe.e: air;11::;s of 1,1or nn passn interest 1.4.ve Lew= she:epar in the
course of early :guides. 306
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1 an patel-41arly Loi-defal aLetlt the Froullocts for reFoareol on tiles::probles because of results Obtained recently in the study of processeson either of noso that have beLaz atter;pting to stuOy l!o-;;;; by
Clar;: (I:169), Collins and Quillian (190, 1970), Mitten lecher (196C, 1970),
Landauer and Pret:;dim (1968), 14eyer (19G9), and Tra:.)asso and nollins (1970)all ha c contributed now and sisificant insights regarding the processes
of, receiving and interpl'eting inforvation that is rolated to coallitive
strnevves of a Im.11bor o2 hinds. On the other end of the system, work by
Dnnsereau (3.S.Ga), Gruen (19C47), nestle (1)6D), S.T1d by Suppes, Hyman, and
Jen:an (19(57) hew advanced our understanding of the processes in-Folved
in algorM:Aic calmIatim. The problem that we have tried to beg3.n to
solve is that of VincinstancliAg the processes that mediate between the
intorpreted input Acre concepts involved in a problem and their inter-
relationships Erre tmderstood and the proceils of using &II algorithm to
calculate the answor, htwe supposed that these intervening processesinvolve meraory rACCOss in a critical way and that mechanisms fop trans-
forning structures that 411%) retrieved fro momory into forms appropriatefor the proble7.1 at hand Ere also of central importance.

A Stuiy of Response Time for Retrieval and Transformation
The time to obtain a solt:ticn for a problem includes the tine neededfor all of the prOCC'SSEZ given in 113.gure I. It has seemed to me that it

clould be help.fa in ti.e stu..ly oE I:let-wry access (s-nd transformations if we
could investigate a task that did not ::equire calculation and that iriinimized
the time neoded for reading and interpretation.

M c pa.4iment developed and carried out by David !acres we attempted
to meet those criterion. Subjects were given the thsk of deciding whether.

t,13108
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Driving time
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fr.
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average spoed.

Calving tira c% preparation tiple.
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I V A

1)

T V

The forznlas
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.lengh two, 16 :pove cnses h Ic lists .of

throe, (....nd 03,-17,t cus*s have 2ists
. These numbek's

prob1=s have ext.= ..,:r.r3.11-:s in the1ist For em.mplo,

Dr2villz time anival leaving tiue, distan:.:o

.war, not vs,ee.t.

All Z6 of the possible positive items wexe presentod along with SG

nagativo.itsns. Theller:Ave WOTO chosn .J.I.InC:omly ith pwe'nobiliLics

that mild vatvh the *equmcies of the three list lengths on the avevage,

A 'block of 72 iT,ons was constructed c.nd duplicated giving a total set of

144 items thn was shown to a subject. The fact that iteas in block 2

appnrcd in the 514!.0 order aad wow identical to items in block I was

.noticod by no subjects.

The expeiment= conducted the study with a deck of tabulating cards

in front of him. On each trial the eperimenter turned over a card and

started ml electric timer. As soon as the subject said either "yes" or

"no" the experimenter stopped the tiEer and wrote the subject's response

en the card.

Fig Z sholis tho main results of the cveriment. The solid lines

show man rasponse tir.os for positive items; the dashed fines are for

negative items. The solid points are data fran the subjects who used

meaningfal vatiable nas.es; the open circles are for subjects with letters

used to name the variables. Only correct respenses were included in tho

calculations.

The main res1: of this study from our point of view was that the

eNporlmontal situation apparently works.. The variables that should pro-

duce increosed response time apparently did. The effects of list length
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r*,

na (2i::7-fc;rc,nce tuc.er. ecnccpz:!ra and r:enccacc,p;Atzi weee both
rne, -zollobIo, Itheyae-ea, :toCulioxe prozIrced response times

that arc suMciently 1..v.rge to 1--.:.y3.:it.the inferenr.:e that Inest of the
remias?, tine is t1..;:c *Nit and re:nnboring wiLh miy a snail
fraction of 1.ho time :;pnt in roo...ling the variablo list and pe:dorminv

the rzeter :cos:masc.

Fig 3 sho:Is the proportions o:!:' errors made by all the subjects in
t!lo sea:n(2 bloc:It of trial:3, Apparently orror rates will be swathing of

prvblen with this Th11c mst of the proportions of wrong

rzsp:.3-.1so werz: belo-J .39, nearly ono. fourth of the vespcnscswere wrong in

the hailost coneititn, lie will be able to eliminate one or two subject.s
ci cowlition who Melt: Bialw of the error responses, but some experi-

=nal ref.:!_rsestent will probably also be required. The error rates we

obtained cact bo co-:Tared to an avarage rate of about 4.08 reported by

Co Was and Quinlan (1959) and results obtained by Moyer (1970) in which

eTrer rates were about half as large as those we obtained. In these
studies the subject's ti:sk was to decide tlhother a sentence involving two
class nmes was true or false,

The re:7=ult of greatest interest regarding reaction timos was a rather
strong interaction betwom the typo of la:Italia,. and whether the answer

was positive or negativo. Notice that in both blocks of trials, positive
anaiers were. given with about the sum speed by both groups of subjects .

ikwever, negative answers were givon much mew slowly by subjects who wore

using variablo names that wore letters than by subjects who bad conceptually

meaningful variable nams. Further or,perimontal work will be needed to

clarify this difference but oven this preliminary result suggests, an inter-
esting possibility with regard to the process of retrieving structured
infor.aation frcra2 memory.,
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TiTi;i1j1.1);-: i.we VC,1'1';%:e, cr. lin7;;2.

1.rai
C2'.f.Y.T..;;.1.:; 16.:., c:ihctr hz.r.

'he t'hat th,T: syli;ect with
"

e f-T4 -.71 n
,

. .d. J 4 1 c,nbst u ListJ 0 '
tv.knitl h:Ave to por.7c.brat the presnt tasit with sch:e 1 -ciX - .4 '

sior tg 5 z;h0:13 one possib:ie zroe for cleclOiup,
given beloo tho 'ins a positive answar Tiv:! 1i nci T.1-..o

,:*,f.r ne.mory. ocr..1..rs in nty 7-
so it .:;onnocts to rho tw.) 1r:ea:b.:us V and i. L one oSi

glYcn In the List, so it is circled, Int) othcr Itombel:
in the 7,7i..;:3t accc;s$ xs V Vlach connects to time pairs of emnts Tc
pair L. L has already been rei:rieved.. The other:: two ELib11'''

9%

5 ./ 1/4. r I. 4

fron Eiou.oly cithor in a snottential or paxaliel fashion, bm; the cl:nisic:n
to say "rs" touIc b ade as soon as the :Formula involving V,P and T
is y.-ecoverod irm memory.

Fig 6 .sholis a probiem for whicli the answer is nega'ave !and a possible
deoi.sion troo for arriving at that caswer. P connects to V and L as
in the prthicii of Fig 5. L is again in the lis';;. V connects xo three
pairs of varEttios hoforc. This time A is the only one that is in the
list that did not occ.lur in the first memory access. This leavos D which
connects to tho pairs of variables and in one of them there is an olment
G that is 0.17cn in the list, ilowsvar, hi or1e7. to 1.1SE: C, ti would bo
required. H js not iv '1 tho decislon is negative. Ono ifee.i...ure

0.eci.iing to sny "no" on Ole be.sis of a tree like Fig 6 that all the
possibithAe..; wer.aqstrA. So apart *en the fauz that the d$c1s1c;S
trees etso generai.ly more fer nogati.ve problems Om for vos);it,e
onos mforct io htin co ub..e mole 13.1:::.; bouso ht.; has 1:o ozhirit ail
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Fag 7 sous diffexent s'cvletize 1;11:tt

st,l)jcets whose problws involved. reani4 variable aims. fli ccr.-

coptre.1 notvoe.: has prcpe::ties in cmlon with Quillien's (M63) analysen,

of .semantic iTa7nation storage:, but the concepts and relations are

e.ange:i with the concepts rep:cesented.by arcs and the. :selations representeCi

by nodes. This thia of structure has been called a.Ta.letions3 network by

Reich (1070) who hss used such a structural patte= fov describing

uistic structures, The difference between the vo kinds of operators

or relatior:s shmn in Fig 7 is simply to rc:present the operations o::?

ultiplication and addition with different sypiboas. The difference is

of no importance in the present content because ubjeas merely decided

v:hether a sot of concepts were comectod in any was at all.

To decide whether a sot of concepts is connected, each of the nodes

of the graph has to be interpreted as an ond-lcate. 'No elements leading

to a node can activate an elment reaianr, i:rom it. In Pio 8 I have drawn

a sch&Jatic graph labelling those arcs that correspond to the cmcepts in
Fig 7 used in the same positive pronem as was described by Pig S. The

process of arriving at a cornct positive answer wouldbe that of finding

a path $oz y1 and y2 into the node ol?ove x and noting that 73

would then activate the final node. Fig 9 shows the COV.70sponding schematic

for the negative problem described by Fig 6. The .exact process of deciding

that the three y arcs do not connect to x is not clear but 7, at least,
have the intuition that the dif rcnc in tin,: to make on appropAate deci-

sion given structxres liko Pigs 3 and c." would be much smaller than the dif-

fo:conc in 1:ime to make decisions using the list strtictures described ni 9
earlier.

02 cotIrsop mmy details of this story hove.to be filled in and a goad
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involving

c -c.hoad o..f: vs. Nonetheless I boliovc: that the

that I 1:ave prosentod to ycu ;:c o t.,r;:listirAt te sl:c:tch Cut

Lae r.p.L...z of nroblozas that arc involved caw %..e.1..reaee

of ar.p.:::ctation .th a.::. woliz along these linos may woll in:evzd faatfal

.in the cbvol.cQ;zent. of 141cory elout PITIC:ISSOS of 1.1::::zory acoess nnd trans-

fozmaicns pe:,:fea.-,::.)%1 on ritamturos that aro retriend flien memory in pro":-

.1oz

A Study of the Achiorc.r.ont InsiOlt

We have boon conducting a stvabor or. o:tperiments imolving the.acquisi-

ties copitive strmtures. Cur e:tporimontal mato:dal in these studios

has boon the b3.no:nia1 formula. It has a number of useful Forerties for

our purposes, marr:, cf whith involv.3 the ease with which our subjects evil

/cam the mate:dal, and the convenient fact that practically none of them

lave learnt-la the Inatorial before they arrive in mr labccatory.

most of cur stueies of this sitItnion deal pth wily tdth the loaning of

a structtm rather then with utilization of: it, mo current study involves

the retention and u5.1iton o strtletUres in an interest5.ng way.

This stucly is being cont!uctcd by Douglas Stohes. began his experi-

ment hoping to investite the influence copve prozimity. This is

.a notion thet Sto::cs doveloped to refer to ecr;:ain effects of context and

temporal contip!.ty in reasoning and thiaing. Staes' idea is that if
two propositions are in rolatively el= pro:;imity in a person's cogativo

structuro, then it is moro :Moly that he will put them togethct in some

problem situatioa than ig they tIA:e 1:5 .*:;':y or oxample, if sem
problem or qttestion arises that can be solved two

32p
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10

. ..7 ..-

succeJLI. if

, two
C e.:* .;r..

.7. . .r 7-, 3rr. !...1, s

o t;lis -Le:ea in :i.-1:13.rati on to om.% 'studios oF

. r.stm-iatt.:Tos. Ste.z..cr two parts of the fyInc.-.;,..?.z: '721.c two

0::

; els .s 4 pl e-on .
40....

In ids clesin. Ste:es used

Gne 0-2 them involvod a

cittiratAl, thm si.1ha and beta px..:ticies

4-.1.. LI Oti a

and only mits one particle

Ons sertuenct-: coat ai sled

the nthe of seqzszlaces ith a part.icular re.yabc::e

in.a separate seq...,nce centzahed the forimla for
ptietox sey.wce of alpha md bot i.1Ci3S.

the :7orlu1.a ro cale1,1ing

O. alpha paracios, and

the prohability of any

In two different squaws;

of a political Candidateprineiple :c:: tut usint, the cm.tc:xt
ning for presir!ent vlso h1 a pzobabiliv of winning any ono of sovora!

states,.

4The 'el:»er.kiental .or-Jolved cerem-11.s,--n of cotditions in I4hieits

subjects leatlw..,i &out both ca.lbirsaterial coaft.F.Z.:Loionts ;rad probability
. , , . ,4.S *1-210 cont!xt.... 171 t.h er-ta on.. 7.-n witacnV.., tie 44.

abouz the ccinte-,:t

:pr. r c . `the 0:Terinntal Wst

stOjects loaned

other p7indp1e in the

invoiva t pro'Aesa 3.n

Ithich stlbjeet ealcisla*:.0The probik.iiity of achioving

of suc.%...:::ss in zr.1.-tber tria3s OnS1 such problem vfas a colanity

of quiznea emits eight partici2s i.lhat is the prembi's.ity that four of the:a

will be alpha peles and ft-or of them win be beta pa-Aieles?" That is,

Stoes asked subjects to soly:., a problem in Which they had to use both of 324
tho .,;t7b::!o:.titfins th:1: .1:boy had
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.; Cr.V.e Y.y *ki: was clei.'latinfr no s:.i.ljects, ,...

.
.p ..he.. txo ...+4 No, - - - L:alb 01.0. .3 1

. c.p.1

t LIZ lc(' C111:::',0 111.7:3 Stokes' subjects clid show th:st thny

.c.o be recalleci anti nut tcgetbv,

.1". S rste:).1.0:1..s

Ott,7,: a to tho quos;:ion 0.2 Coritixo .."-Asturn

C7.7.1.1 1110.11.0 r..."0TOS ant s sittclEpt %IA e.r...r_ $

. t ." 1 1? C *"... .5 t t ;. 1 T. 'IA
, esn

7 OUr't_L.._ V C. ' - u tir t.I. !" U..1.4 Via l""L` *:"":1^ PI 15'10" s v..v. . .42
E

L L

resnIts are not in anal form as yet. Cmpare the question st-itd

aboVO with the roll.owillol "lc a crlan tit: of cuirnon emits 04 .

what is the pre)z.lbility that tiny one 504:11.7L'Ile:: Oelt of the sot of all

t ' Psezluences ea apaa .ozb. anr. ov.e houa paliticles"t7

-occm?" Our current data inchttle no subjects tfno failed to answer that

quostion correctly s.f they successfully completed the prolivino:y trainthg

in vtich they Ieamaci about corbjmatorial.coafficiezits Elnd probability

expressions. (ney.:t one-half of our seojetts are able to complete our

prolizinav trthiing sticcessfuny.) Nowevcro .have yet to end any

subject who cam solve the problem in the form that does .not mention sets

of s CittM Ces spz..cifically. In fact: $ome of the Tic*:7cr.vrtar,cos in this condi-

tion aro mite

The study of insiOt has always iLvolved the iilea that two ideas or

structures had to be put tog.i,ther more or less spontaneously by a subject.

Kaller,s (1527) study oz insight :ka tho .ves is the best knaim. mainple.

Mat I think wo may havo found in our study of insight about the binomial

fomula is a ca-so in which the bridge needed to connect two ideas is a

rather specific ono. Apparently: &re somone who has just learned tho 325
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no two ccInz.)c.;:lc:7;:; te bc,ar ;10 c.;;.: Oth: rt
1-"..,.e-1 1.,

L

1̀.0

.* .

`.1'ttt

n.

<11 %':-4-1 eq.' za o.

11, ii""r"i:"";4..

311-:. ;...-

S.:(1i1 10a _ -

1 ,)---org,Ttythaa ..t

sont,.

ghtf.n1 bo-

sort a lin:Z5r,, or brie. ri t'r' s,a 1,..;- c11,. i11

th a et; a-se Drought toptrter rizss WO a*

Pattoxns of Cuctive Reasoaing

Stue.:i es of i?;-.;c4::::cet; doe'-.uctIvo ro:noning have ben ee.rried out'by

.nntem:.s invosdriatovs over a nml:or yea-2s. Many of these studies

re ih-tr thc oq: 4.1, ; vn,1 ffr..:o sings ta masoning proccIsses..

It fl,L, ?. M , ". .Ite..1 o.0.4 0-on.kr, erw err'r Tiv not. .

influ3nce by their atti.tudes..

A somewhat more er: 170 rir)"0..th has been takea in

nou2,:tas Stokes.

al:OtheT Ce 411.5y

chose to study deeuctivo reasoning in a rather

naturalistic--rwaost etnolc:oca,--o:morir.ent.- lie travo a sheet of moor

with scvnal test ej.IF:stions on it to each of a nwalnr of subjects. Each

item consisted of me state.Aen to be consired c a v1/4.vaise snd unethor

statemnt that will be caiIod a probe,, The subject's task was to decide
.- .11 "lthether t;:e prd:e tho ns had th.;:eo response

aitexnati.ves. E.0 thought thc n:rotie s 11"1 VIS to mark 941* IfI" 1'0

hc 9 ".9' ''.0. -
4.rLo V1 o.4. the :yrof,e the ureaise he was to.

rav,--7c "17." And i.;" bc thoitht .41z2 neiVier the prthe nor its negation could

bo preve.1 froa the promir,e he was to 7.3-,:1; "0".

As yo-a would undoeq?eily oxpect, Stokes found that in rimy eases

subjects did not follow the vules of fonn.al logic:. But oxeopt for a few
, 326
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1 or -I,

For rm le , i 0::; 4 I 1

iI ,s a

y is oval to z.c.ro, v nes

Z a i;c:sit.i. or,

. .
,-.) r .1 7 7;%. fk V .

'NC - 9 901...1I I. 4.1.4:0i tvt.. .

1V:10'i:110N tAf"./4:

this.

::11) ly

.'45.11S

e 5

1 as . "11: e.og di e Ss..:saf: ill sai," "951:--; 4 .5

in' 1 Pi In: r r 4 c fn. Si.
1.. .1 4%.,1 IN:il3pra.;:-..; to these

e b; fro.1 t7-.ose to the itans. .1of t 1, e "

,,Y e A-5. 40.; 4. ao 3 V C ."'"' r

";ozir.. can oe tht of -4- a /I .101 A *3
- : No Wt 4 ...I, V ftramials in th.,

smsa th 1.11ey cl..rit be .P.;z1zi tt ene,Tr.:te all of the valid argments, and

c.),Iy those a..sctrrAnts thst aro valid, Iiithin a cox-pas of propositions..

The imJ it" 4.101.-1.% I
an..1e".. the prd.)1.em. o2 finding

thr3t i1 I ge-t;erate the al:gut:Ir.:I:Its uclgze. to be valid by the st:b...
- '14.-P'ft.s those the o:,..m.:pIcs in his test in on

Ettf.c.liv.i.: 1. itforat azz he could thout the deviations .1)o-e-a;..7
tween .11 C w'% ,t e I4.-. e5.T:r.74o.r cr.", ronna1 stet-ell his conel:::.-e.

sims r1 ro).cai.t:: to the oenrctol's of T s:44.: J. a not try to

p-zr.isent all of 1Ct xt. 1..0...1 Ls aA. dta3. but I win t...q to s.i..ste 12Del

trar; a 1:r111 of fina-mgs,

1...1 I .
c-Li3 ct, "al,' n",-.1,"r r?r "41 enri_ . . . ase C.A."

---eason::La and fori ic.c 1."'Eve t.c) do with the opol'at) cn

of irr:732.iczr!..1.on. stos !!oune. chort.cteristics of !...-:!::jacts' ressoning

"ifst:-.c..n" statements that &mart from conventional Iogeie

327
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.1 t.....!;'?:1 rj!..:1 tia 0.Vs. cany

bog!:1 usz: of tho I C..1.):1

" :*4 *: :;tir:.CV!IiCi.r.f.. "1.f cl" it, , tt.
-

5 ; 41 I.

4-0 Mr 9 tis" 03:.
,

c .r- I.....

"a" FI.Yr

.1";.e Blae.; the con,lil
v - . 4.1 ...,- . hop

A

O. fgo:.:1 "7:1(; Llun us anti walds," can extduce, -ha

:*
1.1 - - Caly siz of 20 sCojects would ass:izt that

and oi,-1;t of 20 its*ted that Oz.,: socmd

ibz:-.% i.r.A:c.est 3.s the faet 13 of 20 seajecl,:s s Ed d

thct "If the Z.01 aer;11 int° then he will die," follows fma, "The

can &c" It iy t.c nat sbjoct al..e i.ess willinf; to conclude, "If

thcn q" from "p and q" they rt:t7e Erry4 "q" alone.

In any case, snbjects semed to be cenpletely usiwilling to derive,

p, then kl," from "ialt D". Fwent "Lin.; cos Oo not e:tist," no Stlbjoets

"If unicol.:;s oxist, then there will nevor be a.nue:lear

wax" cordd Ant` the sone finding was obtained with sentences

f. 4.0 is E01%.2 daaRiS1 1?:. the b'eaway of generals, the co;:zposition o2 the

ree31. ,tred the

l'gvan a mrslitie.-Ial sentence fisola its consequent or the n....tgation

v.atcendcn, s-.1.7jectg, tenki to count a eaCmction as invalid when in

m be A , ro R.Te Other cases in which subjects aro

ccp' tic the.t ;LT 3 not valid in '!ornal. logic,. 011:1

- . 01 .3 C.1 x P a .4 ro
ci.1".*".iSory I. hoSt.! i 4. Jo-4.4.u. 11. to limp

tienal statc::oats into conditional statoinnts, This has two forztd.

c. ^ 40., . dt. m e . . cs1.First, on the bas.z., (Tx uae strLer:atc If thon q, .,,A4octs aro
a:

wining to mac.3.I.Plo that the statement "If q, then p" is a valid cl.eduction.

1..328
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ri hr: is v. CJ?

^. 44.. r: t .4. .

t . , ..
; ) :1-1 ;7.; *:;:e C

. . 4:

1.12 LI,t

t A. L. g e).1.

iS V

.
4-4- 4 ? .

4... 4-3 44.. L. 2.

"11; '%0 3 -1" 1"'"' is ,at. 4 1114:....

v t:Ino Irozald that "If the 'cvr

is below Lo.(4owixt.4. ..7.41.

is ;Aran &is:,. of c, Ulth west

oF the s.lr..itcr.lccs tit tJ subjects t:ere willing to conclzee that

rev.p p" ro ne;;Cld fro':1 "If: p, then a" in a _ co
'Thu ruri-,..-5-c, Ar." c".) r" epic-al:4,:a av I, 14, .

stacrIcrits stIltements is that Er= a premise "If

then q" subject.s a-fi) It:LI:Ilk; to ataelle,e "If not then not gilt. For

e:v:71:21e, fron ho "I' Ova man is Lind thea he will the

chili a nic,)..., oC 2/2 sMeets ;:ssorted nat; "If the MI is not

!and; then he wial uot give the, thild a nidolr foilmod.

Thz., third rasull: of sta.est expo.Amtint involving inplicati 03 is

s;hgt ;wet) cenlicatce, v:/". "is.O a -01&.La - .1

is a casjnaction rp or q") anti the consecant is some. stet:3=1.a ("e) then

the :lhole statement is consistnt With, "If go, thon not V'. por exmple,

"I7 either the dog or. the cat is sidt, then e Will call the vet" does

not cw:traic.t, "If Val: dog is sick, 11113. not call th vot". Hoeveires

Stews! , 2:13:0 ...ltay or us, thil!:, lit? not 47.rdierstand the svnterr.....:s_

that MY 20 a:" 2.fl subjects said that the co%clnsion given abeva was faise

on its yee.li:;c!. 5.:01zes that tvo stal.:Inlents sharo z disjimct 111

their but hav consetwonts, subjects treat the

statements as 11:cr:ns1stnt0 4. 329
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L in to.rt1P1 C. 0,1.1 -S L.thic,i% -I f.1 Yr =j I 4 -..
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c;71t...2sac.ri .for icgici.m4; con...-110 ail C.; y oss com.L.sel ling 3"

em"111!:
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c%nitive cor;:esp on c los ely to welI-eeino,.; gormal stvueturos

Conclusions

I have tried to pmsent a piutura o:2 our first tentative sto,)s in a

prnra'a of sescuch on a reintively pxolaer.:. All throe of Chose studios

has c.a'it with !;cmc ccnor*
e I
at)

:
of t prouss by wa,cn a 1 4,-, u!;as relation-

shi*s betw-en ..2.1er. ogn..onts of nis citive strucmte. In Kieras' study, we
A

investignted ways ln s;.1.)jects nso relationships bovean

formulas that .-fhara cortain Stdtcs' oxpo:%.in,:.nt OR

rnnsoning aaalt wit% rel.ltionships among sontohcos that share

tcs oxpir...ent on 5.ns3.ght is c.onc.3r.d with sr,1%ztructures

matheratical

deeuctive

concepts. And

that cnn bo

combiLs'd into E &in3ea nore ccuplox forauIa.

'Do that 1:(;: han olytaince in thoze early stntaos do not .fit

tie.y ocher:x:1'z ay will havo to vait for anather occa-

sion to rt goneri tlalory nowt mtrioval transformatian of

copiv ive stuTes in problem solvt;g. Oa

that wa havo obtainod permit mo. to hope that

theory am be pIoposrld will not be infinito.

GAtv

G110

other hand, tho rasults

waiting time until such

4. 332
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Abstract

If output order in the free recall of word lists is in part

determined by the semantic relationships that exist among the words

of the list, the cluster structure that is obtained in free recall

should be closely related to the cluster structure that is obtained

in other tasks which depend strongly upon the semantic organization of

long-term memory. This hypothesis was tested in an experiment com-

paring the organization of word lists in free recall with the organi-

zation of the same lists in a sorting task a word identification

task, and an association task. Cluster analyses of the data revealed

that whatever organization was present in the various tasks tended to

be highly similar.

036 .
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In this paper we investigate the extent to which the general

structure of memory determioes the outp4 order in the free recall of

word lists. There are a number of factors which are known to affect

recall order. First, there is tile' input order which s perhaps the

strongest determinant of output order. In fact, in multi-trial free

recall experiments in which a constant input order is used the output

order conforms to the input order after some trials (gandler and Dean,

1969). A second factor that is known to determine the output position

of an item on any given trial is the output position of that item on

previous tria]s. More specifically, items that have not been recalled

previously tend to be recalled early; as an item is recalled more often

it =Wes back in the output order (Battig, Allen and Jensen, 1965;

Handler and Griffith, 1969; Roberts, 1969). Finally, items cluster in

free recall because some meaningful relationship exists between them:

words that are strongly interassociated, words that belong to the same \

taxonomic category, as well as adjective-verb-noun triplets that are

maningfully related all tend to be recalled next to each other
.

Kintseh, 1970a, for a review of association and categorical clustering,

and Stanners, 1969, for grammatical clustering). The problem that will

be considered here is what mechanism produces this kind of clustering.

The important factor that seems to be common to all of the examples

given above is that the items Chat cluster are'meaningfully related.

Indeed, if the meaning relations are destroyed, e.g. by presenting
`*:

nouns together with inapproi)riate adjectival modifiers, clustering is

disrupted (Cofer, Segal, Stein and Walker, 1969). The meaning of a

word must be represented in memory somehow. We shall call thecomponent

*337
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Of long-term memory that establishes semant;ic relationships among words the

lexical component oC memory. Furthermore, we propose the working hypothesis

that tbis'lexical component of memory provides the basis for clustering

in free recall. Alternatively, clustering in free recall.could be caused

by factors specific to the free-recall task, rather than the general memory

structure. The experiments reported below were designed to differentiate

between these two hypotheses.

Of course, attributing clustering to the "lexical component of memory"

or to Neaning" is in itself not more illuminating than talking about

IIassociative habits", "grammatical habits", or "organization". It is necessary

to specify more precisely what is meant with lexical structure. Two approaches

to this problem have been tried. One is to work out a model of memory struc-

ture from which, eventually, testable deductions can be derived. Some

prelimi.nar y. results baye been reported elsewhere (Kintscb.19.70b). In the

present paper we are trying to approach the problem differently. Although

we do not know how the lexicon is structured, and we do not have a model

for it, we can compare the output order in free recall with performance in

yarious other tasks in which lexical structure may reasonably be expected to

be a crucial factor, in particular in a sorting task, a word-gueSsiriigame,

and.restricted associations. Although the limitations of this empirical

approach are obvious, it can provide evidence as to the general adequacy

of our working hypothesis. HA:he structure of the output order in free

recall does not correlate well with that obtained in the othei tasks mentioned,

the usefulness Of the hypothesis that the output order in free recall

reflects, inter alia, lexical structure would be questionable.

One way to obtain some information about the lexical structure is to

ask Ss to sort a set of words into subjective categories on the

u 338
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basis of the similarity of their meaning. In order to do so Ss must

re3y on the word dictionary that is part of their long-term memory store.

Presumably, nimilarity judgments reflect the semantic distance between

words in that dictionary. We need not b6 specific here about how this

semantic distance" is to be determined. Miller (1969) has discussed

some possible models and their implications for sorting tasks. For

present purposes it is merely necessary to assume that category sorting

provides a measure of the relatedness between words: words that are

sorted into the same category by many Ss are more related than words

. that are sorted together by few Ss.

A second estimate of how words are organized in memory can be

obtained by observing performance in a word-identification task.

i popular parlor game called 20-questions one participant is allowed

to ask up to 20 questions in trying to identify a word selected by a

second player. The questions asked in this situation reflect the in-

quirer's memory structure, i.e. the way in which his word dictionary

\ is organized. One can think of Ss' performance in the 20-question ----

*game as a search througlimeMory for the "right" word. Starting with

general considerations Ss ask questions which permit them to restrict

the range of possible alternatives.. Clearly, the kinds of questions

that are asked depend upon how the information about words is organized

in memory. .There are of course other .factors that.influente what ques-

tions are asked, e.g. the nature of the search strategies used by Ss.

However, it seems reasonable to assume that the sequence of questions

asked in identifying a word represents a path through the memory struc-

ture to the word in question, although not all way stations on this

.339
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path may be explicit, and although there may be dimcontinuities in this path

as 8 abandons one line of inquiry und tries another. One can attempt to

estimate memory structure from the nature of the questions asked in the

20-question game. Suppose we have a list,of the questions that were asked

and answered flyts" in identifying a word a, and a second list of questions

that were asked and answered "yes" in identifying a word b. .We shall*take

the number of questions that appear on both lists as a measure of the proximity

in memory between a and b. For instance, if a were man and b were woman

the questions asked in identifying these words would be mostly identical,

and a high proximity measure would be obtained; if a were tree and b conscience,

there would be very little or no question overlap and a correspondingly

small proximity measure would be obtained. Note that the assumption that

question-overlap varies inversely with the semantic distance between to-be-

tdentigi .d words need net hold in every apecigic case, in that is not too

difficult to devise non-overlapping question sequences for closely related

words, or strongly overlapping sequences for quite unrelated words. However,

eyery subject traces his own search path through memory and on the average

semantic dis.tance and question-overlap should be related in the way we have

_postulated.

A third indication of the nature.of the semantic relationships among

words was obtained from the response overlap in an association task. Suppose

R(a) is the set of associative responses that were given by a group of Ss to

. the stimulus word a, and R(b) is the set of reSponses to stimulus word b.

We shall assume that n(R(a) R())), i.e. the number of associations that

a.and b have in common, is a. measure of the semantic distance between the

words a and b. For this pari of the experiment no new data need to be col-

lected, but recourse may be taken 6 existing association norms. The norms

used here were the Michigan Norms of Riegel (3.965). These norms present

.340
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data on 16 restridtdA association trJks for each stimulus word, thus allowin

a more thorough evaluation of similarities among ords than would be

possible from free association norms.

Thus, three different measures of the strength of semantic relation-

ships among a set of words may be obtained. The three measures are clearly

not equivalent, since task demands are quite different in the three cases.

However, there ought to'be a substantial overlap among them in that they all

depend in some way upon how the lexical component of memory is organized.

A fourth measure among the same set of words will be based upon the degree

a clustering in free recall, and it is the experimental hypothesis that

whatever clustering in free recall is obtained will be largely predictable

from the 6rganization Of Ss' word memories, as inferred from the sorting,

word identification, and association tasks described above.

In all experiments to be reported here data were obtained by pooling

the performance records of many Ss. Idiosyncrasies of the memory structure

are lost by.such pooling of data. However, it is reasonable to assume that

there exists considerable communality in the.memory systems of our Ss, and

4;t is this portion of the memory structure which is common to all or many Ss

that can be studied with the prdsent procedures.

*. EXPERIMENT I

'Method

Fuhjects. All Ss were undergraduates at the'llniversity of Colorado

who were fulfilling a course requirement. Fifty-one, 34, and 59 Ss

sermed in the free recall task, the sorting task, and the 20-question

game, respectively. All Ss participated in individual sessions.

341



istudy and recall was introduced in order to avoid recall from a short-

term recency buffer; which could be independent of semantic structure.

Unlimited recall time was given. Each S received.five trials.

.. Sortin.a. S was given the cards in random order and a board with--

eight bins marked on it. -The.instructions were to sort the cards into

from two - eight categories according to their similarity of meaning.

Cards were sorted one by one, and Ss mere not allowed to make changes
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List construction. Forty nouns were selected from the norms of Riegel

(1965), five words from eight different categories each. Six concrete noun

categories and two abstract noun categories were used from those described

in the norms. One word had to be deleted because of a typing error

(mutton was mistyped as muffin) in some lists. The actual word list is

givpn in Table 1. Each word was typed in the center of a small index card.

Procedure: Free Recall. Ss went through the stack of cards at

their own pace, reading the word on every card and turning the card

ever. The stack of cards was reshuffled on every trial fm: every S in order

to randomige order effects. After the last card, E gave S a three-place

number and S started counting backwal7ds from that number for 15 pec.

to 'the beat of a metronome. After that S was asked to recall as many

words as he could without regard to order. The 15 sec. delay between

or to retrace their sorting. Only the top cards in each category were

visible at all times. The task was self-paced. After finishing, S was

asked to reorder the deck, making any changes that seemed indicated,

now that he knew more about the population of stimuli to be stored.

042
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Twenty Oucstfons. Every S worked on as many problems as he could

during a one-hour session. Ss never received more than one word frOm

a conceptual category, but otherwise the words to identify were selected

at random from a pool of available words. A word remained availab3e

until it had been identlfied three times, or until it had been tried

five times. Ss wrote their questions in a format that emphasized the

binary nature of the question: OR The E then

circled that part of the question that was correct, which in some cases

may have been both or neither part of the question. The S was al3owed

to see his old questions and what answers were given to them throughout

the time that he was working on a problem. A problem was terminated

either upon solution or after 20 questio9s had been asked. The task was

self-paced,

Restricted Associations. The Hichigan norms (Riegel 1965) list the

responses of 100 Ss to 200 stimulus words on 16 different restricted

association tests (superordinates, coordinates, subordinates, similars,

contrasts, nouns, verbs,,adjectives, foregoing words, following words,

locations, wholes, parts, precedings, contemporaneities, succeedings).

All responses that occurred with a frequency greater than one were

tabulated. These tabulations for the 40 words used here provided the

data for the present experiment.

Results

The basic data for each task consist of a proximity matrix that

shows for all word pairs the measures of relatedness that were obtained

in this task. The 39 words of the experimental list appear in the rows

11343
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.th , ,thand columns oi such a matrix and the entry toe a. row anu j column is

the measure of proximity between words). and j.

, Free Recall, Free-recall proximity matrices were constructed by counting

how.often each word was followed by every,other word in the recall protocols

of 48 Ss. The data from the 1st and 5th recall trial were analyzed in this

way. Three Ss were excluded from the analysis. These Ss recalled all 39

words perfectly in the input order after just one self-paced presentation.

Obviously, these Ss were not clustering items semantically and hence their

data could not contribute anything but noise to the present analysis. Their

performance emphasizes the importance of input order as a determinant of

output order in recall, but for an analysis of semanti.c clustering their

data.are useless. Of course, many other Ss recalled partly in the input

order, but this kind of "noise" is unavoidable in an experiment like'the

present one; one cannot avoid input effects, butImerely average out such

effects by using many different input orders.

Taking the number og times that one word was followed by another word as

a 19easure of proximity is somewhat arbitrary, in that other reasonable

measures could easily be devised. (e.g., one need not limit a proximity

measure to items that are immediately adjacent.) Uowever, the measure used here

'has the advantage of being the most straightforward and simplest one.

Sortina. Th'e number of Ss who put two words together 41 their sorting

was used to generate the sorting-proximity matrices. Separate proximity

matrices were obtained for Sort 1 and Sort 2.
. .

Twenty_qupstións. 'For each item a list of all questions that were
s

asked and answered "yes" in identifying the item was constructed. All such

questiOns for all words in the list that could be regarded as synonyms

or paraphrases were recorded in a "dictionary" and this dictionary was

then used to standardize the question lists associated with each item.

What constituted a paraphrase was determined by the 4
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agreement of the judgments of two Es. The standardized question lists

were then compared with each other for all items, and the number of

questions common to every pair of items was noted and entered into a

question-proximity matrix.

No solutions could be obtained for 6 words; the remaining 33 words

were identified either two or three times each. These differences in

solution frequencies constrain the proximity values that can be obtained.

Items for which no solutions were obtained will not be clustered by the

cluster analysis. However, note that the same situation exists, though

to a much less serious degree, in the free recall matrices since not

all words were recalled equally often. Thus, the estimates of organi-

zation that are obtained from the free-recall and especially the 20-

question data are biased towards items that are easily identified or

easily recalled.

Restricted Associations. For each word pair the number of conunon

responses in the Michigan Norms was computed. Computations were per-

formed separately for each of the 16 association tasks. For instance,_

" .

the response SKY was given to the stimulus BUTTERFLY as well as to the

stimulus BIRD on.the Locations task; this was counted as one association

overlap. The final association-overlap score for each word pair was

the Sum of all overlap scores on the 16 restricted association tasks.

These scores were entered in the association-proximity matrix. The

total number of responses for each word was regarded as the overlap

score of each word with itself.
2

Cluster Analyses. It is not easy to compare quantitatively the

structure of the proximity matrices thus obtained. Merely correlating

s,.345
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them gives a very poor idea of the amount of similarity present, because

the structure or organization that exists in these matrices is determined

by relatively few of the many proximity values,.with most entries being

zero or close to zero. A much more satisfactory procedure is to obtain

estimates of the organization of the data from the proximity matrices

by means of extant statistical techniques and then compare the resulting

structures. The technique employed here is the BC TRY cluster analysis

(Tryon and Bailey, 1970). The BC TRY system is a method that, given

a matrix of proximities, generates a clustering of the input items

accordjng to a standard set of criteria. How many clusters will be

generated, how large these clusters are, how they are interrelated,

and how many ofthe items will be clustered depends jointly upon the
,

input matrix and the internal fixed criteria of the BC TRY System. In

principle, the analysis proceeds as follows. 'First, an intercorrelation

matrix is obtained from the proximity matrix, i.e. the proximity between

items i and.lis replaced by intercorrelation between the i
th

and j
th

column. This correlation can be regarded as a derived proximity m-e'Vz-.

.
_

sure, which takes into account not only the proximity between i and

but the whole pattern of relationships of i and Ito the remaining

variables. Next, one variable is selected as a "pivot variable" and

other'variables are clustered with this pivot variable if they exhibit

a similar pattern of relationships with all other variables as the pivot

variable. Similarity is measured by a "coefficient of colincarity" and

there are fixed cut-off points below which variables are no longer

clustered. Further clusters are formed from the residual correlation
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matrix according to the same principles. The analysis is fully

described in Tryon and Bailey (1970).

The only thing important for the present application of the BC TRY

analysis is that it provides an objective method to determine the clus-

ter structure of a set of items, and that it does so without making too

many assumptions either about the.nature of the data or about the nature

of the organization which is to be detected. It simply combines related

elements into clusters, where "related" is defined in terms of the

pattern of interrelationships among all items. In the present appli-
1

cation we are not at all concerned with what these clusters are, whether

they make sense, what the geometry of the cluster space is like, or

even how much of the variance the clusters account for. We are working

with an arbitrarily selected word list, and such information would have

no generality at all. We merely want to compare the cluster structure.

obtained from the sorting data, the word-identification data, the

association data, and the memory data. The only question is whether

the clusters are the same that are obtained from these procedures; wilat

they are and how good they are is .not of much interest.

The results of the cluster analyses are shown in Table 1.3 The

order in which the clusters are listed for eacli analysis is not signi-

ficant. A cluster consists of the words for which a check mark appears

in the same row. E.g. cluster A in the analysis Sort 1 consists of the

two words BABY, GIRL . Whenever a column has no checkmark in any of

the rows of an analysis the corresponding item was not clustered at all

by that analysis. Tor instance, KM was the only single in the Sort 1
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analysis. The.proportions of items that were clustered in each analysis

are shown in the top part of Table 2. These values indicate how strong

the organiza _ion was in the different sets of data. With the exception

of the first Memory analysis these values arc quite high. The value

shown for the 20-question game was computed for only those items that

had been identified by at least two Ss. The six words which Were

never identified in the experiment and which had to be omitted from the

.analysis are indicated by zeros in Table 1.

Some similarities and differences among the clusterings that are

shown in Table I are immediately obvious. For instance, some analyses,

especially the 20-question analysis, produce only a few large clusters,

while others, especially Memory 5, generate many smaller clusters.

However, frequently the smaller clusters are merely a subdivision of

a large cluster. For instance, Sort 1 and Sokt 2 are identical except

that where there are two clusters in Sort 1--BABY, GIRL and DOCTOR,

NURSE, PROFESSIONAL - there is only one in Sort 2, whidh also includes

SEX, a word that was not clustered in Sort 1. ..

In order to compare-the Clusterings shown in Table 1 with each

other a quantitative measure bf similarity is needed. For present

purposes, it seems desirable to.distinguish between differences in the

over-all strengths of two clusterings and differences in the cluster

structure, independent of over-all strength. Given different task

demands one surely could not expect that the effects of organization

manifest themselves with equal strength in sorting, problem solving,

or memory. Rather, me wish to investigate the hypothesis that whatever
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organization there is is closely related for the various tasks. In

other words, in order to evaluate the data presented in Table I, two

considerations should be kept separate: first, how many items are

clustered by each analysis, and second what proportion of those items

that are clustered by any two analyses are clustered alike?

ments

Suppose that there bre two clusterings of the same set of N ele-

{Ay
, Aj) +. {X).

B2' B ) {Y)
K

where the Ai's and Bi's. are clusters of two or more elements and

X-=. Y = {y1, yb) are sets of single elements. Clus-

te if i j. Let n(A1)

be the number of items in cluster Ai' Obviously n(A.) + n(X) = N.

1=1 1
The fewer single items there are in a. clustering, the stronger the

over-all organization; hence.N
-Nn(X)

is an index of the over-all

strength of organization for clustering P. Now consider the .compari-- ,

son between A* and r. First of all, we want to know how many items

were clustered] in common by both analyses, i.e. N n(X u Y). This

number is, of course, greatly affected by the individual strengths of

..organization in A* and II*, but even if this number were very small,

whatever clusters 10 and II* may have in common may still be quite

similar. In ordey to obtain a measure of this similarity the reduced

clusterings A and 21. must be considered where all items that were not

clustered by both analyses have been disregarded; in .the following
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equation, and throughout the remainder of this paper, the Ai's which

comprise &will refer to the reductions of the similarly labeled' clus-

ters in AF;:

Note that

}j

D
2'

.

'

B
k
)

1'

= n(Bi) = N n(X u Y)
1.1.1

Two clusterings A.and p are identical (6. = A) if for every cluster

A
1
there is a cluster B such that Ai = BY and for every B there is. .

antimichaults Define the intersection C
ij

such that. 3

= A1fl B and C. is non-empty. Two clusterings &and B are noil-J i

identicalwithrespecttoCijifk0Al.ConsidereachsetC.for
ij

vhich. A and B are non-identical and determine the gdnimuiv number og

words that must be deleted in order to establish identity. Let n(Cii)

be the number of elements in C
ij7

Let n(C'
j
) be the number of elements re-i

maining in C
ij after deletions have been made. Then

all ij
AB X n(C

ij
)

all i,j

S* is the proportion of items that are clustered identically by &andAB

given that they were clustered by both analyses and mdght be taken as a

measure of the similarity between A.and p, However, this measure is not

satisfactory, because.clusterings may be quite 'similar without being

identical in the sense that one clustering is a subclassification of the

other. For instance in Example (1) A is a subclassification of A., while

-4:n Example (2) digferent clusters are formed by Land B:
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(1) A, =. {abed, efg)

31 = {ab, cd, efg)

(2) A: = {al), cd,.efg)

A =. {ac, bd, efg)

However, in each case two items must be deleted in order to establish

identity, hence SIB = 5/7 in-both cases.

A more appropriate similarity meamme can be constructed if the

criterion for deleting items is not identity but set inclusion. If a

clustering is a subcategorization of .134 3.e. if every cluster Ai is

included in some cluster B., we shall say that j includes 4, or

In terms of the inclusion criterion, two clusterings A and Aare alike

with respect to C
ij

if A c B. or B. cA.; Aand B are contradictory

with respect to Cij if neither Ai 5: M. nor Bj qAi. Consider each set

for which A and D are contradictory and find the minimum number of

words that must be deleted.in order to remove all contradictions. Let

n(CI ) be the number of elements remaining in C
ij

after deletions haveij

been made. Then
.

all id ij

1--- n(C )
.all itj ij

is a measure of similarity between the clusterings Aland D. S.AB is the

.propoifion of items that are clustered alike by A and.D given that.

. they were clustered by both analyses, where alike is defined on the

basis of the inclusion relation rather than the identity relation.

Consider the following'example:

{ab, cd, cfgh)

21= {ad, bc, ef, gh)
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The first intcrsection C
II

is simply a; hoWever, a is clustered with b

in one case and with d in the second Case; hence there is a contradic-

tion which can be removed by deleting both b and d. Once these two

items arc deleted no further contradictions arise and SA
B
= 6/8 =

The maximum value of S
AB

is 1. The expected value under the

hypothesis of no relation between two clusterings depends upon the number

of clusters and the size of the clusters in the two analyses. Nothing

is known about the sampling distribution of this statistic, but a few

Monte Carlo ca1culationshave provided measures of SA
33

(not expected

values) up to .37 for S
Sort 1 - Sort 2.

Table 2 compares the clusterings presented in Table 1 in terms of

the statistics developed above. Table 2a shows the proportion of words

N - n(X)
clustered by each analysis, i.e. Except for Memory_l these

values are quite high. Note, however, that b.57 the fifth trial organi-

zational effects in the free recall data are just as strong as in the

other tasks studied here: 90% of the items are clustered in the Memory 5

analysis. Words for which no data were obtained in the EtquestiCa----

game are not included in-the figure shown in Table 2a. Table 2b pre-

sents the results of the comparisons of the various analyses: the num-

ber of words clustered by both, the number of words clustered alike, and

the similarity coefficients. The uniformly high valUes of ihe latter

are apparent.

The high similarity coefficients for the Memory 1 analysis should

be especially noted: order of output on the first free recall trial

was not structured very strongly in that only little more thaa half of
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always presented in the same order. Ss were asked to sort the 40

randomly arranged words of eaeh list into from two to eight categories

according to.the meaning of the words". A board with eight bins marked

on it was in front of S. The taskowas self-paced. As soon as the deck

was sorted S was asked to resort it once, making any changes that seemed

necessary.

Results

On the basis of the sorting data proximity matrices were constructed

for each list, separately for Sort 1 and Sort 2. The proportion of

times that two items were sorted into the same bin was taken as a mea-

sure of the proximity between the two items. Thus, a symmetric matrix

was obtained with all diagonal elements equal to one.

Proximity matrices for the recall data were constructed similarly.

The proximity between two words was estimated by how often the two

words were recalled next to each other. More specifically, the entry

th. .

in the row and j
th

column was one-half times the sum of the propr-

tion of times that item j, followed item i in recall, out of the total

number of times that item i was recalled, and the proportion of times

.item i followed item luben 1. was recalled. This procedure generates

symmetric proximity matrices.
4

All diagonal elements were 1, because

an item is always recalled with itself.

Both sets of proximity matrices were analyzed as in Experiment I.

The proportion of itemS clustered, as well as the similarity indices

for the comparisons between the two sorts and free recall and sorting

353
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are shon in Table 3. The similarity indices were about as high as those

observed in Experiment I, thus fully confirming our other results. The

only difference between the two experiments is the much higher propor-

tions of items clustered in the memory data of Experiment II: while

only .55 of the items were clustered in the data from the first recall

trial in Experiment I, a corresponding average proportion of .89 was

observea in Experiment II. This may perhaps reflect differences in list

structure, but it may also be due to the fact that Ss in Experiment I.

worked at a very slow pace.

Since the clusters obtained from the sorting data and the clusters

obtained from the memory data overlapped to a large extent for all six

lists, we conclude that there is at least some amount of generality

over c ifferent lists for the phenomena described in Experiment I.

'Disdussion

Word lists that are structured in.some way are easier to recall

than comparable unstructured lists, and related woras tend to be

.4

recalled in clusters. Somehiiwrwords that are organized in a.stable

structure are more accessible in memory'. The present study was designed

*as an initial investigation of the mechanism that is responsible fOr

this phenomenon. It is not concerned wiChltht organized material is

easier to recall, nor how the recall process works; itimerely demon-

strates that recall involves in some important way the structure of the

word lexicon tbat is part og a person's long-term memory. This much

'one can conclude from the observation reported here that the output
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, 4

order in free recall is structured in much the same way as perfOrmance

in other tasks that depend upon how memory is organized. In soMe as

yet unspecified way the manner in which information about words is

coded in S's memory determines clustering in free recall. Since the

improved recall of organized lists is closely related to the formation

of higher-order memory units, and hence to clustering, one may conclude

that one important class ofrecall cues is provided by the relationships

among lexical items in S's long-term memory. liow lexical structure

could have such an effect:was discussed by Kintsch (1970b).

Throughout this paper the terms "structure of memory" and, more

specifically, "lexical structure" have been used. It has not been our

purpose to present a detailed theory of the organization of memory, nor

is such a theory a prerequisite for the understanding of the.work

reported here: whatever the organization of memory is, it places simi-

lar constraints upon performance in the tasks investigated bere, and the

only.purpose of the present series of experiments was to determine how

great this similarity is. . PresumAly the organization of memory involves

many kinds of semantic relationships as well as imagery.
5

That input order can be a very powerful determinant of clustering

in free recall has been noted before.* There exists also a very interes-

ting interaction between input order and semantic structure: semanti-

.

cally related items that are close together in input are much more

likely to be clustered together than related items that are not adjacent

in input. In order for semantic relationships to become effective they

must be noticed by S: what seems to happen is that words that are held
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togelher in a short-tennynemory buffer pre scanned for the presence of

semantic relationships among them, while the semantic relationships

among words that do not Occupy short-term memory at the same time may

be missed. Glanzer (1969) found that associated words are more likely

to be recalled if the number *of intervening input words is small. Simi-

larly, Kintsch (1970b) showed that clustering in free recall is a func-

tion of the input distance between relAted items. On the basis of a

cueing study Wood (1969) also concluded that more higher-order memory

units are formed than can-be retrieved when related words are presented

consecutively, but not when related items are separated in input. Note,

however, thay.nput adjacenc3; is not an absolute requirement for clus-

tering: through implicit recall of items ("rehearsal", "mediating

responses") related words that appeared in different parts of the input

list may be brought to the short-term working memory, as was emphasized

by both Kintsch (1970b) and Wallace (1970). In addition, both of these

authors note that free recall learning is not merely a matter of exploiting

preexisting relations among items but may.consist in establishing new

--
relationships.

.

A final comment needs to be made about the use of cluster analysis

in the present paper, to avoid possible misunderstandings on this score.

Normally in a cluster analysis one is interested in what clusters there

are and what the properties of the cluster space are, and one wants to

make sure that the obtained relationships are both reliable statistically

and interpretable. In the present application it was considered irrele-

vant what the "semantic space" is like, or how reliable the results are
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stadstically. The analysis was used here simply to discover clusters

in order to be able to compare these clusters with each other, as long

as these clusters were obtained by the same procedure, based upon the

same criteria. Of course, if the clusterings were either nonsensical

or grossly unreliable, one would hardly obtain as much overlap as has

been found here.
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Footnotes
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1. This research was supported by grant .M11-15872 from the National

Institute of Mental Health. We thank Daniel E. Bailey for making

available his computer program for the cluster analyses, and Klaus F.

Riegel for the use of the Michigan Restricted Association Norms.

2. A second calculation of overlap scores was performed in whicil the

actual frequencies with which responses were given were used. For

instance, 10 Ss gave SKY as a response to BUTTERFLY and 30 Ss gave SKY

as a response to BIRD in the example cited above; hence an overlap

score of 10 was recorded. However, this way of calculating overlap

scores was not worth the effort: the datia clustered in almost the

Same way as in the simpler analysis.

.3. Whenever the BC TRY analysis produced a cluster in which some items

had positive and some items had negative factor loadings, it was divided

'into a negative and into..a positive.cluster, because negative loadings

imply that the items are opposite geometrically to the items with posi-
.

tive loadings.

4. .Symmetric proximity matrices were used here, unlike in Experiment I,

because several different methods of analysis were. tried with the data,

before we .deterMined that the BC.-TRY analysis was the.most 'satisfactory

present purposes. Otxperimant II was conducted before Experiment
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5. Wallace (1970) proposes an associative theory of clustering in free

recall. However, calling all relationships that are known to be impor

tant determinants of clustering "associat'lve" broadens the use of the

term much beyond its operational definition, and a more neutral designa

tion would seem preferable.
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Table 1

Results of the cluster analyses for Sort 1, Sort 2, Association,

TwentyQuestions, and Trials 1 and 5 of Free Recall.

For explanation see text:
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(a) Proposition of words clustered for the different tasks in Experiment I:

Sort 1 Sort 2 Associations Questions Memory 1 Memory 5

.97 1.00 .80

(b) Comparison between analyses:

.93.

Number Of words

.54 .90

Number of. words SAE
clustered by both clustered alike

Sort 1 - Sort 2 38

Sort 1 - Associations 31

Sort 1 - Questions 30

Sort 1 - Memory 1 20.

Sort 1 - Memory 5 34

Sort 2 - Associations 31

Sort 2 - Questions 30

Sort 2 - Memory 1 21

Sort 2 - Memory 5
, 35

Associations - Questions 23

Associations - Memory 1

Associations - Memory 5

Questions - Memory 1 18

Questions - Memory 5 27

.Memory 1 - Memory 5

38

29

30

20

31

29

30.

21

1.00

.94

1.00

1.00

..91

.94

1.00

1.00

.91

24 .88

17 .89
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Table 3

(a) Proportion of items clustered for the six different word lists in

Experiment II:

List: 1 2 3 4

Memory: .83 .90 .70 .72

Sort 1: .83 .98 .92 .78

Sort 2: .85 .98 .88 .93

5 6 Average

.93 .90 .89

.98 .92 .92

.93 .90 .91

(b) Similarity indices SAB for the same six word lists:

Sort.1 - Sort 2 .96 1.00 .89. 1.00

Sort 1 Memory .85 .91 .438 1.90

Sort 2 - Memory .83 .91. .96 ,93! -

1.00 1.00 .98

.94 .79 .90

1.00 .94 .93
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Toward a Theory of Analogical Reasoning
1

David E. Rumelhart

and

Adele A. Abrahamson

University of California, San Diego

Despite psychologists considerable confidence that analogical reasoning

plays an important role in intelligent behavior (c.f. Bartlett, 193 ; Miller,

194 ; Minsky, 1966; Oppenheimer, 195 ;. and Polya, .1945; Reitman, 1964)

analogy formation has received little systematic attention. Nearly all of

the work which has been done has been in the form of complex computer programs

(c.f. Becker, 1969; Evans, 1968; Reitman, 1964). No systematic comparisons

of the programs with subject's behavior have been carribd out (see Hunt, 1968).

The present paper outlines a simple theoretical model for the understanding

of analogical reasoning and evaluates the validity of the model by means of

empirical test.

To introduce our notion of analogical reasoning it is useful to outline

a definition of the word reasoning from which we can work. The term is used

here to denote those processes in information retrieval which depend on the
--

structure, as opposed to the content of organized memory. Thus, one might

answer the question "Who is the father of your country?" in at least.two.

different ways. In one case, the specific information that George Washington

was the "father of our country" might be stored and used to answer the

question. On the other hand, when specific information is not available one

can consult the stored meanings of the words in question and one s knowledge

of history to derive a plausable answer. The first of these methods might be
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called remembering since retrieval depends primari]y on the specific informa-

tion stored. The second method may be identified with reasoning,'since in

this case retrieval depends to a much greater extent on the form of the

relationship among the words. The same act of reasoning (i.e., the same

processes) could have been applied to the question "Who was the father of

your state?" or "Who was the mother of your country?". It is not the specific

content of the question but the form of the relationships among the words

which determines the response.

If one accepts this working definition of reasoning, then the theoret-

ical problem in understanding any particular reasoning process becomes clear.

We must (I) specify the form of the memory structure and then (2) determine

the algorithm which is applied in the case of the reasoning process in

question.

Perhaps the simplest reasoning task by our definition involves the

judgment of similarity or dissimilarity of concepts. It is normally assumed

that similarity is not directly stored and thus "remembered" as such,Vteilekritis

that it is derived from the memory structure. The simplest view holds that

similarity between concepts is a simple function of the "psychological--

% distanCe" between these aiicepts in the memory structure. The "closer" two

concepts are to one another in memory, the more similar they are. Thus in

the case of judging similarities the two questionswhich we need to answer

are: (i) what is the nature of the memory structure which underlies similarity

judgments; and (2) what is the measure of "distance

space?

A recent paper by Nancy Henley.(1969 ) illustrates one set of answers

which have been given to these questions. Henley assumed (1) that the memory

on this psychological
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structure may be represented as a multidimensional Euclidean space and (2)

that similarity is inversely related to distance in this multidimensional

space. To test these assumptions in the semantic domain Henley used the

techniques developed by Shepard, (1962a,b) Rruskal, (1964a,b) and others

to deduce the form of the space from subjects judgments of similarity and

dissimilarity among the concepts.

In one of her experiments Henley used ratings of dissimilarity to

deduce.the underlying "psychological space" relating common animal terms to

one another. She chose thirty of the most common mammals and asked subjects

to ratb all possible pairs of the thirty mammals as to their dissimilarity

on a scale from 0 to 10. A value of 0 indicated that the animals were iden-

tical, a value of 10 indicated that they were maximally different. These

data were used as input to TORSCA, (a multidimensional scaling'program

developed by Young and Torgerson; 1967) to find the multidimensional

solution with minimum dimensionality consistent with the observed dissimi-

larity data.

1/406A
On results showed that these thirty mammals fitted reasonably well into

a three dimensional space (Kruskal's stress index at 9.4%). Figure Lhows

Insert Figure about here

'the three dimensions along with placements of some on the animals. Henley

employed several other methods including the method of triads to derive the

semantic space and obtained remarkably similar results in each case.

This example illustrates one line of woTk on the problem of specifying

the form of the memory structure and the method of deriving similarity judg-

ments from the structure. Most of tho work to be discussed in this paper
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depends on a similar set of assumptions. If we accept the view that at least

portions of structure of semantic memory can be represented as a multidimen-

sional space then in order to specify any particular reasoning proces

operating on this structure we need only specify the algorithm associated

with this reasoning process. The case of similarity-judgments is a particu-

larly simple one because distance is a particularly simple computation within

the frame work of a multidimensional Euclidean space. A little thought will

show that analogical reasoning can itself be considered a kind of similarity

judgment in which not only the magnitude of the distance but also the direc-

tion must be considered. Consider for example the assertion A is to B as

C is to D the classic analogic paradigm. When we make this assertion we

actually mean that the concept A is similar to B in exactly the same way and

to exactly the same degree as C is similar to D. That is, in the multidimen-

sional representation, we are asserting the directed or vector distance

between A and B is exactly the same as the directed or vector distance between

C and D. Thus, in an analogy problem .of the Form A is to B as C is to what,

'the proper answer must be that concept which is most nearly the same vector

distance from C es B is from A. These ideas are stated more formally and

specifically in the set of_assumptions listed below.

Consider an analogy problem of the form A:B::C: (X ,X2,....,Xn). (To be

read A is to B as C is to which of the following: X
1°

or Xn). It

is assumed that:

Al. Correspondink to each element of the analogy problem there is a
point in an in-dimensional space. (We denote, for eXample, the point corres-
ponding to element A of the problem as A and say that the coordinates of A
are the ordered sequence {a.), whei7e a. is the coordinate value of A--

3 3=1"on dimension j.)

a71
N.
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larities among e.ight faces. (Example taken fro Tversky and
Krantz; 1969). Panel (C): Two sample analogies generated from
the faces.
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A2. For any analogy problem of the form A:B::C:? there exists a concept
I (probably without a 'name) such that A:B:;C:T and an ideal analogy point,
denoted I such that T is located the same vector distance from e as B is from
A. The Zoordinates a I ate.given by the ordered sequence fc.47.-a.T.

3 3 3 3=1,m.
e

A3. The probability that any given alternative Xijs chosen as the best
analogy solution from the set of alternatives X1,...,Xnka monotonic decreasing
function of the absolute value of the distance between the point X. and the
point I denoted Ixi-ri. ,

To summarize, we assume that each element in an analogy can be repre-

sented as a point in an m-dimensio7gl Eucledian space, that the ideal analogy

solution is given by that point in the space which lies the same vector

distance from C as B lies from A, and that, the closer a given alternative is

to the ideal analogy solution, the higher the probability it will be chosen

as the best analogy'.

The intuitions behind these assumpticms can be further illustrated

with reference to the eight faces in Figure 2. Each face corresponds to a

Insert Figure 2 about herC

Oa.

corner of the three-dimensional similarity space shown in the figure. The

coordinates of each face are shown beside the face. Consider, .as an-example

analogy of the form: A:E:a: (B,C,F,G,H). For simplicity assume that the

space shown in Figure 2 satisfies Al. Then from A2 we get the coordinates

of I to be

{difej-aj)j.1,3 = (o+a-o, o+b-o, c+o-o) = (a,b c)

Hence, we conclude that the face corresponding to the.ideal solution for this

analogy is face H, with coordinates (a,b,c). Thus from A3 we conclude that

face H should be the most probably chosen face from the set.

CThe second analogy illustrated in the figure is similar H:B::G:(A,e,D,H,R).
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Here face A with coordinate (o,o,o) corresponds to the ideal analogy solution.

Obviously numerous other similar examples could be generated from-this set

of stimuli, but we turn now to a more serious test of the assumptions.

'Experiment I
2

Assumption Al of the theory requires a set of concepts located in a

multidimensional Space. The set chosen, and used throughout Experiments I:

II and III is the animal set scaled by Henley (1969) and described above.

This set was chosen because the space seemed robust elpitlimFiTaM and because

college student subjects are all generally familiar with the set of words.

All analogy problems in Experiment I were of the familiar form A:B::C:

(D D D D ).
1, 2' 3' 4

Procedure

Analogy problems were generated in the following way. Animals from the

set.of thirty were chosen at random without replacement. The first animal

chosen was the first element of the first analogy problem. The second chosen

was the second element of the first analogy problem; the third chosen was the

third element of the first problem. The fourth chosen was the first element

of the second analogy problem etc. This procedure was continued until the

set of animals was exhausted (i.e., ten analogies were formed). The animals

were then reshuffled and the procedure was repeated until thirty unique

analogy problems were formed. For eaCh of the thirty analogy prdblems four

alternatives were chosen. One alternative was chosen, at random, from ameng

those animals within .5 units of the ideal analogy solution (.5 units corres-

ponds roughly to the distance between . camel and antelope. If no animals

fell within .5 units the analogy was discarded and a neuranalogy was formed.

After the first alternative was chosen a second was chosen from among those

374,,
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animals between .5 and 1.0 units from the ideal solution. (One unit corres
.

ponds to the distance between deer and elephant). The third alternat5ve was

chosen among those animals from between 1.0 and 1.5 units from the ideal

solution. (A distance of 1.5 units corresponds to the distance between

elephant and pig.) The fourth and final alternative-was chosen froM among

those animals more than 1.5 units from the ideal solution.

Thirty-five subjects were recruited from a lower division psychology

class at the University of California, San Diego. Subjects were run in two

.groups, one of 15 and one of 20 students. Each subject was given a five page

mimeographed booklet. The first page contained the instructions and an example.

Subsequent pages contained the thirty analogy problems. The four response

4404,144 6c,

alternatives were listed inzandom order. Examples of the analogy problems

are given in Table 1. The directions were as follows:

Insert Table 1 about here

DIRECTIONS:

An analogy task is one in which you recognize relationships of .

things Cm ideas to other things or ideas. In this task you
will be given, the last terM in the analogy will be missing.
You will have four choices from Aich yeu will supply the term
which seems to you to be the most analogous. Then you should
indicate your second, third, and fourth choices, also. After
that, you should indicate which of the terms you could consider
to be analogous and which ones you think are not analogous by
dlrawing a cut-off line between the two "groups."

Example: apple:tree:.:grape:

s

A. bush
B. vine
C. barrel
D. .ground

1. B

2. D
3. A
4. C
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Table 2

Subjects'. rankin s as a function'of alternative distance.

1

Rank Distance 1 .709.
of the .177

Alternative 3 .086

4 .043

Observed Rank ..

2 3 4-

.180 .069 .046

.546 .137. .129

.160 .526 .226
,

.111 .243 .600

Z76
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The ordering of the relationship in an analogy is important.

For instance, in the above example apple:tree:vine:. grape
would be incorrect because the relationship of apple to tree
is not the same as that of vine to grape.

All of the terms in the following analogies are animal names.

Feel free to go back and change' any answer.

Results and Discussion

. The basic results of Experiment I are shown in Table 2. Table 2 gives

Insert Table 2 dbout here

the proportion of responses, averaged over subjects and analogy problems, for

which Rank I was given to the jth closest response alternative. Thus the

upper left hand entry of the table implies that 70.9 percent of the Rank 1

responses were given to the response alternative closest to the ideal point.

Only 4.6 percent of the Rank 1 responses were given to the most distant

response alternative. I.

Although the theory outlined in assumptions Al-A3 made no specific pre-

dictions beyond the Rank 1 data it is clear that the entire table is consis-

tent with the ideas behind the theory. As it stands assumption A3 asserts

only that a monotonic decrease in probability should be observed in the first

column of Table 2. Before more specific predictions can be made we require

a more specific decision rule. The rule we propose is that developed by

Luce (1959). We thus substitute for assumption A3 assumptionsA3' and A4

: .

outlined below.

A3'.1111eprobabilitythatanygivenaltermItiveLis chosen from the
set of alternatives X1,...,Xn is given by

1

. Pr(XilX1,...,Xn) = =%e (q) ,

E V (d.)

j=1 3
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v

where cL denotes the dbsolute value of the distance between X.
1 -A

and I and v(t) is a monotonically decreasing function of its argument.

A4. v(x) = exp (-ax) where x and a arc positive numbers.

Thus, A3' is simply a restatement of puce's choice rule and A4 is an

. assertion that the monotonically decreasing function of A3' is an exponential.

The exponential was chosen for a number of reasons. It was chosen in part

because Shepard (1957) found a good fit to an exponential generalization

function over a "psychological space" derived in a similar fashion, and in

part because it is a simple one parameter decay function. Assumptions A3'

and A4 were stated separately because of the obvious possibility that A3'

be correct and A4 false. Stated in this way it is easy to separate the Luce

choice rule and the exponential decay assumption.

Figure 3 is a plot of the predicted versus the observed number of sub-

jects ranking each of the 4. alternatives of each of the 30 analogy problems

as the best solution to the analogy. The Single parameter of the fit, a,

was estimated by a least squares procedure to be 2.9. A product moment

Insert Figure 3 dbout here

correlation computed fromillese data show a correlation of .933 between the

predicted and observed values..

We can thus conclude, that the set of assumptions A1,A2,A3' and A4 yield

an adequate account of the first choice data. /t is furthermore clear from

the orderly nature of the data in Table 2 that a s/ight extenSion of the

theory to include a theory of rankings may well account quantitatively for

the entire matrix of data displayed in the table. Given our use of Luce's

choice axiom in A3' it is natural to accept Luce's extension of his choice

; 3/8
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Figure 3.

I.

Predicted versus observed number of subjects ranking each altern-.

ative as the best analogy solution.
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Table 1

Example analogies and solutions from Experiment I.

RAT:PIG::GOAT:

A.

BB.

C.

D.

RANKS I.

2.

3.

4.

CHIMPANZEE
COW
RABBIT
SHEEP

A

FOX:HORSE::CHIPMUNK:

A.

B.

C.
D.

RANKS 1.

2.

3.

4.

..

ANTELOPE
DONKEY
ELEPHANT
WOLF

A

CAMEL:DONKEY::RABBIT:

A.

B.

CC.

1).

RANKS 1.

2.

3.

4.

ANTELOPE
BEAVER
CAT
TIGER

A

LION:WOLF::GOAT:

A. CAT
B. CHIMPANZEE
C. GORILLA
D. PIG

RANKS 1.

2.
3.

4.

A
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axiom to cover. rankings. We thus append an additional assumption, AS, to our

list.

AS. We assume that the subjects rank a set of alternatives by first
choosing the Rank 1 element according to A3' and, then, of the remaining
alternatives deciding which is superior by.application cf A3' to the remain-

ing set and assigning that Rank 2. This procedure is al.sumed to continue until

all alternatives are ranked.

Figure 4 is plot of the predicted and observed mean number of subjects,

OM. 41111.

Insert Figure 4 about here

averaged over analogy problems, to assign rank j to the ith closest response

alternative, for Ranks 1 through 4. The value of a . 2.9 used to generate

the theoretical curves was taken from fit of the first choice data discussed

above. No new estimate was made to fit the 2nd, 3rd and 4th ranked alterna-

tives.

Although the results of Experiment I are certainly encouraging, it is
. .

somewhat unfortunate that the design of the experiment required an extension

of the original three assumptions into five before 4uantitative tests of the

theory could be made. The second experiment was.designed to get a test of

the basic theory unencumbered by the added response assumptions.

Experiment II

The goal of this.second experiment was to extend the results of Experiment

I by finding evidence bearing more directly on the basic assumptions of the

ti
model. The strong implication of assumptions 44-A3 is that the probability

of choosing any particular alternative Xi as the best alternative depends

only on the ideal solution point I and on the alternative set (X11...,Xt) but

not at all on the analogy itself. Thus, all possible analogies with a given

3152
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ideal solution point I and a. given alternatkve set (X11..A) should yield

the same distribuH.on of responses over the X. Experiment II w.as designed

primarily, to test this implication.

Procedure

Twelve pairs of ana3ogy problems were constructed such that each pair

t.)
had the same ideal analogy point (within a tolerance of 0 units; roughly

the distance between lion and tiger. For each analogy pair two sets of

alternatives (denoted set A and set B) were constructed. .The alternative

sets were constructed with the constraints that (1) there be no overlap

between them; (2) the it closest alternative for one set is roughly the

for 4.1-3-
same distant as the ith closest alternative for the other set,

and (3) alternatives of a given set must be roughly equally separated in

distance from one another by either .2,.25,.35,.4 or .5 units.

The forty-four subjects were divided into two groups. Each group was

given 24 analogy problems to solve. Each remb'er of each of the twelve analogy

pairs were given to each subject. However, no subject received the same

alternative set more than once. Half of the subjects received alternative

set'A for the first analogy of each pair and set B for the second.:--The- other.

half received alternativeset-B for the first analogy of thd 'pair and set A

for the second.

The twenty-four analogy problems were presented in booklet form. The

instrtictions followed closely those given in Experiment I. The analogy

problems appeared in random order and the alternatives for each analogy were

alSe sCramb.led','
.,

, . .... ,

ExampleS:of..twe Of:.the analogy. pairs.-'along:',Witli their.
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Table 3

TWo analogy pairs with alternative sets from ExperIment II.

ANALOGY GORILLA:DEER::BEAR: BEAVER:SHEEP::DOG:

PAIR 1

ALTERNATIVE
SET

A

1. COW 1. DONKEY

2. PIG .2. CAMEL

3. TIGER 3. ELEPHANT

4. MONKEY 4. CHIMPANZEE

ANALOGY CAT:SHEEP::LEOPARD: MOUSE:RACCOON::COW:

PAIR 4

ALTERNATIVE A
SET

HORSE
DEER
FOX
RAT

1. ZEBRA

.2. 'GIRAFFE

3. LION

4. CHIPMUNK
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Insert Table.3 about here

t:...t.).1.'

Results and Discussion

The theory holds that the response distribution should depend only on

the ideal solution point and the alternative set, and not on the particular

analogy problem. This prediction was tested by computing a X2 between the

response distributions given to the two halves of each analogy pair for each

response set. These X2 values are shown in Table 4. The summed X2 reaches

Insert Table 4 about here

a value of 109.7, with 60 degrees of freedom. This value is somewhat larger

than would be expected by chance if the theory were true. On the other hand

a close look at the table will show that most of the deviation is contributed

O.

by a very few comparisons. If, for example, the two largest values are

ignored, the summed X2 reduces to 84.0 with 54 degrees of freedom, a rela-

tively probable value. Considering all of the possible sources of error it

seems safe to conclude, at least to a first order of approximation,,that_

subjects responses depend-On the ideal analogy point and the alternative set,

but not on the particular analogy problem. It should be pointed out, however,

that in certain isolated examples, such as analogy pair 6, alternative set A,

there is quite clearly an interaction between the particular alternatives

and the analogy problem itself.

Since on the iihole assumptions Al through A3 arc confirmed by our

analysis it makes sense to analyze these data with respect to the remaining

assumptions of the theory. It is possible in the context of Experiment II to

-
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1- 3 ,

.gct a direct look at the form of v(x) and thua a direct.evaluation of assump-

tion A4. TO see how this is possible consider assumption A3t. From A3' we

have

V (di)

4
1 V (d.)
3=1

Taking the natural logarithm of each side yields

4
lnpi = ln V(dj) -.ln (5.1

V (di)).

Now if v(x) = exp(-ax) as asserted we get

1
v(d.)) .

3=

In words, we get that the natural logarithm of the probability that alterna-

tive i is chosen is a straight line in the distance of X. from I with slope
,

-a and intercept -h1.(ar (d.3 )). In Experiment II alternatives sets Wore

designed in such a way that several different analogy problems had the same

set of interalternative distances thus allowing averaging over analogy

problems. There are only five different configurations of interalternative

distances. Figure 5 shows the straight line fit to each of the five groups

IntOrt Figure 5 about here

of analogies. The value of a was estimated by a least squares procedure to

be 1.68. The fit of the straight line is quite good. The only real devia-
,

tion is depicted in panel E. This is the condition in which the alternatives

arc closest together and a condition containing the lowest number of

observations.

Although in our analysis to
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- 1.4

choice data, subjects in Experiment II, as those in Experiment I, were asked

to rank the alternative sets. Table 5 shows the predicted and observed mean

number of subjects to rank alternative i in position j for each of the five

Insert Ttble 5 about here

groups of analogy problems. The value a = 1.68 was taken from the fit of the

first choice data discussed above.

In summary then, Experiment II tllowed a non-parametric test of assump-

tions Al through A3. Although there were some exceptions, on the whole the

results supported the model. In addition Experiment II allowed direct inves-

tigation of the exponential function in M. Again* the results supported

the form of the model. Finally a comparison of the entire rank by alternative

distance confusion matrix with the predicted values lent more support to the

entire set of assumptions Al.through AS.

Experiment III

This research was originally started as an alternative approach to the

problem of concept formation. It was felt that in natural settings much

of concept formation, as opposed to instance generalization, the only form

studied in the laboratory. Thus, Experiment III was designed to make use of

the theory of analogical reasoning outlihed above to facilitate the:teaching

of concepts. .

Assumption A2 implies that each statement of the form A:B:C:? implies

the existence of some concept I (probably unnamed) against which alternative

.:Oet&:Arq OmpTed',0':#114 theHbeSt. alternative .The 1ogid:ofExperiment:IIT

waS.to give:a'name±to thiS implied coneeptI'and then:to'See-if'SUbjeett are
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Table 5

A...
..0,

Predicted and observed .mean number of subjects to rank the ith.closest
alternative as Rank as a function of five interalternative distances.
Predicted values generated under the assumption ct = 1. 68 .

Inter- Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4alternative .

N Distance Pred. Obs. Pr ed. Obs. Pred. Obs. lpr ed. Obs.

1 13. 4 1.5...8 6. 3 3. 5 2. 0
2 4. 8 3. 3 8. 4 10. 8 6. 4

88 . 45
3 2. 5 2.5 5. 8 6. 8 8. 5
4 1. 3 . 5 2. 5 1. 0 5. 1

1 11. 8 13.8 6. 8 4.6 2.-8
1.4, 2 5. 7 5. 3 7. 9 9. 5 6. 0264 . 40 g
o 3 2. 9 1.8 4. 6

.4.
9 8. 0

k
44 4 1. 6 1.1 3. 7 3. 0 5. 1
0
0
g 1 10.7 10.9 7. 0 6. 9 3 4
fa 2 6.1 6. 0 7. 5 8. 9 5. 9528 . 35 ..-1

v 3 3. 3 3. 2 4. 7 3. 7 7. 7
(D 4 1.9 1.9 2. 8 2. 5 5. 0

.. 1, .
) 4.1

(d

° 1 9. 8 6.5 6. 9 7. 5 3. 9k
0 2 6. 0 5. 5 6. 8 .4;5 5.888 . 25 4.1

"c4d 3 3. 5 7. 0 4..7 5.0 6. 7
4-1
o 4 2. 6 3.0 3. 6 5. 0 5. 6

0
(d 1 8.5 2.8 6. 7 5.8 4. 6

14
2 6.0 10.5 6. 2 4. 8 . 5. 8. 88 20.
3 4. 3 4. 3 5. 1 7. 3 6. 2
4 3. 2 4:5 4. 0 4. 5 5. 4

1.
7.

10.
2.

1.
4.
9.

5
3
5

8

4
1

3

. 3
2. 4
6. 1

13. 2

. 6
2. 6
6.4

1. 3
. 3

2. 3
17. 8

2. 3
3.1
6.0

7. 2 12. 6 10.
.

6

3. 0 ..9 1. 2
4. 3 2. 5 2. 8
9. 3 6. 4 5. 8
5. 4 12. 2 12. 1

6. 3 1. 4 1. 8
.4.8 3. 3 7. 3
5. 0 7. 1 5. 0
6. 0 10. 2 .8. 0

11. 3 2. 2 2. 3
4. 5* -----._.4. 0 2. 3
2. 8 6. 3 8. 5
3. 3 9. 4 9. 8
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able to use this new concept with a new name in the same way that they are

able to use concepts that they already know. For example, the experimenter

night assert that A:B:C:GOX where GOX is the concept to be learned. He would

then ask the subject to use GOX in other cognitive tasks to see if tho subject

is able to manipulate it in the way he manipulates other concepts. For

example, the subject might be asked to solve analogies of the form A:B::GOX:

or to judge tho similarities between GOXes and other animals, or

to give a verbal description of a GOX. In short, we would expect that if the

subject had actually "understood" the analogy A:B:C:GOX he would be able to

do anything with the concept GOX thai he could with any other concept -- he

would have formed a new concept.

Procedure

Three points were chosen in Henley's animal space. These points were

labeled BOFSAX and ZUK and represented the three concepts that the subjects

were to learn. The points were chosen such that they occupied fairly remote

parts of the space. Figure 6 is a three dimehsional representation depicting

Insert Figure 6 about here

the location of the three artificial pseudo animals BOF, DAX and ZUK relative

to the thirty mammals,scaled by Henley. Thus, a BOF lies between elephant and

camel, a DAX near chimpanzee and a ZUK between fox and wolf.

An anticipation method of teaching was employed. This is, subjects were

first given an analogy problem of the form A B::GOX: (X
1,

...,X
4
) and then

ft,

were asked to make thIsrbest guess as to the best alternative. Following
wwre.

their guess subjectsAinformed 'as to the correct alternative along with a

ranking of the remaining alternatives from best to worst. After a period o
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a

Table 6 .

An anticipation training trial from Experiment 11I.

1. SHEEP : CAT

BOF ?

(a) Rabbit
(b) Chimpanzee
(c) Leopard
(d) Bear .

SHEEP : CAT

BOF : BEAR

BEST ANSWER: (d) Bear

Second (c) Leopard
Third (b) Chimpanzee
Fourth (a) Rabbit

=4.m.. .

I.
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study the subjects were given another analogy problem of the same form and the

process was repeated. Table 6 shows an example of one trial of the analogy

Insert Table 6 about ftere

learning task. Response alternatives were .chosen with the restrictions that

the closest alternative was within .12 units of the ideal solution point; other

alternatives included the most distant animal and two alternatives roughly

Lset:in'i
basacting the distance from the ideal solution point to the most distant alter-

native.

Twenty analogies were constructed to teach BOF, 18 to teach DAX and 17 to

teach ZUK. Bach of twenty-five subjects were given the training sequence on

each of the three concepts. Following training, subjects were given rating
. .

sheets asking them to rate, on a scale from 1 to 10 (a score of 1 indicates

that the animals are identical, a score of 10 that they are maximally different)

the dissimilarity of each of the three artificial animals with each of the 30

animals in Henley's space and with each other. Following these ratings sub-.

jects were asked to give a verbal description of each of the three animals.

We thus have three measuresof the degree to which the concepts which we

have attempted to teach have in fact been learned by the subjects. Firstly, we

'can observe their ability to solve analogies while they are learning the con-

cepts. Early in training we expect their responses will be as a chance level;

later on; thOir responses should come to match those obtained in previous

experiments. Secondly, we can compare our subjects judgements of.

with those expected. Finally, we can look at their verbal descriptions to see

the completeness of the concept and the extent 'to which different subjects

describe the various artificial ithimals simi larly.

'
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Results and Discussion

Our first prediction regards the way in which these imaginary animals
a

arc used to solve analogy problems. If the subjects have really learned the

concepts of BOF, DAX and ZUK their behavior during the latter phases of the

training sequences should be indistinguishable from the behavior, of our sub-

jects in Experiments I and II. Since it appeared that learning was complete

after, at most, five analogy anticipation trials, the anticipation data after

the fifth trial should be the proper comparison. Talile 7 shows the mean number

Insert Table 7 about here

of subjects choosing each of the four alternatives 'is the best. The average

is taken over all anticipation trials after trial five on each of the three

concept problems, The predicted values are those expected based on the param-

eter value of a = 1.68 taken from Experiment -III. The closeness of fit of

these observed and expected values arc definitely consistent with the idea

.that the concepts BOF, DAX and ZUK can be manipulated and used just as the

other animal concepts used in our other experiments.

In spite of the goodness of fit of these data these comparisons are in-

direct. It would seem that the similarity judgements would yield a more direct

.measure of the extent to which we have actually succeeded in teaching the con-

cepts we set out to teach. Since BOF, DAX and ZUK arc points exactly located

in Henley's similarity space we can make direct predictions of dissimilarity

ratings by rmlasuring the distance between each artificial animal and each of

the other anipalS in the space. We piedict, in a strictly nonparametric way,

Oat mean dissimilarity ratings will increase monotonically with distance in

the space. Figures 7, 8 and 9 arc plots of our observed dissimilarity rating

3f6

;.
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Table 7

Predicted and observed mean number of subjects choosing the ith closest
alternative as the best. Predicted values generated under the assumption
that a 1. 68 .

Rank of Alternative Distance From I

1 2 3 4

Pred. Obs. Pr ed. Obs. Pr ed. Obs. Prod. Obs.

12. 4 13. 3 6. 6 8. 2 3. 1 2. 5 1. 6 1. 6

397
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Insert Figures 7, 8 and 9 about here

versus distance ra,.asured in Henley's space:. The product moment correlations

were r = .95, .90 and .92 for BOF, DAX and ZUK, respectively. The Kendal's

tau values were T = .79, .75 and .73 for the three animals.

. Although on an a priori basis correlations between .9 and .95 seem good

it is not clear how good the correlation should be in order to be comparable

to real concepts. To help answer this question, Nancy Henley kindly supplied

us with her raw data for comparison. We were thus able to compute similar

correlation coefficients between her subjects' dissimilarity judgements and

her derived semantic space. These coefficients were found to vary, between

r = .98 for camel, chipmunk and squirrel, and r = .86 for gorilla. The values

of tau varied between'T = .91 for mouse and T = .58 for bear. Furthermore,

of the thirty animali, 11 had values of r higher than .95 and 6 had values

lower than .90. The remaining 13 had values between .90 and 95. The conclu-

sion thus seems clear. The dissimilarity judgements given by our subjects

comparing BOF, DAX and ZUK to each other and to each of the other thirty ani-
,

mals are every bit as predictable as are subjects' responses with real animal

names.

One final computation of interest was carried out with the dissimilarity

data. _We added our subjects data to that of Henley, thus increasing the num-

ber of animals from 30 to 33. We then inserted the data into a version of

TORSCAg to obtain a. revised scaling. Figures 10 and 11 show a superposition

Insert Figures 10 and 11 about here.

4C1
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I.

Figure 10. A superposition of dimensions 1. and 2 of Henley's original scaling

and the scaling generated from including data from Experiment III,

shows indicated change from original to revised scaling.

402
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P.igurc 11. A superposition of dimensions 1 and 3 of Henley's original

scaling and the scaling generated from including data from

Dxperiment III, shows indicated change from original to

revised scaling.
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of the revised scaling on Henley's original semantic space. The arrows show

the migration of each of the points from the first scaling to the second.

A value of Kruskal'sig-=\indu. of 10% was obtained in the.rescaling

compared to a value of 9.4%-in Henley's original scaling. Of spcci1 interest

is the movement of the three artificial animals. The origin of the arrow

indicates the intended location of the concept; the end of the arrows indicates

the final location of the concepts as indicated by the resealing. BOP moved

a total of .153 units, DAX moved .277 units and ZUK moved 13.2 units. The

largest movement of the animal concepts occurred with elephant which moved

.094 units. The fact that the artificial animals moved more than the real

animals should not be surprising on three counts. Firstly, and most obviously,

the vast majority of the data going into the resealing was the same data which

determined the location of the animals in thc first place. Secondly, it

should be recalled, the training analogies were correct with a tolerance of

.12 units. Hence, our training procedure insures that we will teach what we

want only within .12 units. Thirdly, although the scaling procedure requires

that the same monotonic transformation be applied to all of the dissimilarity

judgments in a given scaling. Our procedure tended to promote context-effects.

That is, our subjects were-given a sheet asking them to judge the dissimilar-

ities of DAX and antelope, DAX and bear, etc., down to DAX and zebra. Then

a similar procedure was used for the BOF judgments, etc. It is thus quite

likely that context effects will emerge. A glance at Figures 7 8 and 9 indi-

cate the problem. Although the regression line fits very well in all three

cases, the slope for DAX is about 50 percent higher than for BOP and ZUK. The

reason seems to be that DAX is a relativel) central animal and thus there are

no animals very distant from DAX. Nonetheless the entire range 1 to 10 is
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usod. HOJWC, the higher slope.

The final datum frOM Experiment III is the verbal descriptions. It is

never clear what should bc made from such data; nonetheless, they occasion-

ally =Ix interesting reading. To that cnd, Tables 8, 9 and 10 give a com-

pilation of subjects' comments r.egarding their ideas of the three animals.

Insert Tables 8, 9 and 10 about here

General Discussion and Conclusions

We began our discussion with an analysis of reasoning. We suggested

that reasoning was thc collection of processes or algorithms which operate on

organized memory in various information retrieval tasks. Any particular rea-
.

soning task, such as analogical reasoning, is the application of a particular

set of algorithms to perform a particular type of data retrieval. Thc prob?cm

of characterizing a reasoning process is simply the specification of a data

base to retrieve a particular kind of information. We chose to characterize

the data base for our theory of analogical reasoning as a multidimensional

Euclidean space. Given that specification of the data base our choice for a

reasoning algorithm becomes very natural. It would appear that the results of

Experiments I, II and III confirm the accuracy of our description of analogical

reasoning among animal concepts. There are many possible ways to generalize

thc results wc have found. The most straightforward of these would be to
04,R,

search forAsets ofements which arc well embedded in a multidimensional simi-

larity s)ace and show that our theory also gives an accurate description for
ItItt G.:, 1. ;r.t.,:y..t.t;A) qt%.tet 4la.
behavior-in-hat-contekt. We have.l.in fact, tried some other spaces. In par-

ticular, we have generated analogies from the Nunsell color space and have

407
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$FAE: 5 kno
5 Camel-sized

3 Horse-sized

3. Rather large

I Relatively larf;e

I Fairly big

1 Medium-sized womnal
1 Bigger than donl:ey
Very large antelope

I Somewhat smaller than elephant
1 Larger than elephant

SHAPE: 1 Slender

1 Heavy
I Visualize as 1)18 donkey

APPENDAGES:
1 Antlers or horns
I Probably has horns
1 Small horns
1 Horns or humps

LEGS: 5 Pour logs
1 Uses all four legs
2 Long legs
2 flooved feet

NECK: 2 Long

I Extended but
1 Shorter than
2 Hooved feet

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

VERbAL MSCRIPTJON: rop cH;

shorter than giraffe
giraffe

'HAIR: 2 Short

2 Fur

I Rather long (unlike camel,
giraffe, cow)

W1IMESS:
2 Wild

I Completely domesticated
I Could be used as work animal

MOVEMENT:
... 1 Swi't moving

1 Runs very fast (like antelope)
I Much more agile than camel
I Not as coordinated as giraffe
I Doesn't move very swiftly
1 Strong (like elephant or camel)

LIVE: 1 In desert or jungle
1 On plains

FOOD: 1 Non-carnivor
I Probably cats plants
1 Grazes

I Naturally cats grain and leaves

1 Mammal

I.

1NTELLIGEW.E:
1.Not as intelligent as giraffe

LIVE STYLE:
1 Travels in herds with leader
1 Fairly mobile (like giraffe or zelica)

SIMILAR TO:

p Camel
1 Features similar to camel
l Camel
1 Cross between camel and horse
1 Somewhere between giraffe and com'l
1 Similar to camel or giraffe, doscf

to giraffe

I Cross between camel, giraffe, zobr,
elephant

5 Giraffe
I Like giraffe but shorter neck

(mentioned camel first)
1 Somewhere beteen giraffe and camel
1 Similar to camel or giraffe, closer

to giraffe
I Very similar to domesticated giraffe
I Cross between camel, giraffe, zebr:-.,

elephant

2 Coat
I Cross between goat and deer but

camel-sized
1 Something like goat or sheep

2 Antelope-Dcer
I Very large antelope
I Cross between goat and deer but

camel-sized

I Cross between camel and horse

I Visualize as big donkey....____

1 Something like goat or sheep

1 Cross between camel, giraffe, zebra,
elephant

2 Gorilla
1 Characteristics similar to gorilla
1 Possibly slight similarities to.a

primate
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VERP,AL

Table 9

DESCRIPT1M: DAX (18 sybject:..)

SnE: 6 Small
2 Medium-sizod
Rather small

3 Very large
4 Size of beaver
1 Larger than beaver
2 Size of rabbit
1 Somewhat larger than rabbit
1 Size of squirrel
1 Size of raccoon
1 2-feet long
1 20-30 pounds

LEGS: 2 Pour legs
3 Can stand on two legs

1 Can support self on two as well
as four

1 Can manipulate with front feet
while standing on rear

1 Can stand on hind legs
1 Short legs
1 Has claws

APPENDAGES:

1 Long bushy tail
1 Long husky tail
1 Short tail

HAIR: 4 Furry
1 Long fur
2 Hairy

1 Like chimpanzee

FEATURES:

1 Small cars, bright eyes, all that
1 Large front teeth
1 Big cars
1 Features of rabbit
1 Obviously green

1PLDNESS:
. 1 Possibly domesticated

... I Close to being domestic; lives
around man (like mouse)

I Can be seen in wild or kept as pet
(like rabbit)

" .

NOVINENT:

1

Fairly quick
Fast-moving
Quick-moving, agile
Can climb trees well (like raccoon)

409

LIVE: 2 ln forest (perhaps ti.ccs); t

like wz!ter as does beaver
2 Near water

I Often near water
1 Dexterous in water, like boavcr

FOOD: 1 Herbivorous Or possibly omnivorous
1 Eats young plant shoots

TYM S Rodent family
1 Mam:c.al

INTELLIGENCE:
1 Clever
1 Dumb

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS:
1 Industrious
1 Cuddly

1 Fairly timid, not agressive

SIMILAR TO:
4 Rabbit

2 Larger than rabbit, however
1 Like rabbit in life and Size
1 Like rabbit .

2 Beaver

1 Larger than beaver, however
1 Cross between beavur, chimp,

raccoon

2 Raccoon

1 Very similar to squirrel and
resembles raccoon

1 Cross between beaver, chimp,
raccoon

1 Squirrel

1 Very similar to squirrel and
resembles raccoon

1 Chimpanzee
I Cross betueen beaver, chimp,

raccoon
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Table .10

VhRBAL Zln: (1 9 ;;It1):1 ee

Sn:all

3 I.'wdiu.,n

1 iI:dinm small

3 Largish
2 Size of fox
1 Same or smaller than fox
1 Size of largo fox; smaller than

donkey

1 Larger than fox; smaller than lion
1 Si ze of i en

1 Size of dog

1 Larger than dog
1 Slightly smaller than wolf
1 Size of raccoon OY beaver, like

DAX

SHAPE: 1 Similar in proportion to dog
1 MOIC like dog or cat than zebra in

build and fur; maybe like a groat
big mouse

HAM: 2 Furry

1 Moderately hairy
l Probably hJs shaggy fur (longer

than fox)

1 Long-haired coat like goat and wolf
1 More like dog or cat than ze%-ra

in fur

Ari !MACES:
1 Tail

I No horns; long flat tail

LEGS: 1 Four legs

1 Four stubby legs

FEATURES:

1 Similar to dog in features
1 Probably has unusual colorings
1 Large front teeth

WILqESS:
-, 2 Wild

1 Fierce

1 Attacks smaller animals
I Clearly not domosticated; less wild

than fox
I Fairly aggressive, or at least mis-

chievous and prying

MOVEMENT:
I Quick

1 Fast runner

1 Very fleet, swift-moving
I Not as fleet as fox
1 Slow

1 Agile like wolf

LIVE: I Probably in fo)ost
1 In woods; JJ1 ground or caves OY 11 .

lowed trees; uses left-over toul.
1 Perhaps in large holes in ground
1 Excellent on mountains, like go.J

LIFE STYLE:

I Not in packs like wolf; good fa.,11:!ly

life

FOOD: 4 Predatory
1 Seeks prey (like eat).

1 Attacks smaller animals
1 Preys on chickens and sometics

sheep', goats; problem to farr
2 Carnivorous

TYPE: 1 Groat cat family
1 Probably canine; possibly feline
1 Dog family
1 Mammal

INTELLIGENCE:
1 Clever
1 Not as intelligent as fox

SIMILAR TO:
S Cat family

I Cat-like (size largish)
1 MOTC ilike dog or cat than zebra

in build and fur
I Cross between cat and canine

families

I Like lion or other large cat
I Maybe is cheetah

4 Canine family
I Like dog

1 More like dog or cat than zebra
1 Cross between fox'and-dog
1 Cross between cat and canine

families
1 Like wild dog

I Cross between goat and wolf

3 Fox
1 Resembles fox
I Cross between fox and dog
I Most like fox or any wild dog

Farm animals

I Cross between goat and wolf
1 Horse-like

410

1 Maybe like a great big mouse
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found e ssentially si rmilar esults. rroulems arise when relations mon, w,0Tds

are not well represented in a multidimensional space. (Hierarchical relations

are examples.) These hinds of examples seem to der.nd a MOTO general repro-

c)

t

!

sentaion memortf) is capable of handling more complex sorts of relation-

ships hile still holding the multidimensional representation as a sub-case.

It is interesting in this regard that Quillan's (1969) teachable language

comprchender (FLC) seems to be such a generalization. If Quillan encoded a

0.1

set of words, al] with the same superset andAdiffer:Lng.from one anothr only

uie.yds

with regard to values on a common sct of attributes, the irf.omatj:on.could be

equivalently encoded into a multidimensional representation. It is perhaps
I , 1

not coincidental that the set of words Henly scaled fits exactly these .......

inents. Wc are presently engaged in finding ways of specifying analogical

relationships within a data structure of this more general nature.
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Abstract

Using a set of 'have" verbs as an example, the hypothesis that

semantic structure is .
Lerarchical is tested. The experiments are triad

tests iu which a subject is asked to pick, out of 3 words presented,

the one most different in meaning from the other 2. Uierarchical struc-

ture and process models are developed to test the results. Experiment

I is a triad test on 9 verbs. Experiment II extends the method to

sentences. Experiment III measures response times to the word triads

and thus provides evidence that a hierarchical structure and process

model is correct. Evidence is presented to show that a 'lexicon"

model rather than a -tree model is the appropriate psychological

representation of semantic structure.
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Over the past year I have been working in a field to which I keep

giving different names. Sometimes I call it "semantic memory". Other

times it's the "structure of the lexicon", or "semantic structure" or

"hierarchical structures and processes". A goal of this paper is to show

in what way these terms are equivalent and to tease apart differences

where they exist.

Essentially the question I am asking is, what is the cognitive

(subjective) organization of the meaning of words? The relevance of

this question to, say, the study of memory is obvious. If one wants to

be shown this experimentally he need only look at the work of Bower

(1970) or Kintsch (1970). But we still have no clear idea of how the

meaning of words is organized. I think that without a theory of the

structure of the lexicon work on memry processes will be hampered. For

if one is trying to investigate memory processes which are not well under-

stood, and these processes apply in some way to semantic structures which

are not understood, then there is little chance of achieving understanding.

In fact it was exactly these considerations that led psychologists to try

to eliminate meaning from their experiments by substituting nonsense

syllables for words. However, recently there has been much more research

using words and other "natural" materials. A complete explanation of why

this is so would require a history I am not prepared to carry out. However,

I suspect that there are at least two reasons. First, many psychologists

may have come to believe that many (if not most) memory processes lose

their most interesting properties when meaning is eliminated from the

materials upon which they work. Second, work on materials with meaning

was probably stimulated by the challenge of linguists and others to explain
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psychological processes on "natural" materials, that is, materials with

which human beings actually deal outside the laboratory.

These considetations suggest that a direCt attack on semantic

structure, bypassing problems Of memory, would be a fruitful approach to

take, even if one is primarily interested in memory. Thus, although I

do not report any experiments of the classic type on memory in this paper,

I hope to convince the reader that the results are relevant to the study

of semantic memory.

The experimental tool with which I have been working is the 'triad

test". A subject is given 3 words and told to select which one if-; "most

different in meaning from the other two". This experiment was first intro-

duced with the "meaning instructions by Romney and D'Andrade (1964). This

eNperiment certainly would not usually be considered a merory experiment,

Rather it would probably go under the rubric of an experiment if 'judgment

of similarity". Nevertheless, the reader will surely note tha:long-term

memory is intimately involved. The data show that the subject makes.his

choice based on the meanings of the words. This meaning is not presented

to him directly (unless one believes rather strongly in phonetic

synbolism). Rather, he must search his memory for the meaning, given only

the word. Also, the subject must make his choice of the most different

word based on the meaning he has retrieved. It is an open question, of

course, whether the process,by which the subject does this is similar in

any way to the process by which he retrieves and processes meanings in

other kinds of experiments or, indeed, in real-world, natural language

processing.

The first experiment I did using the triad test was a replication

of the Romney and D'Andrade kinship experiment. The ords were the 8

416
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basic English male kinship terms (father, brother, etc.). Let me

quickly summarize the results. See Wexler and Romney (1970) for the

details. We distinguish between "structure" and 'process". The

"structure" of the semantic domain is a paradigmatic or grid model.

That is, the structure is exactly like a "concept' in psychology. There

are dimensions and values. One dimension might be tgenertion, with

values 0,1,2. The 'process" is a model of what a subject does in a triad

experiment given a certain structural model. The process model says

calculate the city-block (grid) distance between each pair of words in the

triad (there are 3 pairs) and classify together the pair with smallest

distance, that is, pick as most different the other (third) word. If

there is a tie for smallest distance, guess randomly.

This process model was applied to 2 different structural models and

one of the models clearly did a better job of predicting the data than

the other. In fact, the better model fit the data fairly well, especially

since there were no parameters. Thus, for the kinship case, paradigmatic

or multi-dimensional models of the structure seemed to be appropriate.

I was left uneasy about the generality of these results for the study

of the semantic structure of ordinary words because, intuitively, kinship

seemed to be a special case (though it is not easy to give reasons why

this is so). In fact, anthropologists, with some exceptions (e.g.,

Berlin, ), have mostly rigorously analyzed only kinship, pronouns and

color terms. Thus I was excited when I came upon the work of Bendix (1966),

who gave a paradigmatic analysis of a set of "have or 'transfer" words,

like "get'', "give' , 'borrow". Experiment I is a triad experiment on these

words. This experiment was reported and analyzed elsewhere (Wexler, 1970,

417
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_ ,

mimeographed), so I do not want to give all th

but it is neceasary to present it in older to un

to in the rest of this paper.

Experiment I

4

details of the analysis,

derstand what I am up

Subjects. There were 24 subjects, undcrgraduates at the University of

California, Irvine, who were required to participate i n experiments.

Subjects were run in groups of 1 to 3 subjects per group

Words. All the items studied by Bendix were used, with the exception of

"get rid of", because this item was composed of more than one word. There

were 9 words used. They were "get", "find", "give", "lend",

"take", "lose", "keep" and "have".

Procedure. The 9 "have' verbs were presented to subjects in tri

is, groups of 3. All (
9
) = 84 triads were used. A subject was t

3

select the one ward of the three in each triad which was "most diff

'borrow",

ads, that

ld to

erent

in meaning from the other two". The triads were presented visually, on

sheets of paper 24 triads to a sheet (12 on the last sheet). The triads

were arranged in random order, the same order for each subject. Subjects

were self-paced, going on to the next triad as soon as they had finished

the preceding one. The task took from 20 to 30 minutes to complete.

Results. First let me define a simple statistic. Suppose in a triad XYZ

the term X is selected as "most different'. Then we say that Y and Z are

"classed together
I: A convenient statistic to consider is C, the number

of times a suibject classes together a given pair over the entire list of

triads. Since there are 9 words in the experiment, a given pair appears in

7 triads, that is, each of the other 7 words appears once with the pair to

make a triad. Thus values of C can range from 0 to 7. For each pair, we

calculate E(C), the mean value of C over subjects. The calculation is

418
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5

done simply by finding the probability of classing together the pair in

each of the 7 triads in which the pair appears and summing the results.
7

In other words, E(C) E where is the probability of classing
i=1

col

together the pair in triad i, for i ranging over the 7 triads in which

the pairs appears. This is easily shown to yield the correct result.

The proportion of subjects classing together a pair in a triad is

taken as an estimate of the probability of classing together the pair

in that triad.

C may by thought of as a measure of similarity of 2 uords, and

while it does not tell the whole story, it captures a good deal of what

is happening in the experiment. The values of C obtained in

EXperiment I are listed in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 here

Let us consider the following simple model for part of the semantic

structure of the verbs. This paradigmatic model is diagramed in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 here

The model is inspired by Bendix' analysis, but is quite different from it

in detail. What is carried over from Bendix is the notion of considering

an 'instant t of time as a reference point and letting features refer to

the state of the system before and after t. Thus, the first feature

refers to the state of possession before time t and has values "Have" and

"Not Have". The second feature refers to the state of possession after

time t, and we label the features 'Kaye' and 'Not Have", jtvst as we did
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for the first feature. In order to get the intuitive feel for this

analysis, it is best to embed the verbs in a sentence context, for

example, Andy verb the book (preposition) Charley'. Thus, in the

sentence "Andy gives the book to Charley', there is a time t such

that before t Andy has the book and after t Andy doesn't have the

book. Thus the first feature of "give has the value 'Have"(U) and

the secoLd feature has the value Tot Have-(1). We can write this

easily in the form: give=0. In the sentence, 'Andy borrows the book

from Charley', there is a time t such that before t Andy doesn't have

the ball and after t Andy has the ball. Thus, borrow=i1H. In the

sentence, "Andy has the book", no transfer of property takes place,

but we can imagine an instant of time t and apply the features before

and after t. Thus, have=HH. Bendix did not use any verbs which fit

into the WI quadrant, but such verbs exist, for example, "want" and

'need".

We can now apply the grid process model to the paradigmatic

structural mode/. A few sample caluclations will be given. Let D be

the city-block distance. Consider the triad (have,get,borrow).

D(have,get)=1, D(have,borrow)=1, D(get,borrow)=0. Thus this last dis-

tance is minimal, and "get" and "borrow" are classed together, that is,

the model predicts that "have- is chosen as most different with proba-

bility 1. For (borrow,keep,give), we have D(borrow,keep)=1,

D(borrow,give)=2, D(keep,give)=1. Thus (borraw,keep) are each classed

together with probability 1/2, that is, 'give" and "borraw" are each

chosen as most different with probability 1/2.

Once we have made the predictions for triads from this model, we

can calculate the theoretical values of C. These figures are given in

420
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_ ,
7

Table 1. Overall, the fit between theory and data is not bad. The

Pearson product-movent correlation between theory and data is r=0.90.

The paradigmatic model is crude in the sense that it doesn't dis-

tinguish among all the verbs. Thus, for example, "take", "get',

"borrow", and "find" all have the same values, anl there is no way in

this model to distinguish them from one another.

It is intuitively clear, however, that these words are different.

The problem now arises of how to differentiate among the verbs

formally. We could continue in the same way as before and extend the

paradigmatic, multi-dimensional model by adding more features of mean-

ing. There are two immediate problems with this suggestion. First,

the features involving possession which we have already discussed seem

intuitively more important than any others and should be marked in some

special way. In fact, we have seen that these features alone do

a rather good job in predicting our expeAmental results. Second, it

is difficult to think of plausible features (besides those already

used) which would apply to sill the verbs and would discriminate among

them. If we tried to list plausible features, we would probably have

to think of features on which a few of the verbs were "marked" and then

give the verbs either a marked or unmarked value on those features.

In order to solve this problem, I suggested a new kind of model,

an "embedding structure" (Wexler, 1970). An embedding structure is a

generalization of a tree or hierarchy. Essentially it is a hierarchy

with cross-classification possible at each level or node. Thus the

paradigmatic model above might be the first 'cut" or level of structure

and then each of the sub-groups (e.g., 'give', "lend", "lose") would be

analyzed further.
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How would a process model work on such a structure? There is no

defined city-block distance over all pairs, so we need another model.

A natural model does exist. We won't need the general concept of embed

ding structures, so to simplify matters we assume that the structure

is simply a binary tree, which is a special case of embedding struc-

tures. The terminal nodes of the tree are the words, and the other

nodes are "features". The hierarchical process model works down from

the root.
2

It starts by looking at the first level of features. If

the 3 words are different on this cut, then a decision is made here.

It must be, for a binary tree that, if there is a difference then 2 of the

words are the same and 1 is different. The one that is different is

chosen as most different. Suppose, however, that the 3 words are all

che same at the first level. Then the model goes to the next level

and repeats the process. In other words, the model looks for the first

difference and makes the decision, ignoring what comes later.

I want to emphasize that both the structural and process models

have been defined formally in Wexler (1970)9 not only for binary trees,

but for trees in general, and, more generally, for embedding structures.

Let me motivate an example of a tree structure. If one looks at the

values of C in Table 1, he will notice that pairs with either "have"

or "keep" as one of their members, and 'give, 'lose', or 'lend as

the other, tend to be over-predicted. For example, C(give,have)=0.58

in the data, while the theoretical value is C=2.00. One way to cap-

ture this phenomenon would be to weight the dimensions in the paradig-

matic model. Another way to do it, possibly without estimating a

parameter (depending on your point of view) is to construct the tree

model shown in Figure 1. The structures of the words may then be
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Insert Figure 1 here

defined in the following uay, as in Tviexler (1970). Give the value 0

to a left branch and 1 to a right ranch. Then we have

have=keep=(0),(0),

get=take=borrow=find=(0),(1),

give=lend=lose=(1).

These equations define a semantic model, which we call the 'hierarchical

model".

A few sample calculations: For (have, get, give), there is a

difference already at the first level, since "give" has value 0, while

the others have value 1. Thus "give" is most different. For (keep,

take, borrow), all 3 words have value 0 at the first level, thus the

model goes to the second level. Here 'keep* has value 0 while the other

2 words have value 1. Thus 'keep- is chosen as most different.

The predictions for C for the hierarchical model are shown in

Table 1. The Pearson r between theory and data is r=0.97. When all 3

words in a triad were from the same group, (e.g., get, take, borrow)

the model assigns probabilities of 1/3 to each word. In my previous

paper I went on to show how the model could be completed, that is how

the structure could be extended so that all the words could be

distinguished. This involved a consideration of the actual triad

choices, not just the C values. It also pointed up the difficulty of

constructing a multi-dimensional, paradigmatic model to explain the

dat3. I won't repeat this analysis here since it should be clear how

a complete hierarchical analysis can be given.

423
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What we have then is a semantic analysis which is a hierarchy.

Alternatively, we have a lexicon, with each word given a sequence of

features. Later I will make some comments about the extent to which

these analyses are not equivalent.

It thus looks as if Bendix' paradignatic analysis is not correct.

However the paradigmatic analysis that we gave is not exactly Bendix'

analysis. The problem is that Bendix analyzed the words in sentence

contexts, that is, frames, and we have analyzed the words in isolation.

Experiment II (done jointly with Gregory Truax) was undertaken to study

the items exactly as Bendix presented them and also to see if once

again hierarchical structure prevailed. Split-half reliability studies

were also made.

Experiment II

Sub'ects. Subjects were from 2 undergraduate Anthropology classes at

San Fernando Valley State College. The classes had not studied any of

the materials or methods used in the experiment. Originally there were

75 subjects. Two of the subjects (one from each class) misinterpreted

the task, and their data was discarded. Three other subjects failed to

complete the task. Their data was also discarded. Thus 70 subjects

remaiLedi 30 in class 1 and 40 in class 2. The experiment was run on

all the members of a class at the same time. Both classes were run on

the same day.

Sentences. There were 11 sentences, obtained by substituting a con-

stant word for the variable in each of Bendix' frames. The substitutes

were "Andy" for A, "the book" for B, and "someone" for C. "Someone"

was chosen instead of a definite noun phrase because many of the

AVA
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sentences did not contain C, and we supposed that "someone' would add

less semantic content than, say "Charley or "the man . The sentences

used as items in the triad test are listed on the left below, with the

Bendix forms from which they are derived on the right.

11

Andy gets the book.

Andy finds the book.

Someone gives Andy the book.

Someone gets Andy the book.

Someone lends Andy the book.

Andy borrows the book from someone.

Andy takes the book from someone.

Andy gets rid of the book.

Andy loses the book.

Andy keeps the book.

Andy has the book.

A gets E

A finds B

C gives A B

C gets A B

C lends A B

A borrows B from C

A takes B from C

A gets rid of B

A loses B

A keeps B

A has B

Exactly why Bendix chose these forms is not clear from his work. For

example, why is A sometimes the subject of the sentence (A takes B

from C) and sometimes the indirect object (C gives A B)? The best

guess I can make is that Bendix anted to mark as many forms as possible

positive on the feature "A has B after time t".

Procedure. All ( )=165 triads were presented to each subject. The
3

presentation was the same as in Experiment I, on sheets of paper. The

subject was told to select the sentence most different in meaning from

the other two. As before, no clarification was given if questions were

asked about the instructions.

The left to right order of the sentences was randomized within

triads so that a given sentence appeared in the first, second or third

4.25
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position approximately the same number of times in the 165 triads. Two ran-

domizations of the crder of the triads were used. This was to check the

possibility that fatigue or boredom might affect the results. In each

class the 2 randomizations were randomly given to subjects. In all,

36 subjects took randomization 1, and 34 took randomization 2. The

subjects took from 30 to 40 minutes to comlete the experiment.

In order to make sure that this description is clear, let me give

one example of a triad that the subject nipht see, in just the same

form that he would see it. If it were triad number 7, it might be

7. Andy gets the book Someone gives Andy the book Andy loses the book.

Results. The statistic C (mean number of times classed together--see

11'10
Experiment I) was calculated for all,-;;-- = 55 pairs of sentences for

each of the 2 randomizations for each of the 2 classes. Pearson correla-

tions were computed on the C values. The correlation between randomiza-

tion 1 and randomization 2 for class 1 is r=.980 and for class 2 is

r=.987. Thus the different randomizations didn't produce different

results. The correlation between subjects from class 1 and subjects

from class 2 for randomization 1 is r=.985 and for randomization 2 is

r=.985. Thus the 2 classes produced similar results. From now on we

will combine all the data and not consider the sub-groups. Table 1

lists the observed values of C for all the subjects.

Truax and I have tried a number of models on this data, making

predictions for C from all ot them. It is not unequivocally clear

exactly which model is best, and their is no reason to go into all the

analyses here. The models which work well all have much in common.

They are hierarchies and the major (i.e., the first few) 'cuts" are
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the same. A typical one of these models is presented as a tree in

Figure 2. I chose this model to display because it also happens to

be the hierarchy produced by a cluster analysis (Johnson, 1967,

correctedness method) on the similarity matrix composed of the

observed C values. The theoretical values of C predicted by this model

are listed in parenthese in Table 3, The Pearson correlation between

theory and data is r=.95.

The first thing to note about this model is its basic similarity

to the hierarchical model on the words (Figure 1). The sentence con-

texts used changed the meanings so that we cannot expect, for example,

the sentence C gives A B" to appear in the same place in the sentence

hierarchy as "glve appears in the word hierarchy. But the major

features of meaning have retained their place. In the word analysis

the first feature on which the verbs split was whether or not the

(presumed) subject of the verb had the (presumed) object of the verb

after time t. In the 'sentence analysis, the first split is on whether

or not A has B after time t. The second feature in the word analysis

is whether or not the subject has the object before time t. For the

sentence analysis the second feature is whether or not A has B before

tIme t.

As a side issue, I would like to speculate for a moment on what

these results mean. The identificatioa of A with the subject in the

word experiment, and B with the object, suggests that in the word

experiment subjects were providing their own frame, roughly of the form

"A verb B.. A curious fact is that Experiment I took subjects about 20

to 30 minutes to complete, while Experiment II took about 30 to 40

minutes, although there were almost twice as many triads in

427
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Experiment II (165 to 84). Although we did not measure subjects' time,

we do speculate that a sentence triad might be completed faster than a

word triad, although there is much more teading to de for the sentence

triad. It might be that the word triad takes longer because the subject

has to provide for his own frame, which he is given in the sentence

triad. Or it might simply be that the sentence triads are more interest-

ing and thus are completed more quickly. In a pilot experiment for

Experiment II we gave the same subjects 84 word triads and 84 sentence

triads. It was our impression that they completed the sentence triads

more quickly. Haay, of the subjects volunteered the information that

the sentences were much easier ani more fun than the words.

It may be that verbs can only be understood in a sentence context

and thus _Aects are forced to provide their own when not given one.

This is compatable with the notion that a proper semantic analysis of

a verb is as a predicate on arguments (e.g., Lakoff and Ross, 1967).

A, noun, on the other hand, is an elementary object in the logical system

and doesn't have any arguments to be snecified. Thus a sub::ect should

not be forced to create a sentence frame in a triad experiment on nouns

and thus sentence triads should take longer than noun triads. This

experiment has not yet been done.

Getting back to the main point of the experiment, it is clear that

a hierarchical model for the semantic structure of the sentences does

well. What about Bendix' paradigmatic model? Ile took Bendix' (p. 76)

componential analysis seriously and.considered it as a grid model, as

in the kinship work I discusses earlier. There is no need to go into

the details here since we are not primarily interested in discussing

428
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Bendix work (see Wexler and Truax) in preparation) for the details, and

a discussion of how Bendix' method produced (to us) unsatisfactory

results. For a linguistic criticism see Fib-lore (1969). Table 3 is

Bendix' componential analysis, which we took as our grid model,

Insert Table 3 here

assuming, as in the kinship case, equal weights. Tje also had to add an

analysis for has B", which does not appear in the table. This was

done on the basis of Beudix' discussion of that form. When the process

model is applied to this grid model predictions for the triads and for

C values are obtained. The Pearson correlation between theory and data

for the C values is r=0.58, which is rather loer than the r4.95 for

the hierarchical model, Inspection of the data shows many unsatisfactory

predictions.

In an attempt to improve the predictions we modified Bendix' model

in various ways, while trying to leave the basic analysis unchanged.

The best correlation we could produce in this way was 1=0.68. It is

simply the case that some of Bendix' features, from a cognitive or

psychological viewpoint at least, are not correct. The worst offender

is the one relating to the before time t dimension, which Bendix marks

positive if anv relation exists between various objects before time t.

Our experiment shows that, in fact, the feature is positive only if

A has B before time t. Intuitively this also seems more unsatisfactory.

Although hierarchical models do well as semantic structures for

both the words and sentences and Bendix' paradigmatic model does not

do nearly so well, still it is not clear that another paradigmatic

, 429
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model would not predict the triad data as well as the hierarclical

model. In fact, John Boyd and I have shown that for any hierarchy (more

generally for any embedding structure) there exists a comporential

analysis (that is, a paradigmatic analysis on 0,1 values) -Jnich makes

the same predictions on the triad test as does the hierarchy.

In general the componential analysis will have a very larpe number

of dimensions, and the dimensions will not be intuitively explicable.

Nevertheless the model does exist and we would like more concrete

evidence distinguishing the models. This might be provided by latency

(response time) measurements. We offer the following speculations as a

natural model for the latencies of responses to triad tests on embedding

structures. First, consider a strictly paradigmatic model. The process

model says that the subject takes each pair of words, computes the differ-

ence of the values for each dimension in the model, sums these differences,

and then chooses to class together that pair whose sum is smallest. The

essential point here is that, no matter what the triad, the subject looks

at all dimensions, and thus has the same amount of computing to do. Thus

the non-hierarchical model predicts that each triad will take the same

amount of time, that is, latencies will be equal for all triads.

Now consider the hierarchical structure model. What we said above

for the non-hierardhical model will be true for the first depth of the

embedding model. That is, no matter what the triad, there will be a

constant time for processing of the structure at depth 1. At this point,

however, a difference can arise. If there is some difference at the first

depth, a decision is made there, and there is no further processing. If,

on the other hand, all the first depth values are the same, the subject
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goes on to process the next depth. Processing continues until a

difference is found. For now, we can make the very rough assumption

that each depth takes the same amount of tine to process. Thus, if r

is the amount of time needed to process one level and L
ijk

is the latency

for a triad (ijk) , we have

ijk
=r6(ijk)+C,

where C is a constant and 6 is the level at which a difference first

appears for that triad.

The crucial point here is not the exact equation, since our assump-

tion that r is a constant could be quite wrong. Rather, what is impor-

tant is the prediction that different triads have different latencies,

and that the greater the depth to which the subject has to process, the

greater the response time.

These notions were tested in Experinent III, in which response

times were measured for each triad.

Experiment III

Subjects. There were 60 subjects, who participated for required credit

for an undergraduate psychology class. Subjects were run individually.

Procedure. The experiment was run on a Tachistoscope controlled by an

Iconix control unit. The subject sat looking into the tachistoscope,

which was dark. To start a trial the experimenter pressed a button. A

buzzer sounded, the light came on, and the 3 words of the triad appeared

to the subject. The words appeared for 9 seconds. In front of the

subject were 3 buttons, labelled 1,2,3. The subject was instructed to

select the word most different in meaning from the other 2 and then to

push the appropriate button, #1 (the left-most) for the left-most word,
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#2 (the middle one) for the middle one, and #3 (the right-most) for the

right-most word. The subject's response was recorded on paper tape and

also the time at which he made the response, neasuring from when the

words appeared. If the subject did not make a response in 9 seconds, no

response was recorded. At the end of 9 seconds, the light went off. The

experimenter changed cards to present the next triad and pressed a button

to start the next trial. Subjects were told to respond as quickly as

possible without error.

Triads. There are 6 ways in which a triad might be ordered from left

to right. Six sets of cards for the tachistoscope were prepared, each

containing all 84 triads. But the left to right order of the triads

differed in each set. That is, a given left to right order for a given

triad appeared in exactly one set. The sets were also randomized so

that a given word appeared in first, second or third position approxi-

mately the same number of times in a set. A subject received one of

the 6 set of cards. The cards in a set were shuffled after each subject

so that the order of presentation of triads was randomized.

Results. A number of times subjects did not respond within the 9 second

limit, and no response was recorded. In order to have data only for

subjects who responded to most of the triads, the data from subjects who

did not respond to at least 90% of the triads was discarded. This left us

with 43 subjects. Only data from these subjects will be considered. Each

triad had a total of 37 to 43 responses. The mean number of responses to

a triad was 40.40.
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The C values are given in Table 1. Comparison of these fipures with

those from Experiment I shows that the results are quite similar. The

Pearson correlation between C values for Experiment I and Experiment III is

r = 0.95. In general there seems to be a little more "noise' in this

experiment. That is, the observed values of C are a little higher in this

experiment for those pairs for which the model predicts that C=0. Showing

this increase quite noticably is the pair of 'opposites", 'lend" and 'borrow'.

It might be that the increased pressure to respond quickly in the experimental

situation caused subjects to not use a semantic model, but rather to do

something more akin to free association, which would put -lend' and 'borrow"

quite close. At any rate the triad choices in Experiment III are similar

enough to those in Experiment I to allow us to proceed to the response times,

which were the point of the experiment.

The mean reaction time over subjects for a triad varied from 3.726

seconds to 5.281 seconds. The mean overall triads and subjects was

4.731 seconds. In order to look at the predictions from the hierarchical

model, we have to compute the level at which a first difference appears

in the triad. We can do this from Figure 1. If 1 or 2 of the words is

from the set [give,lend,lose] and the other word or two is from the other

6 words, then a difference appears at the first level. We call these

"level 1" triads. Examples are [give,lose,have] and [get,take,lend].

There are 63 of these triads. If 1 or 2 words are from the set [have,keep]

and the other word or two is from the set [get,take,find,borrow] then pro

cessing to the second level is necessary. These 16 triads are 'level 2".

We also consider the triad [give,lose,lend] to be level 2, on the
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assumption that the next level of structure (not shown) differentiates

them. Clearly a binary tree structure could not do this, so there may

be some higher level triads in this set. But in Wexler (1970) it is

maintained that there is more than binary tree structure at this level,

and that the level distinguishes all 4 verbs. At any rate, we assume

that the 4 triads are level 3.

Let L i=1,2,3, be the mean response time for triads of level i.

Then we calculate L1=4.659, L2=4.820, L3=5.015. A roughly linear trend

may be discerned, as predicted from the hierarchical model. Figure 3

shows these values.

,.......

Insert Figure 3 here

An objection to the above calculation is that it includes the

response times for all choices, even the ones not predicted by the

hierarchical model. We do not know why these choices are made, but we

certainly can't expect them to be Eade at the predicted "level". Thus,

for leve3s 1 and 2, we performed a new calculation of the mean response

times, including times only for the "correct", i.e., predicted choices.

Call these

L
2
'=4.801.

1

values L! for level i. Then we calculate L
1
=4.500 and1

For the difference between L
1
' and L

2
' t=2.61, .01<p<.02).

In other words, the difference between level 1 and level 2

response times is even greater when only "correct' responses are con-

sidered. This calculation cannot be done for level 3 because we do not

predict a choice here, and indeed, there is not one consistently

selected word in each of these triads.

It is well-known that when choices.in a reaction time experiment

are more equi-probable the response times tend to be slower. The data
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show that the 3 words in level 3 triads are more equi-probale than in

the level 1 or 2 triads. Thus this could explain, without recourse to

semantic models, why level 3 triads are slower than the others. If it

was also the case that level 2 triad choices were more equi-probable

than the level 1 choices, than an artifact might explain all the results.

We took as a measure of 'dominance of choice (the inverse of equi-

probability) the proportion of responses which were the "correct or

predici-ed responses. Since in all but 4 of the 80 level 1 and 2

triads the predicted response was also the most frequent response, this

measure is quite similar to the proportion of responses which are most

frequent for each triad. This dominance measure turned out to be

for level 1 and .700 for level 2. These measures clearly are not

different, especially if one compares them to a value of .519, which is

the proportion of "most frequent" choices for level 3 triads. Thus an

artifact (at least this artifact) does not explain the results.

The results of Experiment III thus seem to show that triads which

have to be processed more deeply according to the hierarchical model

have longer response times.

Discussion

The 3 experiments provide some evidence that the structure of

semantic domains is hierarchical. Experiment I showed that a hierarchical

model fit the trisd experiment for the set of "have" words. Experiment II

extended these results to sentences instead of words. Experiment III

suggested that response times behave the way a hierarchical model predicts

they should.

I have alternated between describing the hierarchical structure in

2 different ways. One way is to simply write the tree, as in Figure 1.
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The second way is to write a seq-ence of features for each word, as, for

example, get=(0),(1). Now it is certainly true that these 2 representa-

tions (called the "tree' and 'lexicon") provide exactly the same informa-

tion about semantic features of a word. Thus from a purely linguistic

(or "competence") point of view the 2 representations are identical. In

fact, Katz and Fodor (1963) would list the redundancies implied by the

tree in their dictionary before the lexicon. That is, they assume that

the information represented is equivalent but that the tree is less

redundant.

But for a moment I want to take the tree and lexicon representa-

tions seriously as psychological models. What demands are put upon the

semantic model? It seems that given only the phonological form of the

word, a speaker of the language has to he able to go directly to the semantic

representation of the word. Of course there are important complications such

as the role of context in disambiguating words with more than one

meaning, but I will ignore these problems here). So I assume that the

point of entry into the semantic representation of a word is exactly where

the word appears in the model. Thus in the lexicon model (sequences of

features) the point of entry is closest to the "higher-up features". In

the tree model, on the other hand, the point of entry is closest to the

"lower-down" features, and if the tree is deep, there may be a large

number of features between the point of entry and the highest feature.

Consider the triad task. If semantic structure follows the lexicon

model, then the hierarchical process model can be looked at as a direct

information processing model, whose steps can actually be carried out as

indicated, starting from the word and going on to the highest features.

The process model looks at the highest features first. For the lexicon

model these are right next to the words, which are the point of entry.
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The next highest features are next in sequence, and the model proceeds

directly. But for the tree model the case is not so simple. The lowest

features are next to the point of entry. Thus to follow the process

model, the subject would have to work up the tree to the first feature and

mark it with the word of the triad that it dominated. For example, if the

subject was working on 'get he would have to mark the left-most node

immediately dominated by the root with "get'. If the 3 words are all the

same on the first level the subject would have to repeat the process again,

up to the next level (unless he had marked all the nodes on his way up--but

think of the memory burden for a deep tree). This rather tortuous model is

quite inefficient, involving either much redundancy of processing or a

large memory burden or both.

Of course the hierarchical process model we have given is not the only

one that makes the correct predictions of choices for the tree model. Con-

sider the following natural alternative. Let the 'least upper bound" of 2

words be the lowest node in the tree which dominates the 2 words (where the

root is the highest). Then there are 3 least upper bounds for a triad, one

for each pair. It is easy to show that for a binary tree 1 of these least

upper bound is dominated by the other 2. It is clear that this model makes

exactly the same choice predictions as our first hierarchical process model.

But note that the lower the "level" of the triad (that is the earlier, from

the top down, a differnce appears), then.the higher the least upper bounds,

and thus the more processing that has to be done to make a decision. Thus

the lower the level the creater the response time. But this is exactly

opposite the prediction made by the first hierarchical process model, and,

in fact, exactly opposite the response time results obtained in
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Experiment III. Therfore this -bottom-up' model doesn't seem to

capture cognitive processes correctly.

I haven't formally spelled out the details of these alternative

models, and it is quite possible that variants of the models exist which

would make correct predictions. Clearly much work, both theoretical and

experimental, remains to be done before we understand semantic structure

and process. The major point of this last discussion was to point out

that lexicon and tree structures are not psychologically equivalent, and

that the difference is amenable to experimental attack.

A lexicon representation is more redundant than a tree model because

the same features have to be repeatedly listed for each word to which they

apply whereas a tree model only lists each feature once. Thus it would

seem (though this hasn't been spelled out rigourously) that the lexicon

demands a much larger memory storage thar. would a tree representation.

But we noted that the first model that we thought of to work on a tree

was quite redundant in its operation. Thus there might be an interesting

trade-off between memory storage and amount of processing. Although the

lexicon demands greater amounts of memory, access to it might be more

efficient than to a tree, especially if access to the 'higher" features

was demanded first. But this might be exactly the requirement of natural

language processing. If I say borrowed the book', perhaps the first or

most important feature of that sentenc- is that now I have the book*. The

fact that I have an obligation to return the book (or something similar to

this) is a lower-down feature and perhaps is important only if the con-

text demands it.

But speculation runs away with me. Let me finish by noting some

possible objections to the over-all thrust of this work, with my
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responses to them. Some of the questions may be naive, but I have been

asked them.

1) If this is work in semantic memory then where are the memory

experiments?

I have dealt with this question earlier in the paper. Clearly lonr-term

memory is involved in the processes that I have described.

2) Aren't thet e. individual differences in the responses to the

triad experiment? How then can one structural model be offered for

semantics?

Of course there are differences in responses, but this does not neces-

sarily imply that the structure differs from subject to subject. The

process that a subject uses in making his choice might differ. In fact,

who knows why there are differences? For the "have" words I have not

yet made any attempt to see if more than one pattern of response exists.

This is a very difficult question. For a start on one approach for kin-

ship terms see Wexler and Romney (1970).

3) How can you depend on a time difference of 200 or 300 milliseconds

to distinguish various structures? Simply, cognitive processes are quick.

That time is the time it takes to traverse a branch in a "feature" tree.

Collins and Quinlan (1969) measured the time it took to traverse a branch

in a "superset" tree at 75 milliseconds.

4) Neaning is defined on sentences words are no?.. enough. This

would be an appropriate comment if I claimed to have a general theory of

semantic understanding. But I don't. None of this work bears on how the

meaning of a sentence depends on the meaning of the words in the sentence

and the syntax of the sentence. But Experiment II shows that the experi-

mental technique might be useful for sentences also.
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5) How about other ways of measuring similarity of words? I have

done a sorting experiment on 62 have"words, including the 9 studies

here. Examples of the other words are 'receive , "donate-, etc. The

major features of the semantic analysis r!iven here appear to replicate

nicely for that experiment.

6) The triad test is far too simple to represent a speaker's

knowledge of the meanings of words. But it is important to distinguish

between an experimental tool and a theory of cognition. Consider lin-

guistics. The basic datum for the study of syntax is simply a decision

about whether a sentence is grammatical or not, that is a 0-1 decision.

(There are a few other data used, such as whether 2 sentences have the

same meaning, but these are not nearly so common as the grammaticality

judgment, and they are themselves simple). Nevertheless, elaborate

theories of grammar are formulated to explain this simple datum. In

fact the triad test is formally more complicated than the judgment of

granmaticality, since 3 items are involved rather than 2. Thus there

is no reason that interesting theory can't be built around simple, even

"trivial" judgments. Let me close with the following quote from

Weinreich (1962, p. 25):

"As speakers of English, we can state with little hesitation that
in each of the following triplets, two words belong more closely
together than a third To give an explicit account of such
intuitions is a good way of beginning descriptive semantics."
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Footnotes

1. Dr. Arnold Binder kindly allowed hic laboratory to be used for

Experiment III. I an, also indebted to Dorothy Martin for running

and helping to analyze Experiments I and III, and to erner Karle

for help with the equiprent for Experiment III.

2. For the case of binary trees, the process model in Wexler (1970)

is identical with that of Ceohegan. Embedding structures, under

the name "compnential trees and via a recursive partition def-

inition were first introduced ildependently of me by Boyd and

Chalmers (1967). Hiller (1969) has studied hierarchies by use

of the sorting method.
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Table 1. Theoretical and Observed Values of E(C) = mean
number of times a pair of verbs is classed together

Observed Theoretical Predictions

Exp. I Exp. III Paradigmatic
Model

Hierarchical
Model

lend-give 6.12 6.16 6.33 6.33

have-keep 6.05 6.06 7.00 7.00

get-take 5.42 4.79 5.67 5.67

get-borrow 5.08 4.40 5.67 5.67

get-find 4.91 4.75 5.67 5.67

borrow-take 4.80 4.36 5.67 5.67

give-lose 4.45 3.44 6.33 6.33

find-borrow 4.35 2.56 5.67 5.67

lend-lose 4.25 4.24 6.33 6.33

find-take 4.22 3.89 5.67 5.67

keep-take 4.12 3.14 1.50 3.00

find-keep 3.42 3.17 1.50 3.00

have-take 2.96 2.25 1.50 3.00

find-have 2.69 2.93 1.50 3.00

get-keep 2.66 2.67 1.50 3.00

get-have 2.46 2.99 1.50 3.00

borrow-keep 2.21 1.69 1.50 3.00

borrow-have 2.08 2.09 1.50 3.00

lend-borrow 1.21 2.63 0 0

get-give' 1.12 1.25 0 0

lend-have .92 1.26 2.00 0

give-keep .92 .67 2.00 0

lend-get .83 1.36 0 0

find-lose .83 1.39 0 0

borrow-give .75 1.76 0 0

find-give .67 .69 0 0

lend-take .67 1.88 0 0

lend-find .58 .55 0 0

give-have .58 1.20 2.00 0

borrow-lose .50 .99 0 0

lose-keep .46 .52 2.00 0

get-lose .46 .43 0 0

lend-keep .46 .58 2.00 0

give-take .42 1.46 0 0

lose-trice .33 .63 0 0

lose-have .28 .57 2.00 0
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Have

before
time

Not Have

Table 2. A Crude Semantic Model

after time t

Have Not Have

have

keep

give

lend

lose

get

take

borrow

find
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Table 3.

Observed

Theoretical and Observed Values of E(C)

for Experiment II

Theoretical Observed Theoretical

1. loses/rid of 8.40 9.00 29. finds/C gets 2.54 4.00

2. C lends/borrows 8.03 9.00 30. has/C gives 2.50 2.00

3. keeps/has 7.39 9.00 31. has/C lends 2.43 2.00

4. C gets/C gives 7.37 9.00 32. keeps/takes 2.42 2.00

5. C gives/C lends 6.26 7.00 33. has/takes 2.42 2.00

6. C gets/C lends 6.16 7.00 34. keeps/C gets 2.23 2.00

7. takes/borrows 5.99 6.00 35. keeps/borrows 2.19 2.00

. C gives/borrows 5.53 7.00 36. has/borrows 2.16 2.00

9. finds/gets 5.37 9.00 37. keeps/C lends 1.93 2.00

10. C gives/takes 5.27 6.00 38. loses/finds 1.64 0

11. C gets/borrows 5.19 7.00 39. rid of/keeps 0:77 0

12. gets/C gets 5.14 4.00 40. loses/keeps 0.74 0

13. gets/takes 4.97 4.00 41. loses/has 0:74 , 0

14. C gets/takes 4.87 6.00 42. rid of/finds 0.61 0

15. gets/C gives 4.74 4.00 43. loses/gets 0.59 0

16. gets/borrows 4.57 4.00 44. rid of/gets 0.53 0

17. C lends/takes 4.51 6.00 45. rid of/takes 0.49 0

18. keeps/finds 3.97 2.00 46. rid of/has 0.46 0

19. gets/C lends 3.89 4.00 47. rid of/borrows 0.37 0

20. has/finds 3.82 2.00 48. loses/borrows 0.36 0

21. keeps/gets 3.69 2.00 49. loses/C lene.s 0.33 0

22. has/gets 3.37 2.00 50. loses/takes 0.33 0

23. finds/borrows 3.02 4.00 51. rid of/C gives 0.26 0

24. finds/takes 3.00 4.00 52. loses/C gets 0.23 0

25. finds/C gives 2.72 4.00 53. rid of/C gets 0.23 0

26. keeps/C gives 2.64 2.00 54. loses/C gives 0.21 0

27. has/C gets 2.64 2.00 55. rid of/C lends 0.20 0

28. finds/C lends 2.60 4.00

Note: The sentences are abbreviated. Thus pair #1 is "A loses B," "A gets rid of B".

Pair # 11 is "C gets A B, A borrows B from C."
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Ns,

I\ /A\ /\
have keep get take find borroia give lend lose

Figure 1

A Hierarchical Hodel
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A takes B from C

C gets A B

A loses B

A hes B A keeps B

A gets B A 3fincls B

A borro
B

C gives A B
C ends A B

Figure 2,, A tfodel for the 1.1wning off: Sentences
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A gets rid of B
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A

Ref:w7i;se Tic (3econeic)

. 5.1
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4.8

. 4.7
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4:4

1.

C.)

2 3

Figure 3. Mean Responae Time per UTel in Experiment III.

014 (all reaponees)

A (predicted responses only)
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